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Abstract.

The Nunarssuit eomplex intrudes the pre-Cambrian basement of South Green
land. Measuring r.5 X 25 km it appears to be the largest pluton in the Gardar Alka
line Provinee ; abundanee of augite syenite is an outstanding feature. Although the
complex has not previously been the subjeet of a detailed study it has been taken
in the past as providing evidence for 'transformist' views. In faet, however, it pre
sents the features of an igneous intrusion and metasomatic replacement of older
rocks was not important in its formation. The boundary between the complex and
the basement is highly diseordant and it abruptly truneates the numerous Gardar
dykes in the basement. Stoping of large bloeks seems to have been the main means
of emplaeement: ring fraeture, if operative, was unimportant.

The ehief members of the eomplex are as follows.
The Alangorssuaq Gabbro has a roughly areuate outcrop mainly comprising

unaltered olivine gabbro, uralitized gabbro, and various hybridized rocks formed
under the influenee of later granites.

The Helene Granite is clearly later than the gabbro and has much in common
with the Seandinavian rapakivis: disintegration to 'moro'; oecurrenee of quartz
in two generations; aeeessory fluorite; searcity of pegmatites and of preferred min
eral orientation. 'Rapakivi' mantled K felspar ovoids are, however, laeking. The
granite is remarkably homogeneous considering its areal extent. For the most part
it is a eoarse-grained roek chiefly eonsisting of perthite mainlyas subreetangular
erystals 2-3 cm long, and quartz. Green hornblende and paIe-green clinopyroxene
are the common coloured minerals but fayalite and biotite ean oeeur.

The Kitsigsut Syenite resembles the larvikites of the Oslo region though its
felspars are not usually sehillerized. It inc1udes a dark variety essentially eonsisting
of perthite with some paIe-green Ol' -brown augite and olivine, and a paIe variety
in whieh the felspars tend to be highly exsolved.

The Biotite-Granite, a stoek-like body, contains both mieI'ocline perthite and
oligoclase Ol' aIbite. Biotite is the ehief dark mineral. There is some evidenee that
the Biotite-Granite is slightly younger than thc Helene Granite and it is undoubtedly
ounger than the gabbro and Kitsigsut Syenite.
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The Nunarssuit Syenite, a large monotonous mass of pyroxene-fayalite syenite,
resembles the Kitsigsut Syenite although apatite is not a common accessory and
quartz often occurs in small amounts. Towards much of its contact with the Helene
Granite and to some extent against the basement it passes into a marginal finer
grained quartzose phase. Other varieties of minor extent occur within the intrusion.
The Kitdlavåt Granite laccolith and various small bodies of aenigmatite-bearing
soda-granites were later intruded into the syenite. The Nunarssuit Syenite is younger
than the Helene Granite; in parts of Nunarssuit, however, the Helene Granite veins
the syenite and was probably not completely consolidated at the time of the syenite
emplacement.

The Malenefjeld Granite, a large independent mass of soda-granite, is nowhere
seen in contact with the main body of the complex but is plainly part of the latter.

Xenoliths are uncommon in the complex as a whole but are abundant at
certain localities, the most significant being a zone that approximately coincides
with the boundary between the Nunarssuit Syenite and Helene Granite in western
Nunarssuit. The inc1usions in this and two other eastward-dipping zones in S.W.
Nunarssuit are largely metavolcanic rocks derived from the Kobberminebugt green
schists and measure up to 100 m in thickness. Many are lenticular: these lie with
their lengths in the plane of the zones. It seems likely that they are the remnants of
roof-pendant wedges disrupted more or less in situ. Dnlike the Julianehåb Granite
and green schist country rocks of the complex the xenoliths have often suffered
high-grade thermal metamorphism.

Mafic mineral layering is well-developed at certain places in the complex.
In the gabbro it ean be concordantly accompanied by felspar lamination and is
inclined towards a focus in the interior of the complex. In the Helene Granite it is
highly localized: remarkable sequences resembling the trough banding of Skærgaard
occur and another type involves textural variants of the granite as well as mafic
bands; there are also planar successions and isolated bands in which cumulus fay
alitic olivine is common. More or less planar rhythmic sequences generally unaceom
panied by mineral parallelism are extensive in the Kitsigsut Syenite; as in the
Helene Granite layering, grading and cross-bedding can be present. Some banding
also occurs in the Biotite-Granite and Kitdlavåt Granite. In the Nunarssuit Syenite
mafic layering is mainly confined to three zones in S.W. Nunarssuit. These and the
remaining occurrences are inc1ined towards a focus in central Nunarssuit. Numerous
spectacular structures faithfully mimic primary sedimentary features such as cross
bedding, wash-outs, slumping and graded bedding.

The mafie layers are eoncentrations of eumulus minerals formed under the
influence of gravity in a eooling magma-ehamber. Magmatie eurrents were also
effective in most intrusions, particularly the Nunarssuit Syenite. Their activity
indicates a high degree of mobility in the magmas concerned and this may be con
nected with the fluorine content of the eomplex.



I. INTRODUCTION

(a) Scope of work.

T he Nunarssuit pluton is a mildly alkaline intrusive eomplex on the
western seaboard of South Greenland, forming most of the large

island of Nunarssuit (Greenlandic-"the big land"), much of Alångor-
ssuaq (Greenlandic-"the big dark side") and all the Indre and Ydre
Kitsigsut skerries on the edge of the open sea separating Greenland from
Labrador. Although its full extent under the ocean is not known, the
complex appears to be the largest 'younger' pluton in South Greenland,
its visible area 45 km long by 25 km wide far exceeding that of the
famous Ilimaussaq complex near Julianehåb about 120 km to the east.
Size, however, is by no means its main claim to interest. WEGMANN (1938)
has given it a niche in the literature of 'transformist' petrology along
with similar massifs in the region by asserting that the granitic members
of these plutons are transformation products in situ surrounding syenitic
nuclei and passing into the metamorphic country rock through a mar
ginal zone of rapakivi. These statements have been quoted with approval
in several important publications by leading authorities. READ (1957
p. 35) for example, in a valuable analysis of the granite problem, men
tions "the beautiful replacement phcnomena seen in the Southern
Greenland rapakiwi granite described by WEGMA~N" and later remarks
(op. cit. p. 144) that "WEGMANN (1938 pp. 98-121) found that many
granitic massifs in S. Greenland are surrounded by a zone of rapakivi
granite which is transitional into the mctamorphie country rock".
TERMlER and TERMlER (1956) also write "WEGMANN a interprete les
rapakivis de la formation de Gardar comme un eas de migmatisation"
and quite recently WEGMANN (1959 pp.50-51) has referred without
reservation to his (1938 pp. 98-121) account of the South Greenland
granite plutons including the Helene Granite.

Such views need reconsideration in the light of fresh data given
below. As will be seen, WEGMAN~'S transformist ideas appear inapplicable
to the Nunarssuit complex which seems best interpreted solely in mag
matist terms: each of the present writers, it is emphasized, came to this
conclusion independently whilst working in separate areas. The present
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account is thus a contribution to the granite controversy as well as to
the study of alkaline rocks.

But not only for purely petrological reasons has the Nunarssuit
complex attracted recent attention. Since the Ilimaussaq batholith was
found to contain appreciable quantities ef uranium and thorium all
alkaline 'younger' plutons in South Greenland acquired possibie economic
significance. Thus for several reasons the Nunarssuit complex was selected
as the first object of study when the Geological Survey of Greenland
(Grønlands Geologiske Undersøgelse, G.G.U.) contemplated the geologi
cal survey ef the Nunarssuit map sheet extending from 47°00' to 48°30'
west and 60°30' to 61°00' north. The writers began this work in 1957
during a summer field season of three months duration and continued
it for a similar period from June to September in 1958, mapping on the
scale ef 1: 20,000 and collecting a total of about 1000 rock specimens.
Excellent base maps on this scale, contoured at 25 or 50 m intervals, and
aerial photographs were supplied by the Geodætisk Institut, Copenhagen.

Working independently the first author (W.T.H.) investigated the
northern portion of the complex in Alangorssuaq and the Indre Kitsigsut
whilst the second author (T.C.R.P.) examined the rest of the complex
in Nunarssuit and the Ydre Kitsigsut. The survey was extended to cover
the whole of the Nunarssuit map sheet which was completed in 1960;
the results, it is intended, will appear in a map of 1: 100,000 scale ac
companied by an explanatory memoir. Meanwhile, units of particular
interest are to be described in detailed special reports, the first major
contribution being the present paper. This is divided into three parts.
Part I, for which both authors share equal responsibility, provides a
general description and discussion of the Nunarssuit complex. Parts II
and III will be separate petrological accounts of the northern and
southern portions of the complex in which each author will bear sole
responsibility for his own particular area.

(b) Previous work.

No systematic detailed description of the geology of the Nunar
ssuit district has appeared hitherto. Few geologists have visited the
area and fewer still have left a permanent record of their findings. Only
the folIowing need be mentioned here. The earliest investigator appears
to have been GIESECKE (1806, 1809) who recognized syenite in the Indre
Kitsigsut and discovered the zircon so abundant at certain localities in
those skerries The same islands were also visited by GARDE (1896) and,
in the summer of 1908 the great pioneer N. V. USSING sailed extensively
in the Alangorssuaq-Nunarssuit area, accurately recording many geolog
ical observations that owing to his untimely death in 1911 have unfor-
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tunately remained unpublished. His diaries, deposited with the Geolog
ical Museum, Copenhagen, have been made available to us, however,
through the kindness of lektor H. SØRENSEN. They contain sketch maps
showing the general distribution of sycnite, younger granite and gabbro
in Alangorssuaq and the Indre Kitsigsut and record that the coarse
syenite forming the islands around Tulugartalik is cut by thin veins
comprising hornblende, zircon and magnetite. USSING also remarked in
his diaries that the younger (micaceous) granite in the islands around
Umananguaq contains fragments of syenite and rgabbro, that in
Alangorssuaq the younger granite developes a contact facies which
veins the gabbro, and that arfvedsonite pegmatites cut the younger
granite near the syenite contact south of Helene Havn. In a sketch
of the view south from Mercurius Havn he indicated inc1usions of
thermally metamorphosed sediments and diabase porphyries and the
approximate position of the contact between the younger granite and
syenite. Furthermore, he noted that the younger granite continues south
to Kap Desolation and forms the islands around Naujatalik where a
littie 'rapakivi' (ring) structure occurs.

USSING appreciated the wide extent of the Nunarssuit Syenite and
observed that its pegmatites consist of felspar, quartz and arfvedsonite
with occasional zircon, galena, molybdenite and a minerallike euxenite.
At two places in south-west Nunarssuit he noted "stratification" due to
parallel bands rich in magnetite.

In all these hitherto unpublished observations USSING was remark
ably accurate and by drawing attention to them the present writers
hope to pay some small tribute to their distinguished predecessor. Not
unnaturally, though, he was sometimes mistaken; for instance, in de
scribing the pinkish rQcks around Itivdliatsiaq as rapakivi and the
granite on the shore where he landed south of Malenefjeld as GIder
(i. e. Julianehåb) Granite.

The admirable regional study of South Greenland by WEGMANN
(1938) has already been mentioned. This work, which has provided a
basis and constant source of reference for all subsequent studies in the
region, briefly summarizes early investigations and comments upon the
Nunarssuit massif. It will frequently bo mentioned and discussed in the
folIowing pages. Whilst the writers cannot agree with WEGMANN'S in
terpretation of the Nunarssuit complex they would like to record their
whole-hearted admiration for his achievements in unravelling the regional
chronology of South Greenland.

(c) Topography.

The area covered by the Nunarssuit map-sheet (60°30' to 61°00'
north, 47°00' to 48°30' west) differs in some topographical respects
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Fig. 1. View of the Kitdlavåt mountains, looking south-easl from outside the en
trance to Torssukåtak. The highest summit (left centre) is formed of Kildlavåt
Granite: otherwise the mountains consist entirely of Helene Grani te. Kap Desola-

tion on the extreme right. (Pholo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.).

from the rest of South Greenland. The strip of land separating the in
land iee sheet from the sea is only 30 to 40 km wide-narrower than
anywhere else south of Disko Bugt-and furthermore of relatively low
altitude. Extensive tracts around Qagssimiut and the inner part of
Kobberminebugten do not exceed an elevation of 100 metres above sea
level and have been included with the strandflat of South Greenland
by WEGMANK (1938). Much of the higher ground elsewhere attains a
summit levelof only 270-350 metres in contrast with the extensive
700-800 metre level characterizing the area covered by the Ivigtut
map-sheet 40 km to the north. This 270-350 metre level rises gradually
E.S.E. to over 500 metres when traced to the north-west side of Brede
fjord; but when followed northwards towards the Ivigtut plateau no
such graduaJ rise takes place. Instead there is a step between eastern
Sånerut and Kinålik separating the 270-350 metre level af the unar
ssuit district from the 700-800 metre high plateau of the Ivigtut region.
These two surfaces are therefore separate and distinct erosion levels.

Only neal' their western seaboards do Nunarssuit and Alångorssuaq
surpass heights of more than 600 metres. Although never more than
800 metres high this ground presents mountain sceneryas imposing as
any in South Greenland, rising steeply from the sea in an array of pin
nacles which are generally unclimahle hecause of the weathered nature
of the granite that forms them (see fig. 1).

(d) Access.

The inaccessibility which previously hindered investigation of the
region has beeome less pronounced today with the establishment of the
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airstrip at Narssarssuaq ahout 200 km away. A regularly-used shipping
route also connects Ivigtut with Copenhagen. It was indeed possibIe to
plan an excursion to the region as part of the XXI International Geo
logical Congress in 1960, though this project unfortunately failed to
mature.

Ivigtut provided the main supply base for G.G.U. operations in
the region from 1955 until 1959 when it was supplemented by Dyrnæs
near Narssaq. From these bases camps were set out and supplied by
motor cutters using the coastal waters and fjords that ramify through
the region. Torssukatak, the channel between the island of Nunarssuit
and Alangorssuaq, is an important sea-route for all vessels, especially
those small enough to employ Nyboes Kanal, the narrow waterway
which separates Alangorssuaq from the mainland at high tide. Motor
cutters of this type, the 16 tonners "Graah" and" Koch", were essential
for visiting the skerries and exposed western coasts of Nunarssuit and
Alångorssuaq, but within protected inland waters a 22 ft. cabin cruiser
"Uralit" proved more suitable and served each author in turn.

Access to the area by sea early in the summer field-season may be
hampered by ice. The West Greenland polar current which flows north
west from the southern tip of Greenland, Kap Farvel, along the south
west coast of Greenland is partieularly fast off Nunarssuit where it is
eonfined to a streteh of sea no more then 18 km from the land. Conse
quently in the spring iee floes transported to the region from north
east Greenland by thc current are often densely packed near the eoast
and an on-shore wind may push them far into the fjords. Few are leH
by about mid-July, however, and they do not usually trouble shipping
in the summer months.

(e) Exposure and general conditions.

As ean be seen from the map, Plate 3, the complex is partly con
cealed by either lakes ar sea. Apart from this, however, it is exception
ally well exposed (see fig. 2) and its western and southern parts would
be a continuous expanse of bed-rock but for occasional scree and gravel
patches. Even the Kitsigsut Syenite mass, which is visible only in numer
ous small islands is, within the area of the skerries, probably as well
exposed as many parts of the Scottish Highlands since each island in
the skerries is entirely naked rock. All these exposures have, moreover,
been scoured clean. Moving away from the coastal belt, however, vegeta
tion, particularly Empetrum and Vaccinium uliginosum heath, covers
an increasing area af ground and although rock outeraps are still abun
dant they are often covered with lichen and in consequence are not so
readily examined as the clean coastal rocks.
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Fig. 2. View roughly south from the ovallake at the north-west corner of the Junar
ssuit Syenite in Alangorssuaq. Helene Granite in the foreground, Nunarssuit Syenite
in the middle distance. Torssukatak just visible in the centre of the pieture, l unar-

ssuit in the background. (Photo G.G.U., W.T.H.).

Since the unarssuit area projects out to sea its climate is distinctly
maritime. The south-east wind which frequently blows in summer
months brings much rain to the area and banks of sea mist often drift
in from the Davis Strait with an onshore wind. Snow, common in winter,
disappears from all but north-facing slopes by June.

The maritime nature of thc Nunarssuit region is reflected in its
wild life. Seabirds are numerous, black guillemots and eider duck being
commonest. On many lakes divers and mergansers can be found especi
ally where there are runs of arctic char, Salvelinus alpinus (the Green
land 'laks'). Among land birds, ptarmigan, snow buntings and wheat
ears-the last a summer and autumn migrant-are most abundant. The
only land mammals, excluding rare polar bear visitants travelling from
east Greenland an ice floes, are the arctic fax and snow hare. Insects
are a major inconvenience for about seven weeks during the summer
when dense swarms af various gnats and masquitoes hatch from the
many lakes in the region.

Alimgorssuaq and Nunarssuit are uninhabited. The nearest settle
ment is Qagssimiut, a Greenlandic hunting community about 30 km east
af unarssuit. A smaller Greenland village, Arsuk, lies about 40 km to
the north af Nunarssuit.
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II. THE REG IONAL SETTING OF THE COMPLEX

(a) General.

The Nunarssuit complex is situated in an extensive region of pre
Cambrian rocks which WEGMANN (1938) has divided into two separate
and distinct cyeles. These he termed Ketelidian and Gardar. Although
the pre-Gardar age nomenclature of the region is now under review, so
that the use of the term "Ketelidian" may need to be modified, WEG

MANN'S work draws special attention to what is undoubtedly an out
standing feature of greatest significance in South Greenland, the con
trast between the early tectogenesis and metamorphism of the region
on the one hand and its subsequent history on the other.

In pre-Gardar times the Julianehåb Granite and an older geosyn
elinal series of metasediments and metavolcanics were welded together
by tectogenesis and regional metamorphism to form aresistant block
which has reacted to later earth-movements only by fracture and
warping. After a long period of erosion fol1owing this ancient plutonism
the Gardar cycle was initiated in the Igaliko area by deposition of con
tinental sandstones intercalated with lava flows. These strata, despite
their age still more or less horizontal, rest with marked angular uncon
formity on folded migmatites in the down-faulted zone between Brede
fjord and Tunugdliarfik, the only place where they are preserved.
Cutting them are dykes and plutons, the intrusive aspect of the Gardar
cyele. Similar dykes and plutons elsewhere in South Greenland outside
the area covered by Gardar supracrustal rocks are also assigned to the
Gardar cycle for field and petrographic reasons. Thus numerous dyke
swarms ranging from at least latitude 60 to 62 north on the west coast
of Greenland are confidently assigned to the Gardar cycle and a number
of plutons which puncture the basement between Ivigtut and Frederiks
dal south of Julianehåb can also be elassed as Gardar because of their
relationships to the regional dyke swarms. A map of the general geology
of the region is provided in Plate I.

(b) The pre-Gardar basement.

The oldest rocks shown on Plate I are those of low or medium
metamorphic grade occupying two areas, the Arsuk basin and a lang
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tract of country stretching from Kobberminebugten through Kinålik
to Sermiligårssuk fjord. They include a lowermost predominantly
metasedimentary series overlain by a metavolcanic (Arsuk) series. The
metasediments display a wide range of rock types, pelitic and semipelitic
schists, quartzite, conglomerate, dolomite and various amphibolitic
rocks. The metavolcanics chiefly comprise a considerable thickness of
basic lavas, sometimes with pillow structures, and occasional tuffs,
agglomerates and metagabbro sills. The Arsuk group is succeeded by
the Qipisarqo group, comprising a series of metasediments containing
much pelitic schist and some conglomerate. The low-grade metamor
phics in the southern arm of Kobberminebugten overlie the Qipisarqo
group and are of mixed sedimentary and volcanic origin. Their
stratigraphy has been outlined by WATTERSON (in press). On the
northern shores of Alangorssuaq they form an impersistent nar
row outcrop running north-eastwards along the coast, composed
of various rocks arranged in parallel layers striking north-east
and either vertical or dipping steeply south-east. Schistosity due
to preferred orientation of biotite and green amphibole is often devel
oped and lies roughly parallel to the major lithological layering. The
folIowing distinctive rock-types occur. Plagioclase porphyrites con
tain abundant gray rectangular felspars up to a few cm lang in a fine
grained epidotic matrix. The phenocrysts tend to parallelism and are
sometimes highly deformed without rupture. They mainly consist of
andesine often recrystallized to a clear granular aggregate containing
stumpy epidote prisms apparently in equilibrium with the felspar. Some
microcline is present; brown hiotite and green amphihole in the ground
mass of the rock generally show a pronounced preferred orientation.
U r al i t e p or p h yri t es are dark green schists consisting chiefly of green
amphibole which forms both the groundmass of the rock and sporadic
larger crystals or crystal aggregates a few mm long. Elongate vesicles
up to 5 cm long lined with epidote and containing magnetite or haematite
occasionally occur. PilIow lavas are seen at severallocalities. The pil
lows are grayelongate oval hodies up to 30 cm long in a dark schistose
matrix which may consist entirely of green amphihole. Banded schists
appear in the field as gray or green medium- or fine-grained schists with
a banding, visible on the scale of a hand-specimen, which is parallel to
the major lithological layering of the schist-belt. Some are obviously
mylonites due to shearing on steep planes striking N.E. In thin-section
the handed schists comprise quartz, microcline, plagioclase, brown bio
tite, green amphihole and pistacite in various proportions together with
accessory sphene, apatite and ore. E p i d o t e -r ock: a fine-grained
granular pistacite-rock forms folia and numerous ovoids up to about
a metre lang in the rocks described above.
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The Green Schist outcrop of Alangorssuaq has therefore 01viouslybeen
folded and regionally metamorphosed under amphiholite facies conditions.

An area of gneisses in the Ivigtut district well to the north of
Alangorssuaq is believed to be the result of migmatization during the
folding of the lower groups of metamorphic rocks although there is a
possibility that these gneisses may possess a core representing a still
more ancient basement.

Contrasting with the syn-kinematic development of the Ivigtut
gneisses is the late-kinematic migmatization to which the Julianehåb
Granite owes its origin in the first place. The term Julianehåb Granite
was introduced by USSING (1912) to designate the basement granite
which extends for over 100 km from Kobberminebugten to the Juliane
håb area. The very varied character and history of this mass has only
recently become apparent. In Alangorssuaq and Nunarssuit it includes
many different rocks which, although separable in the fieId, are not
distinguished on the map, Plate 3, for reasons of scale. They range from
migmatitic hornblende-granodiorite to leucocratic quartz-rich granite
with occasional enclaves. Large bodies of metamorphosed basic to ultra
basic rocks of massive appearance whose precise chronological status is
uncertain are enclosed and marginally migmatized by the granite which
also contains numerous areas of migmatized schists belonging to the
Kobberminebugt Group.

After this orogenesis and migmatization a great number of basic
dykes (the Kuanitic swarm), were emplaced throughout the region.
In the north-west they remain relatively unaltered and retain their
fine-grained margins but south-east of a line running roughly north
east from Kungnat near Ivigtut they are metamorphosed to amphibo
lites. This later regional metamorphism increases in grade to the south
east and east so that on some islands within Kobberminebugten and at
places in eastern Alangorssuaq and Nunarssuit the Julianehåb Granite
has been locally reactivated and has attacked the amphibolite dykes
which cut it. Further east, around Qagssimiut, a large area of Juliane
håb Granite also shows evidence of reactivation during the same period
of regional metamorphism as does the granite in most of the Julianehåb
peninsula and the ground between Tunugdliarfik and Igaliko Fjord.
Possibly contemporaneous with this reactivation are the granite intru
sions on and north of Sanerut which post-date the Kuanitic dykes.
Following the reactivation more thin metamorphosed basic dykes were
emplaced in the Julianehåb Granite.

(c) The Gardar Period.
(i) Dykes.

Outside the Tunugdliarfik area of Gardar lavas and continental
sandstones the Gardar period is chiefly represented by dykes of which
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dolerites are by far the largest and most numerous. Three generations
of these ean be discerned between Sermiligarssuk and Arsuk Fjord, the
first running KN.E. or K-W., the second KN.K and the third N.E.
In the country between Nunarssuit and the Inland Ice five generations
have been separated but in the region to the east of this area there seem
to be only three swarms. In addition to these dolerites dense swarms of
thin KN.K- or N.E.-trending traehytes oceur around Narssaq and
Arsuk Fjord and many eamptonites trending roughly at 70° are found
in the vicinity of Arsuk Fjord.

Considering the Alangorssuaq-Nunarssuit area in particular, the
abundance of basic dykes is most striking (Plate 3), especiaIly north
east of Bangs Havn. The oldest Gardar dolerites run K-W. or KS.K
They are not very numerous but are rather more abundant than the
N.-S. or N.N.K dolerites which cut them and in their turn are cut by
the main N.K swarm. Some members of the last attain a thickness of
300 m and, as shown on the map, many present a complex outcrop
suggestive of lateral crustal displacement as well as tension normal to
the dyke walls during intrusion. The N.E. swarm is cut by a few K-W.
dolerites, the latest basic Gardar dykes in the area.

Although the vast majority of dykes in the main N.K swarm present
no outstanding features certain of them require special attention. For
example, at Bangs Havn a number coalesce in a small igneous complex
about 1 km wide and 6 km long trending north-east and comprising
dolerite, anorthosite, pyroxene-syenite and pyroxene-granite units grad
ing into each other through narrow transitional zones. The anorthosite,
a coarse-grained rock mainly composed of plagioc1ase crystals up to
15 cm long, forms xenoliths up to 50 m broad in the dolerite. Related
to this is the occurrence of numerous anorthosite blocks and large
crystals of intermediate plagioclase up to about a metre long in certain
Gardar dolerites of the region. South-east of Bangs Havn, for instance,
a dolerite dyke 4-8 m wide contains numerous anorthosite blonks and
large plagioclase individuals up to 60 cm long. Anothcr Gardar dyke
about 10-15 ID wide that runs W.S.W. across northern Alangorssuaq is
choked with anorthosite blocks and giant intermediate plagioc1ase crys
tals up to roughly a metre long.

A few members of the main north-easterly dyke swarm are com
posite, comprising acid centres and dolerite margins. In central Nunar
ssuit one of these 50 m thick has a centre of rather fine-grained por
phyritic granite 10 m wide. Another, seen in the chain of small islands
running north-eastwards from Qeqertarssuanguaq near the south-east
coast of Alangorssuaq, also possesses a rather fine-grained porphyritic
granite centre. On Qeqertarssuanguaq itself an K-W. dolerite bears a
central portion of quartz-porphyry.

2
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Dykes of intermediate or acid composition are rare in the Alangor
ssuaq-Nunarssuit area. A few thin trachytes occur; one which trends
W.S.W. cuts a N.E. dolerite and is cut by a post-Gardar dolerite.
Occasional quartz-porphyries up to 12 m thick running roughly north
east transect the Gardar dolerites. Two thin ones cut and chill against
the Nunarssuit syenite east of Itivdliatsiaq. A thin felsite cutting the
Julianehåb Granite of south-east Alangorssuaq can be foIlowed for
several hundred metres. Acid dykes of E.S.E. trend found in S.E.
Nunarssuit are of uncertain age: one is cut by a N.E. dolerite, another
cuts a similar dolerite dyke.

(ii) Intrusive complexes.

The Gardar plutons of the region, with which the Nunarssuit com
plex is to be reckoned for reasons given in a succeeding sub-section, can
be very briefly summarized as follows. In the Narssaq area lie the well
known Ilimaussaq batholith, the Igaliko batholith and the central com
plex of TugtutOq. USSING (1912) has described the first in some detail
and given a brief account of the second. UPTON (1963) has investigated
the third.

In the Nunarssuit area there is, besides the complex described in
the present paper, the small Puklen intrusion of syenite and soda-granite
deaIt with by PULVERTAFT (1961).

North of Nunarssuit there are the two complexes of Grønnedal and
Kungnåt. The former is a body of nepheline-syenite accompanied by
carbonatite. The Kungnåt complex, consisting of pyroxene-fayalite
syenites and a gabbro ring-dyke, has been the subject of a detailed study
by UPTON (1960).

In alater section of the present paper attention will be drawn to
certain similarities and dissimilarities between these plutonic intrusions.

(Hi) Faulting.

The rigid brittIe character of the South Greenland block after pre
Gardar tectogenesis and metamorphism has aIready been alluded to,
and is evident in the numerous dyke swarms briefly described above.
A further testimony is the intense fauIting the region has suffered, much
of which is Gardar in age. There are two major sets of faults, roughly
north-south dextral transcurrent fauIts, which considerably displace
many of the older Gardar dolerite dykes but have littIe effect upon the
youngest Gardar dolerites, and east-west fauIts with sinistral displace
ments of up to 6 km. One of the latter has been shown by HENRIKSEN
(1960) to have been initiated long before Gardar times.

Faulting in the Nunarssuit area is much less pronounced than in
the other two main centres of Gardar igneous activity, the Narssaq
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region and the Ivigtut-Grønnedal peninsula. Two north-south dextral
tear faults displacc the Nunarssuit complex near Josvaminen as does
another in central Nunarssuit, and the complex is affected hy east-west
faulting south of Mercurius Havn and hetween Bangs Havn and Emma
Havn (sec Plate 2). The existence of a major fault along Ikerasagssuaq
is inferred from the intensely crushed nature of the granite on the islands
in the sound just south-east of Aurora Havn and along parts of the
shore east of this locality: this fault has no late Gardar displaccment
the N.K dykes are undisturhed-hut pre-Gardar houndaries have heen
moved up to 2 km in a sinistral sense.

(d) Post-Gardar rocks.

Throughout the coastal districts of South Greenland as far north
as Frederikshåb a swarm of regularly jointed dolerite dykes weathering
to a reddish-hrown runs N.N.W. parallel to the coast. The swarm is not
dcnse but some of its members are highly persistent and have been
traced for more than a hundred kilometres. Since the dykes cut all
Gardar intrusions inc1uding the Nunarssuit complex and are never dis
placed hy faulting they are regarded as heing post-Gardar and possihly
Tertiary in age (BERTHELsEN 1961).

In Nunarssuit and Alångorssuaq they contain intermediate plagio
c1ase and a pink titaniferous augite with or without some olivine or
quartz and attain a thickness of 50 m, though many are much thinner
than that; the majority are inc1ined to the south-west and the dip of
some is as low as 50 degrees. They are cut hy a later set of K-W. dolerites
which differ from them chiefly in containing small zeolitic vesicles. At
two localities in Alangorssuaq, Stærkodder Havn and about 1/2km
south-east of Rødtop, the contacts of the later dykes are seen to be
chilled against the N.N.W. dolerites.

(e) The Age of the Nunarssuit complex.

Various memhers of the Nunarssuit complex transect and hornfels
Gardar dolerite dykes of all three main generations in the area. Although
the quartz-porphyry dykes of Gardar age have not been seen in actual
contact with the complex they, like the Gardar dolerites, are absent
from the complex, as shown hy the map (Plate 3), with the exception of
two thin examples mentioned above. On the other hand, as aiready
remarked, Gardar faults and post-Gardar dolerite dykes cut the com
plex. Thus the Nunarssuit complcx is of late Gardar age. !ts relations
towards Gardar dyke intrusion and faulting resemble those of the Ili
maussaq, Kungnåt and Puklen complexes but differ from those of the

2*
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Grønnedal complex which is intruded by Gardar dolerites and intensely
faulted (personal communication, C. H. EMELEUS).

MOORBATH, WEBSTER and MORGAN (1960) have recently given
absolute ages for the Ilimaussaq and Kungnat intrusions. Using poly
lithionite from Ilimaussaq they obtained aresult of 1086 m. y. by the
rubidium-strontium method and 1180 m. y. by the potassium-argon
method. Biotite from Kungnat gave an age of 1240 m. y. by the K/A
method. It seems likely therefore that the Nunarssuit complex is roughly
hetween 1100 m. y. and 1250 m. y. old 1.

1) Since this paper went to press, Dr. S. MOORBATH carried out a RbjSr age
determination on biotite from the Biotite-Granite in Alangorssuaq, and obtained
aresult of 1150 ± 30 m.y. (taking 4.7 x 1010 years as the half-Iife of Rb87). The
authors are grateful to Dr. MOORBATH for aIIowing them to publish this figure.



III. THE COMPONENT UNITS OF THE COMPLEX.

(a) The Alångorssuaq Gabbro.

A roughly arcuate outcrop of gabhro 5 km lang forms low ground
occupied by numerous lakes in central AIångorssuaq at the northern
margin of the Nunarssuit complex. The intrusion ean for general pur
poses conveniently be described under three headings, unaItered olivine
gabbros, uralitized gabbros and hybridized gabbros, but it should be
noted that the extreme western outcrops of the gabbro incIude a variety
of basic rocks not described in this section of the present paper.

Unaltered olivine gabbros.

OIivine gabbros in which all the constituent minerals are fresh
compose the central sector of the gabbro are. A conspicuous variety,
extending for about one kilometre along the northern extremity of the
gabbro outcrop and for up to several hundred metres southward from
its contact with the Julianehåb Granite, is a medium-grained regularly
joined olivine gabbro, without lamination or banding, containing small
pegmatitic segregations at a few localities. In hand-specimen it resembles
certain diorites because of the abundance of white felspar. Thin-sections
of it vary sIightly in grain-size and modal composition and closely
resemble many slices from the large W.S.W. Gardar dolerite dyke
running across east Alångorssuaq up to Naujat qåqåt. Clear, well
twinned, generally non-zoned plagiocIase of intermediate composition,
about An 50 in several specimens, forms roughly 60-70 Ofo of the rock.
Some crystals show sIight continuous normal zoning; mild deformation
of the albite twin lameIlae has been noted. Fresh olivine with a high
negative optic axial angle occurs in amounts up to about 16 0J0 of the
rock.

Titanaugite is much less common than, and often encloses, olivine.
It makes up less than 1 Ofo of the total volume of some specimens.
Apatite and titaniferous iron ore are abundant accessories and lepi
domelane is camman as beards round the are grains. A littIe interstitial
alkaline residuum is present.

A chemical analysis af a representative sample is given in
Table I.
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Table 1.

Chemical analyses of some members of the Nunarssuit complex.

I

1. 2. 3. 4.
,

Sia•......... 45.70 59.35 57.41 74.72
Tia•......... 3.02 1.15 1.60 0.28
AI.O•........ 18.85 18.10 17.22 12.55
Fe.O•........ 1.47 0.28 1.69 0.33
FeO ......... 11.44 4.85 6.25 1.61
MnO ........ 0.17 0.11 0.15 0.04
MgO ......... 6.15 0.70 1.03 0.22
CaO ......... 7.73 2.85 4.13 0.87
Na.O ........ 3.74 5.67 5.20 3.59
K.O ......... 0.99 5.00 4.36 5.00
H.O- o •••••• 0.01 0.04 0.12 0.01
H.O+ ....... 0.48 1.08 0.41 0.48
co. ......... 0.06 0.55 0.14. 0.19
p.a.......... 0.40 0.35 0.49 0.09
F ........... n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.21

100.21 100.08 100.20 100.19
-:- o. 0.09

for F 100.10

Analyst: B. BRUUN. Numbers in braekets refer to G.G.U. collections.
1. Olivine Gabbro, Alangorssuaq (30106) about 120 m from margin of the intrusion

and 800 mS.E. of .the northern extremity of the outcrop of the intrusion.
2. Kitsigsut syenite (39415) paIe variety. N.W. side of island 600 m long immediately

N.W. of Tulugartalik.
3. Kitsigsut syenite (39458) dark variety. Island 200 m long (8051-06 on Geod.

Inst. 1:20,000 map) about 1,800 m N.W. of anchorage at Tulugartalik.
4. Biotite-Granite (30173). Excavation near west side of large lake about 850 m

east of termination of Angnikitsorssup ata, the inlet on S.W. side of Angnikitsor
ssuaq.

This variety, though not ubiquitous at the outer contact of the
gabbro as will be seen, appears to be a marginal phase of the gabbro
intrusion and in parts of its outcrop may correspond very closely in
chemical composition to the original melt. Followed southwards from
its contact with the Julianehåb Granite country rock of the complex
it becomes coarser-grained and passes within a few hundred metres into
laminated and banded gabbros which will be referred to later in Sec
tion VII.
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Uralitized gabbros.

The eastern outcrops of the Alå.ngorssuaq Gabbro are largely ural
itized up to their contact with the Julianehåb Granite. Only at one
locality have unaltered rocks been found at the contact of the intrusion
with the basement granite in this sector of the gabbro are and they
are intrusion breccias with a granophyric groundmass bearing hyper
sthene.

Most if not all of the olivine and pyroxene in the altered rocks has
been replaced by hiotite and amphihole; the felspar, about andesine in
composition, is saussuritized to varying degrees and sometimes shows
true clouding ; apatite and some ore are common accessories.

The biotite is a dark brown variety distinct from the lepidomelane
of the unaltered gabbros. It tends to occur in aggregates of haphazardly
orientated crystals up to about amillimetre long sometimes with relict
cores of titanaugite. The amphibole (Z 1\ c 23° in one slice) is a paIe green
colour, sometimes with blueish tint, and often forms feathery aggregates
which ean in certain instances be made out to be pseudomorphs after
olivine.

The uralitized gabbros vary in grain-size. Many of them may be
derived from the unaItered medium-grained olivine gabbro just de
scribed. At one place a metre from the Julianehåb Granite such a medium
grained uralitized gabbro contains rounded xenoliths of coarse uralitized
gabbro with cloudy andesine.

A few small fine-grained veins or lenses rich in epidote or sodic
plagioclase traverse the eastern outcrops of the grabbo intrusion. Some
of them may mark small shears, for shearing is not uncommon in this
part of the gabbro outcrop.

Hybridized gabbros.

In the extreme south-west of its outcrop the Alå.ngorssuaq Gabbro
has heen intensely attacked by the Helene Granite over an area of
several hundred square metres with the resultant formation of a wide
variety of modified gabbros. This type of alteration is quite distinct
from that just described. The highly hybridized gabbros are quartz
free rocks of intermediate composition, containing abundant micro
perthite which has extensively replaced original plagioclase. Boundaries
between the two felspars are highly sutured and the plagioclase forms
relict areas in the perthite. The dark minerals in these rocks include
pale-green clinopyroxene (partIy replaced by green hornblende mantIes)
and brown biotite. Sphene, apatite and ore are common acces
sories.

A poikiloblastic brown hornblende is sometimes developed especi
ally at the margins of quartzo-felspathic veinlets cutting the gabbro
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where it weathers to small protuberances up to 1 cm in diameter giving
the gabbro a pimply appearance in the fieId.

(b) The Helene Granite.

(i) Distribution and field appearance of the normal granite.

The Helene Granite, named by WEGMANN (1938) after Helene
Havn, a convenient anchorage for small ships passing through Torssuka
tak, has an outcrop which extends from Kap Desolation northwards for
12 km to Alfmgorssuaq where it turns eastwards for 15 km across the
southern half of that island before returning to Nunarssuit in the vicinity
of Helene Havn. WEGMANN (1938 p. 101) remarks that it "extends
through the whole massif from Kobbermine Bay to the isthmus of
Malene Mountain" but in fact its outcrop terminates just east of the
251 m summit south of Bangs Havn.

Although the steep fantastic pinnac1es that it forms between Mer
curius Havn and Kap Desolation indicate that it was resistant to glacial
erosion the Helene Granite is most susceptible to present-day weathering
and much of its outcrop has disintegrated to yellowish gravel ("moro").
Because of this and the smooth rounded surfaces that the solid granite
presents fresh samples of it-which are gray in colour-are difficult to
obtain.

In the field the Helene Granite shows littIe variation. For the most
part it is a coarse-grained rock, weathering to a yellowish brown colour,
with widely-spaced mural jointing and chiefly consisting of alkali felspar,
mainlyas subrectangular crystals 2-3 cm long. In most outcrops these
felspars are randomly arranged but they show slight preferred orienta
tion at a few localities, for example, the eastern shore of Helene Havn
where they are arranged roughly in planes striking N.E. and at the
south-west end of the lake south-east of Angnikitsorssuaq, near the
Biotite-Granite contact, where the planes dip east at 10°. Megascopically
many large felspars display pink cores surrounded by gray or white
rims, or vice versa, and occasional repeated colour zoning of this sort is
seen though no corresponding zoning is revealed in thin-section under
the microscope. Quartz is usually plentiful as clear or slightly milky
aggregates up to 1 cm wide but is sparse at a few localities. Smaller
quartz and felspar crystals are interstitial between the bigger units and
when this groundmass becomes appreciable in quantity the rock assumes
a porphyritic aspeet. Some dark minerals are almost invariably present.

Aplite is rare but forms occasional thin sheets in the vicinity of
Helene Havn, western Nunarssuit and Alfmgorssuaq. Pegmatites are
even less common ; those originating from the granite are small bodies
consisting of quartz and felspar. The hornblende-bearing pegmatites
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which cut the Helene Granite near its contact with the Nunarssuit
Syenite are derived from the latter, with which they will be described.
A few druses occur; in the extreme west of Nunarssuit they measure up
to a metre wide and eontain large erystals of quartz, ercam-coloured
felspar, and biotite; one erystal of the last 15 cm hroad and 5 cm thick was
observed. In the same neighbourhood there are oeeasionallenses of white
quartz up to half a metre wide but quartz veins and lenses are not
eommon in the granite as a whole.

(ii) Distribution and field aspect of variants.

A slight textural variant which differs from the normal Helene
Granite only in the smaller dimensions af its felspars and hence eom
paratively even-grained appearance forms quite large areas passing into
the normal Helene Granite espeeially in the mountains south-west af
Mereurius Havn.

Another more signifieant variety forms a few relatively fine-grained
irregular bodies either passing into or bearing sharp irregular eontact
against the normal granite which oeeurs as ceeasional vague inelusions
in the variant. The most inter€sting af th€se finer-grain€d bcdies lies
on one side in eontact with the Nunarssuit Syenite at about 350 metres
altitude in the valley south of Mereurius Havn. It is a paIe-pink to
gray rock, rather more radioactive than the other fine-grained granites.

In the same valley another variant is developed at two localities.
This lies in sharp contact with the normal granite from which it differs
in being even-grained and slightly finer-grained. It eontains clear quartz
and prismatie green aegirine erystals sometimes arranged in sheaves.

A relatively even-grained. phase an the north-west side of the small
island at Stærkodder Havn has a moderate eontent of fresh olivine and
bears oeeasional reetangular alkali felspar phenoerysts 1-2 cm long. It
eontains small areas of normal Helene Granite and ean be seen in eon
taet with the normal Helene Granite forming the south-eastern side of
the island. The eontaet has a steep or moderate south-easterly dip and
ean be sharp or vague. Near the north-eastern end of the island one of
the large felspars of the normal granite at the (sharp) eontact is almost
eompletely enclosed by the even-grained phasc. The normal granite on
the island encloses and passes into a similar even-grained granite from
plaee to plaee.

The thin lentieular outerop of granite separating the Nunarssuit
Syenite and normal Helene Granite in Alangorssuaq (see PI. 3) is fairly
even-grained and eontains feathery aggregates of a sodie amphibole.
Near the syenite it is rather eoarse but itbeeomes fine-grained towards
the normal granite. Its contacts with both the syenite and normal
granite are sharp.
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A marginal facies is often though by no means invariably developed
in the Helene Granite close to its contact with older rocks, and is well
displayed just east of Emma Havn where it sends intrusive apophyses
into the country rock. It ean also be seen against the Julianehåb Granite
of south-east Alangorssuaq in the vicinity of Naujat atat. In hand
specimen it is paIe pink with well-shaped felspar phenocrysts up to 3 cm
long and round quartz areas about 0.5 cm broad set in a fine-grained
quartzo-felspathic matrix. White plagioc1ase may form rims to some
pink felspar phenocrysts but since the rims replace the potash felspar
such phenocrysts do not constitute "rapakivi" felspars.

Rocks like the marginal phase near Emma Havn form areas in
the normal granite in Nunarssuit up to 3 m wide with slight marginal
concentration of dark minerals. Similar though gray coloured rocks form
scattered oval xenoliths in the normal Helene Granite of West Alimgor
ssuaq and Quiartorfik.

Close to its northern margin in west Alangorssuaq the Helene
Granite becomes medium-grained and may contain biotite in conspicu
ous amounts.

(iH) Microscopic Petrography.

Felspar is almost wholly perthite; discrete crystals of plagioc1ase
are scarce or absent. Sodic plagioclase, often with albite twinning,
usually constitutes roughly one third, occasionally about half (meso
perthite) the volume of the perthite intergrowth; the potash felspar
component of the perthite not infrequently shows microc1ine twinning.
Purelyas a means of describing their appearance in thin-section and
without precise genetic implications, the perthites ean be said to be
mainly vein perthites with all gradations to string perthites on the
one hand and patch perthites on the other. The perthitic intergrowths
ean be coarse enough to be megascopically visible or so fine-grained
that they are resolved only with difficulty under the microscope.

Many of the large subidiomorphic perthite units are composite,
consisting of several-often five or six-perthite crystals differing in
crystallographic orientation and the appearance of their perthitic struc
ture. These sub-units have irregular boundaries against each other and
may be separated by very thin rims of sodic plagioc1ase. The last chiefly
consists of numerous minute crystals arranged in double rows but some
rims are optically homogeneous. Less commonly the boundary between
two sub-units is marked by two thin albitic films each optically
continuous with (and sometimes also connected to) the plagio
c1ase component in the opposite, not the immediately adjacent,
sub-unit.
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Large individual perthite crystals that lie in contact with each
other display thin albite rims with a highly denticulate outer margin
resembling the textures shown by similar rims round perthite crystals
in certain Nigerian granites (JACOBSON et al. 1958).

Quartz is rather variable in texture. In some specimens it solely
forms rounded areas up to 1 cm broad, consisting of several crystals
with very irregular or even sutured margins; undulose extinction is
almost ubiquitous, deformation (BOEHM) lamellae are common and
trains of minute inc1usions or cavities are occasionally present. In much
of the Helene Granite, however, especially its marginal facies, some of
the quartz forms equidimensional, rounded, subhedral or euhedral areas
5-7 mm broad usually with strain extinction and sometimes composite,
whilst the remainder of the quartz forms: (1) small subhedral or rounded
crystals less than 1 mm wide within the anhedral perthite in the matrix
of the rock, (2) irregular areas in the matrix of the rock moulded onto
felspar, (3) inc1usions in large perthite units. The last mode of occurrence
deserves further comment. Many large composite perthites contain small
rounded quartz inc1usions usually in their outer portions. These inclu
sion zones are often well-defined, enclosing homogeneous cores with a sub
rectangular outline congruent with that of the whole composite unit.
Very rarely two concentric zones of quartz inclusions are present.
Occasionally quartz inclusions in the margin of a composite unit are
vermiform and this can result in a delicate granophyric intergrowth
which becomes coarser towards the margin of the composite perthite
unit.

H or n b l en d e. Almost ubiquitous, hornblende is anhedral and may
enclose quartz, felspar, pyroxene, olivine, ore, zircon, or fluorite. It is
pleochroic X: light-brown, Y: brownish-green, Z: green; a faint blue
tint is also shown by the marginal zones of some crystals.

Sodic amphibole. This occurs only in accessory amounts, occa
sionally as thin borders to hornblende, more commonlyas small acicular
crystals sprouting from hornblende crystals. It ean also be based on,
or intergrown with biotite, and may be enclosed by quartz and felspar.

Clinopyroxene. Only about a third of the specimens examined
from Nunarssuit contain clinopyroxene but the mineral seems more
common in the Alangorssuaq outcrops of the Helene Granite. Usually
it forms subhedral paIe green crystals which may be feebly pleochroic
gray-green to grass-green. Crystals from near Helene Havn gave 2V
( +) 59° in their centre, 2V (+) 63° at their margins. A sample from
the vicinity of Kap Desolation gave 2V (+) 70°. A more brightly col
oured, presumably sodic, green clinopyroxene is not uncommon and
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acicular aegirine is present in the local variety of granite seen in two
places south of Mercurius Havn.

Olivine. Sporadically distributed and seldom in conspicuous quan
tities, olivine occurs at Stærkodder Havn in the relatively even-grained
granite forming the north-west side of a small island. It is also seen in
west Alangorssuaq and at places in Nunarssuit where one specimen gave
2V (-) 47-48° indicating pure fayalite. Occurring as rounded grains
up to a few mm long, it is frequently altered to ore, colourless amphibole,
and a yellowish, probably serpentinitic, mineral.

Biotite. Frequently associated with sodic amphibole, biotite is a
common accessory and occasionally, as near the basement about 11/ 2 km
north of Graahs Havn in Alangorssuaq, an essential constituent of the
granite. It usually forms ragged plates, pleochroic light yellowish brown
to dark brown, though greenish biotite has been observed. Sometimes
tiny biotite flakes are enclosed by felspar or compose small aggregates
in the body of the rock.

Other constituents. Fluorite, usually interstitial, is the next
most abundant and widespread accessory after biotite. Zircon as euhedral
grains often enclosed by mica is common, and is quite plentiful in the
radioactive fine-grained granite mentioned from Nunarssuit. Orthite
forms scattered grains. Iron ores are common accessories throughout
the intrusion and accessory apatite is common in the Alangorssuaq out
crops of the granite.

(c) The Kitsigsut Syenite.

(i) The Indre Kitsigsut.

The north-western part of the Nunarssuit complex is occupied by
a syenite body forming the skerries around Tulugartalik. Much of the
intrusion lies under the sea and its full extent is unknown but it must
run for at least 14 km in an east to west direction. The syenite which
forms it is a massive coarse-grained rock, cut by regular widely-spaced
joints in sets roughly at right angles, weathering to rounded outcrops
coloured dark-brown in the vicinity af Tulugartalik, light-brown in the
northern part of the skerries. Be.cause of their rather paIe colour on
weathering the northern outcrops of the intrusion might indeed be
mistaken for granite when seen from a distance.

Preferred orientation of minerals is seldom seen although banding
due to concentrations of dark minerals is common (see Section VII).
Xenoliths are generally scarce but at some localities small rounded
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inclusions of more basic cognate material are abundant. Aplites and
pegmatites are scanty; some of the latter on and in the vicinity of
Tulugartalik are of particular interest in containing notable quantities
of zircon in tetragonal prisms several millimetres long. In the same
locality zircon prisms of similar size are abundant in widely-spaced
parallel steep planes marked by concentration of pyroxene in zones
a few cm wide and cutting the banding of the syenite.

Two main varieties of the syenite are apparent in the fieId. One,
a dark-gray rock weathering light-brown as in the northern islands or
dark-brown as in Tulugartalik, somewhat resembles in hand-specimen
the darker varieties of larvikite in the Oslo region though its felspars
often show no play of eolours at all and those that do are only faintly
lahradorized. The other is a paIe gray or almost white rock sometimes
veined and enclosed by the darker variety into whieh it ean often be
seen to pass.

The dark variety essentially consists of abundant perthite, some
paIe green or brown augite and olivine. The felspar is often almost
cryptoperthitic and commonly the crystal boundaries are fretted as in
the Nunarssuit Syenite. Green or colourless amphibole may occur and
frequent accessories are biotite, apatite, and ore. In the paIe variety,
on the other hand, the felspars tend to be highly exsolved. Coarse patchy
perthites in which the potash felspar may show ty'pical microcline
twinning are common, and discrete crystals of sodic plagioclase are
frequently present. Intricate reaction textures involving albite and
microeline are characteristic and myrmekite-perthite, an intergrowth
of potash felspar and albite also found in the Ydre Kitsigsut and Nunar
ssuit syenites, is common. Clinopyroxenes resemble those in the dark
syenite but are often partly replaeed by amphiboles and biotite. Olivine
seems absent. Accessory apatite, ore and zircon are common.

A chemical analysis of each variety of the Kitsigsut Syenite is given
in Table L

Compared with the Nunarssuit Syenite the Kitsigsut Syenite as
a whole difIers in the following respects. Quartz is rarely present and
apatite is a relatively abundant accessory. The intrusion also difIers from
the Nunarssuit Syenite in containing a number of mappable basic or
ultra-basic bodies of cognate origin. One, a xenolithic block about 100 m
long, seen on the island nearly 1/2km north of the anchorage at Tulugar
talik, displays a pronounced planar mineral layering dipping gently
north; some of the bands are essentially composed of titanaugite; others
consist largely of basic andesine and an augite pleochroic in green and
greenish-brown tints. EIsewhere in the skerries there are several dyke
like bodies a few metres wide in the syenite, chiefly containing micro
perthite, olivine and augite along with some biotite.
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(ii) The Ydre Kitsi~sut.

The Ydre Kitsigsut are separated from the Indre Kitsigsut by some
8 km of open sea, and thus there ean be no certainty that the syenites
of these two groups of islands belong to the same intrusion. However,
in view of the similarity between the material collected from the Ydre
Kitsigsut and the dark variety of the syenite around Tulugartalik, it is
quite probable that the two do belong to the same unit: accordingly
the Ydre Kitsigsut syenite is dealt with here.

Owing to heavy seas, it was only possibIe to land on the two largest
islands of the Ydre Kitsigsut group, Thorstein Islænder and its neigh
bour immediately to the west. As the surrounding islands have the same
appearance it is most likely that they are formed of the same syenite
as these two. This syenite is a massive coarse-grained rock, dark greenish
gray when fresh, weathering to rounded brown outcrops similar to those
of the Nunarssuit Syenite and the skerries around Tulugartalik. It is
made up predominantly of alkali felspar, together with clinopyroxene
and olivine ; hornhlende, ore and apatite are also present but in smaller
quantities. Quartz, hiotite and zircon have heen ohserved but are rare.

The felspars are usually complex on account of zoning. Clear
lamellar-twinned cores of plagioclase with marked zoning pass outwards
into cryptoperthite, chequered antiperthite or vein perthite. The potash
felspar component of the perthite is microcline frequently showing grid
twinning. A striking feature of the felspar is the development of areas
of myrmekite-perthite, an intergrowth of potash felspar and albite
which simulates myrmekite and has apparently formed at the expense
of cryptoperthite. It has been described by SEDERHOLM (1916 p. 133)
who also notes GElJER'S account af it.OFTEDAHL (1948 p. 30) has illus
trated its occurrence in nordmarkite in the Oslo region.

The pyroxene is a paIe brown variety, 2V (+) 56°-59°, forming
subidiomorphic crystals up t05 mm. Sometimes dark inclusions give
rise to schiller structure.

Olivine (fayalite) forms equant grains which reach 5 mm across
in the coarsest syenite. When fresh these are yellowish in colour, but a
greater or lesser degree of alteration has affected the mineral in most
slices with the formation of ore, iddingsite and amphibole. Minute
dendritic ore inclusions have been noted in a few crystals.

Hornblende, a greenish-hrown variety, is not very plentiful; it
often has replaced or been moulded onto pyroxene.

In the otherwise normal syenite on the west side af Thorstein
Islænder a littIe steep handing is developed, and there are in addition
scattered lenses and wisps enriched in mafic minerals on both the islands
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visited. Occasional small dark c10ts up to 20 cm across were seen on
Thorstein Islænder, composed of brown hiotite, paIe green amphihole,
apatite and are. In ane af these a littie molybdenite was found, a mineral
also occasionally present in the Indre Kitsigsut on Tulugartalik.

an Thorstein Islænder there are two areas of light-coloured mottled
syenite, ahout 35 and 80 m across respectively, with fairly well-defined
borders against the typical syenite. These bodies are composed of
perthitic alkali felspar with highly irregular mutual borders, and paIe
brown clinopyroxene which is bordered or replaced by amphibole. are,
apatite and biotite are scanty accessories. Olivine was not observed in
thin section. Thus this rock type resembles the paIe gray syenite of
the Indre Kitsigsut.

an the island west of Thorstein Islænder the coarse syenite IS

transected by rarer dyke-like bodies of medium-grained syenite con
sisting of perthite, augite (2V ca. 57°) and fayalite (2V 48°) with acces
sory ore, apatite and quartz.

Late-stage leucocratic veins are very rare. ane such vein, 50 cm
thick, is fine-grained and gray in colour. The component minerals are
quartz in two generations, sodic plagioclase, microc1ine and a littie
colourless pyroxene. Another of similar thickness but with less well
defined margins is of variable grain-size. Its dominant constituent is
sodic plagioclase, in addition to which there is sodic pyroxene and
accessory ore, soda-amphibole and biotite, all associated with the
pyroxene.

(d) The Biotite-Granite.

A fairly coarse-grained pink granite forms north-west Alångorssuaq
including the mountain Angnikitsorssuaq (fig. 3). The total extent of
the intrusion is unknown, its outcrop being interrupted by the sea, but
its known breadth is of the order of 5 km. In the field it plainly differs
from the Helene Granite in heing conspicuously hiotitic and in bearing
numerous milky white quartz veins and lenses up to a metre or so wide
distributed throughout its outcrop. It displays littIe variation, and no
preferred orientation of minerals is visible in the fieid. The dark minerals
it contains often tend to be concentrated in areas up to 1 cm hroad but
these are roughly equant and evenly distrihuted. Only at one locality
have mafic mineral layers been obsCl'ved (see Section VII).

The appearance of the granite in thin-section is as follows.

Quartz is common in polycrystalline areas up to about 1 cm
across, often showing Boehm (deformation) lamellae.

Felspar. Microcline perthite, frequently with a coarse patchy
structure, is common as is also twinned oligoc1ase or albite in crystals
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Fig. 3. View of Angnikitsorssuaq (Biotite-Granite) from Quiartorfik. The smaller
hiIl to the left of and behind Angnikitsorssuaq is Rødtop. Sanerut lies in the far
distance. The Helene Granite seen on the right-hand side of the photograph is sepa
rated by the inIet in the centre foreground from the Biolite-Granite forming the

peninsula in front of Angnikitsorssuaq. (Photo G.G.., W.T.H.).

up to one Ol' occasionally two centimetres long. The discrete plagioclase
in many slices tends to idiomorphism.

Biotite in brown plates up to a few mm in length is a ubiquitous
and moderately plentiful constituent, occasionally intergrown with
green hornblende.

Hornblende is green in colour and may Ol' may not occur. When
present it is generally subordinate to biotite.

Accessories. Iron ore is a common accessory. Fluorite, zircon,
sphene and apatite are also frequently present, the first often as inter
stitial areas with a purple tint in hand-specimen. Orthite is scanty.

Neal' its boundary with the Helene Granite south of Angnikitsor
ssuaq the Biotite-Granite grades into a minor marginal variant in which
biotite is less conspicuous and quartz forms smaller areas than in the
main mass of the intrusion.

Another marginal variety is seen in west Alangorssuaq on the north
shores of the inlet east of the northern tip of Quiartorfik. This contains
scattered oval Ol' rectangular felspar phenocrysts in a comparatively
fine-grained base comprising quartz, felspar, and fine-grained aggregates
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a few mm wide of biotite and hornblende. It encloses a few oval or
rectangular xenoliths up to several metres long of a biotite-granite
slightly less coarse-grained than the Biotite-Granite on Angnikitsorssuaq,
and passes gradually into coarse-grained Biotite-Granite well exposed
an the headland at the entrance to the inlet. The granite at that head
land contains numerous felspars 1-2 cm long, quartz in areas 0.5 cm
broad and biotite in aggregates 0.5 cm in width; it encloses and veins
some xenoliths, which are variable in texture, resemble the nearby
marginal phase of the granite, have vague outlines and are aligned in
trains parallel to the general trend of the Biotite-Granite boundary in
the vicinity. Both they and their host are cut by aplite veins.

Aplite and pegmatite veins are not uncommon in the Biotite
Granite of west Alångorssuaq but their greatest development is outside
and near the north-eastern margin of the intrusion in the higher parts
of the hills several hundred metres south-east of Rødtop. Here, for a
few hundred metres from the contact of the Biotite-Granite, pegmatite
and aplite veins up to several metres thick presu:rp.ably derived from the
Biotite-Granite penetrate the Julianehåb Granite' ,and green-schist coun
try rocks of the intrusion. The veins dip gently, thin out with increasing
distance from the Biotite-Granite and often show a banding parallel to
their lengths due to the alternation of thin pegmatitic and aplitic layers
grading into each other. This is emphasized in places by slight concen
tration af dark minerals in thin impersistent concordant folia.

The veins contain moderate amounts of quartz and abundant
well-twinned microcline. In hand-specimen the latter is often an ama
zonite or rose-coloured; both varieties are frequently associated inti
matelyand grade into each other. Green mica occurs and fiuorite is
common in small quantities. Zircon and occasional beryl crystals a few
mm long have been found.

(e) The Nunarssuit Syenite.

(i) Field Appearance.

The Nunarssuit Syenite is a remarkably uniform intrusion at least
24 km long and 13 km wide, the monotony of which is relieved mainly
by concentrations of dark minerals in either bands, streaks or clots.
Repeated banding is so strikingly developed in the south-west and west
of Nunarssuit that it will be described separately in a later section of
this paper. Throughout the rest of the outcrop of the intrusion there
are isolated streaks or bands up to 6 cm thick which vary considerably
in strike and dip and are often steeply inclined. Matic clots have been
seen only along the Alångorssuaq shores of Torssukåtak and at two
lGcalities in Nunarssuit~the shore of Tasiussaq and the Iserfiluk pen-

169 3
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Fig. 4. Mallc dots with leucocratic rims. Nunarssuit Syenite, northern shore of
Torssukålak, abouL 1 km west of Graahs Havn. (Photo G.G.. , W.T.H.).

SO cm.

Fig. 5. Mafle "veins" in the Nunarssuit SyeniLe swelling into bulbous areas. East
of the entrance to Eqatdliartarrtk. Drawn from a fleld sketch. (T.C.R.P.).

insula. They mainly eonsist of stumpy pyroxcne erystals up to 1 cm
long, green amphibole and brown biotite in various proportions, and
vary between a few cm and about a metre in length. Their outline
whieh is rounded, oval or irregularly lobate may be vague or distinet.
Some possess a thin felspathie outer shell (fig. 4) and one near Stærk
odder Havn shows repeated mafic and felspathie eoneentrie shells. Mafie
eoneentrates of a difTerent type oeeur east of the entrance to Eqatdliar
tarfik where the syenitc eontains eoarse-grained mafic "veins" . These
occasionally swell into bulbous area (sce fig. 5) though for the most
part they are planar. Their origin thus seems late and controlled by
planes of struetural weakness.
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Fig. 6. View south-east across 1 unarssuit from 3"0 m summit south of Peru Havn.
lvIaJenefjeid in the distan t lefl. But for the top left-hand corner of the picture the

area is entireiy Nunarssuit Syenite. {Photo G.G. ., T.C.R.P.}.

Fig. ? Exfoliation weathering. Due to expansion on weathering a large slab of
syenile has splitaway and arched upwards from the bedrock. (Photo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.).

For the most part the normal syenite is a coarse-grained massive
rectangularly-joined rock, devoid of any internal contacts, though locally
it grades-without compositional change-into medium-grained syenite.

3*
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Its uniformity is matched by that of the terrain it gives rise to within
the interior of Nunarssuit, low ground covered by grasses, moss and
Empetrum and slightly diversified by numerous syenite outcrops rising
gently above the concealed areas (fig. 6). Many of these exposures have
disintegrated to brown gravel in situ and much of the rock that still
remains coherent shatters readily into its constituent mineral particles
when struck with a hammer.

Large exfoliation dornes due to expansion by weathering of uniform
massive syenite with widely spaced joints (see fig. 7) characterize inland
exposures but are absent from the areas nearest to the sea and from
exposures with closely-spaced jointing.

The intrusion is extensively weathered, usually to a brown colour
though reddish tints prevail on the coast of south-eastern Nunarssuit
near Itivdliatsiaq. Fresh rock is dark gray-green in colour and ean only
be collected from water-worn exposures. A faint play of colours like
that typifying larvikite has been seen in the felspars of the syenite
around Amitsuarssuk.

(ii) Microscopic Petrography of the normal syenite.

Felspar. Because of its coarse grain-size modes of the syenite are
difficult to obtain but it ean be fairly confidently said to consist of
about 85 per cent by volume of felspar, mostlyas xenomorphic or roughly
rectangular crystals 0.4 to 0.7 cm long though some crystals measure
up to 3 or 4 cm in length; these phenocrysts tend to occur near the
Helene Granite where they may be xenocrysts derived from the granite.

Almost invariably the syenite is massive and its felspars are arranged
haphazardly but sometimes they occur in parallelism when they are
more or less tahular and on the whole smaller than in the rest of the
intrusion.

All the felspar crystals whether megascopically idiomorphic or not
exhihit under the microscope irregular boundaries of variable complexity.

Most of the felspar is perthitic. Perhaps the commonest crystals
are those with a homogeneous or cryptoperthitic core of alkali felspar
(sometimes containing small hlebs of grid-twinned microeline) passing
with concomitant slight zoning into a vein perthite margin. The potash
felspar in the marginal perthite ean show microeline twinning and is
generally slightly turhid with alteration. The exsolved albite associated
with it may exhibit very thin polysynthetic twin lamelIae and is clear
and unaltered. Where two alkali felspar crystals lie in contact each
may possess a thin albite rim continuous with the plagioclase in its
marginal perthite, the boundary between the two albite rims being
highly denticulate. Similar relationships have been described above
from the Helene Granite.
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In a few thin-sections which tend to lack quartz the felspar is almost
wholly cryptoperthite containing a few antiperthitic patches and sometimes
showing cores with faint plagioc1ase twinning. Examples from the Amit
suarssuk neighbourhood are characterized by areas of myrmekite-per
thite identical with that described from the syenite of the Ydre Kitsigsut.

Most of the normal syenite contains crystals of albite-oligoclase
practically always subordinate in quantity to perthitic felspar. Under
crossed nicols, due to polysynthetic twinning in two directions, they
present a "blocky" chequered appearance enhanced by antiperthitic
patches of potash felspar.

The potassie and sodic components af some alkali felspars have
been cansiderably exsolved to form vein perthite crystals which when
simpIy twinned show a striking herring-bone pattern in slices cut roughly
normal to the twin plane. Many felspars have been marginally replaced
by irregular areas of late, deuteric, clear twinned albite which sometimes
also fills the intcrstices between crystals.

Clinopyroxene together with the other dark minerals is often
gathered into glomeroporphyritic c1usters up to 1 cm broad. It appears
to have been one of the firs t minerals to crystallize in the syenite and
accordingly can be more or less idiomorphic, though xenomorphic grains
filling interstices between felspars also occur. Individual crystals attain
4 mm in diameter in the normal sycnite. In mafic concentrates (bands,
lenses, streaks) they tend to be smaller than elsewhere and idiomorphic.
In one mafic lens from south-west Nunarssuit they form highly elongated
prisms but this habit is unusual.

In most of the Nunarssuit Syenite the pyroxene is a slightly zoned
ferroaugite generally with schiller inc1usions arranged in two sets of
planes. Under low magnification the inclusions form either distinct
parallelograms or impart a clouding which can be resolved under high
magnification into innumerable opaque rods.

Often the pyroxene crystals are a paIe mushroom colour in their
centre and a paler brown or faint green at their margin; some are feebly
pleochroic; 2 V ( +) varies from 58° to 64°, the higher values obtaining
in the green margins of the grains. Similar high values occur in the
centres of those clinopyroxenes which are uniformly gray-green in colour.
The highest optic axial angles, 70°-72°, are shown by the brightly
coloured grass-green, presumably sodic, rims around certain augites. It
is interesting to note that these crystals generally have a very irregular
outline, the green borders proj ecting into the interstices between felspar
crystals.

Augites from the vicinity of Amitsuarssuk are mainlyapaIe brown
tinged with purpIe and only show grayish-green colours in thin marginal
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zones. Sehiller inc1usions display partieularly delieate patterns and optie
axial angles are lower than usual, being about 54-55°.

In the Itivdliatsiaq area the pyroxenes are even more unusual.
Besides subhedral grains between the felspars they form sinall amoeboid
inelusions in perthite. They are paIe brown with rare and ineomplete
green rims. Sehiller inelusions are totally absent from them and their
optie axial angle is 51°.

The pyroxene in the quartz-rieh syenite immediately east of the
metavoleanie inc1usions zone south of Kitdlavåt is pleoehroie in paIe
brownish-green to bright grass-green eolours. It is absent from one
hand-speeimen of this rock where the only dark mineral is an amphibole.

Amphibole. The amphibales are obviously late minerals that ean
he built onto other mafic constituents of earlier origin or form inde
pendent anhedral more or less interstitial erystals up to 4 mm long.
Most, though not all, slices contain them. Their occasional absence or
scarcity in the Nunarssuit Syenite is not considered greatly significant
for they show no partieular areal distribution pattern. In mafie bands
and lenses they are scarce.

The most widespread and abundant variety is a green hornblende
pleochroic X: light brown, Y: brown or greenish-brown, Z: olive- or
muddy-green. Slight zoning to margins with Z: blueish-green is quite
common. This amphibole typieally forms an overgrowth on or a partial
replacement of pyroxene but often forms independent crystals. Less
commonly it constitutes thin ineomplete rims round olivine and are
minerals, sometimes separating olivine from pyroxene or opaque min
erals.

The other amphibole, less widespread but nevertheless of fairly
frequent occurrence, is also green but displays a slight blueish tint; its
pleochroism is X: paIe brown, Y: paIe green with faint blue tint, Z: paIe
green with definite blue tint, though the colours are sometimes rather
more intense. It usually occurs in aggregates, often inc1uding an unusual
biotite, which may fill the interstices between other minerals or, together
with ore, constitute areas which judging from their outline represent
pseudomorphs of olivine, a conc1usion strengthened by the observation
that this amphibole sometimes forms thin rims round olivine or definite
olivine pseudomorphs.

Both the amphiboles just described can develop thin bleached zones
against fresh or altered olivine and can either eoexist as individuals in
the same thin-section or be combined in a single crystal as continuous
or discontinuous zones.

An apparently more sodic hornblende in the relatively quartz-rich
syenite south ef Kitdlavåt is pleochroic in paIe slate-gray to green
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colours. It is accompanied by a pleochroic green, prcsumably sodic,
pyroxene.

Olivine. Small amounts of olivine occur throughout the Nunar
ssuit Syenite except near the metavolcanic inclusion zone east of Kap
Desolation and in a biotitc-syenite collected by USSING at the northern
end of Eqatdliartarfik. In this connection it is significant that, as aIready
noted, the syenite south of Kitdlavåt and east of Kap Desolation is
relatively quartzose and can lack pyroxene, amphibole bcing then the
sole dark mineral phase.

The olivine crystals when fresh are paIe brown in hand-specimen
and frequently show cleavage. They measure up to 3 mm long and are
usually xenomorphic. Even in mafic concentrates they are less well
forme d than the associated pyroxene. Under high magnifications they
are occasionally seen to contain minute inclusions of dendritic ore which
have regular, parallelogram or lenticular form. Determinations from
eight slices gave 2V 48-51 0 indicating Fa95_ lOO•

Most olivines, whether in the normal syenite or mafic concentrates,
are partly or wholly altered to other minerals. Perhaps the eommonest
pseudomorphs consist of iddingsite, ore and colourless amphibole. Some
comprise ore and blue riebeckitic amphibole. Others consist of ore and
yellowish-green serpentine.

Mica. Biotite (lepidomelane) pleochroic X: paIe brown or straw,
y = Z: reddish-brown or dark brown, and with occasional marginal
zones showing slight greenish tints, is a common constituent, though
rarely exceeding 1 per cent of the syenite. It is virtuaIly ahsent from the
syenite south of Kitdlavåt and the mafic bands and lenses. Generally
it forms reaction rims round ilmeno-magnetite surrounded by felspar.
Some of these rims are single crystals. \Vhen, as occasionally happens,
an ore unit lies partly within felspar and partly within pyroxene it
developes a biotite rim against felspar but a thin hornblende rim against
the pyroxene. Thus it seems that ilmeno-magnetite will only develop
lepidomelane rims against felspar. This might explain the lack af biatite
in mafic streaks and bands though it must be pointed out that in such
concentrates hornblende rims between pyroxene and ore are also absent.

Biotite occurs as a essential mineral independent of ore in two
samples of Nunarssuit Syenite and in mafic clots within the syenite in
Alangorssuaq. One of the syenite samples, from west of Helene Havn,
contains biotite crystals up to 3 mm across. In the other, called "light
syenite" by USSING who collected it from the northern end of Eqatdliar
tarfik, olivine is absent whilst pyroxene is subordinate to hornblende
and biotite, the last mineral forming large flakes with X: light brown,
y = Z: reddish-brown or umber.
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Another dark mica is scantily present in many syenite specimens
containing the paIe blueish-green hornblende described above. Its pleo
chroism is X: reddish-brown, Y = Z: olive-green or brownish-green.
Absorption is roughly equal in all three optical vectors. This is the same
variety as that described from the Western Layered Syenite of the
Kungnåt Complex by UPTON (1960 p. 72) who suggests it to be the
lithium mica cryophyllite.

ares. Ilmeno-magnetite occurs in small quantities in all slices
examined, forming grains-mostly up to 0.8 mm but occasionally at
taining 1.5 mm in siz€-which ean be interstitial or idiomorphic and
thus apparently of two generations. In pyroxene-rich bands and lenses
it tends to be interstitiaI. In the normal syenite it is usually associated
closely with other coloured minerals and sometimes forms lozenges in
parallelism within hornblende. A symplectic intergrowth of ore and
hornblende occurs in one thin-section.

Quartz occurs in about two-thirds of the slices examined as inter
stitial anhedral areas up to 3 mm long of obviously late origin. Generally
it does not exceed 5 per cent by volume of the rock but slightly greater
quantities occur in specimens from just east of the metavolcanic inclu
sion zone south of Kitdlavåt. It appears to be totally absent from the
syenite around the inner part of Amitsuarssuk and from mafic concen
trates but its absence in some slices from other parts of the intrusion
may be purely fortuitous owing to the coarse grain-size of the rock and
the small area of the slice.

Accessories. Apatite is ubiquitous as euhedral elongated prisms
up to 0.7 mm long usually embedded in coloured minerals, incIuding ore.

Zircon, present in about aquarter of the rocks that have been
sliced, forms euhedral crystals which are usually small though some
2-3 mm long have been found. ane zoned crystal has been seen.

Fluorite occurs in two samples. Carbonate (?siderite) and aenigma
tite have been found only once.

(iH) Minor variants.

The minor variants of the Nunarssuit Syenite take up a dispropor
tionately large section of this paper considering their small areal extent.

The marginal facies of the Nunarssuit Syenite.
Towards much of its contact with the Helene Granite, and to a

lesser extent near the Julianehåb Granite basement, the normal Nunar
ssuit Syenite passes gradually into a marginal phase up to 100 m wide
with textural peculiarities slightly reminiscent of those shown by typical
hornfelses and perhaps induced by heat from the interior of the intru-
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Fig. 8. Diagrammatic cross-section of one of the pockets of leucocratic syenite,
ilIustrating its form and relations wiLh the normal _Junarssuit Syenite. (T.C.R.P.).

sion. It contains phenocrysts (with vein perthite margins and cores of
cryptoperthite or, sometimes, faintly twinned plagioclase) that in the
field appear idiomorphic. But microscopie study reveals that what
appears to be their outline in hand-specimen is in faet only the boundary
between a kernel virtually free of inclusions and an irregular rim con
taining numerous pyroxene blebs. The medium- or rather fine-grained
matrix of the rock is largely anhedral microcline-perthite; some anti
perthitic plagioclase occurs together with pyroxene and a littIe anhedral
or even interstitial olivine. Biotite is very scanty. Quartz, commonly
present and often distinguishable in hand-specimen, ean slightly exceed
5 per cent by volume of the rock. Ore, apatite and zircon are accessory.

Leucocratic syenites.
At two inland localities, north-east of Agdlerussat avangnardlit and

2 km south of Peru Havn, there are small pockets of leucocratic syenite
between 60 and 150 m wide which are particularly interesting on aecount
of their form (see fig. 8). Their upper surfaces are arched but generally
dip eastwards and bear sharp contacts against the normal syenite.
Downwards they grade into the normal syenite. Within a metre from
their tops they show a faint but nevertheless definite banding due to
concentrations of dark minerals in thin bands 25-40 cm apart dipping
eastwards roughly parallel to upper boundaries of the pockets.

In thin-section the rock eomposing these bodies is seen to be mainly
chequered antiperthitic albite. There is some microcline perthite and the
coloured minerals, which compose about 5 % by volume of the rock,
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Figo 90 Rounded-oval inc1usions of porphyriLic Tunarssuit Syenite in the upper part
of the leucocratic sheet north of the entrance to Tasiussaqo Drawn from a photographo

(T.Con.po)o

comprise colourless pyroxene, a littIe green hornblende, hiotite, ore and
aggregates of secondary hrown mica and hlueish-green amphihole

Another sort of leucocratic syenite occurs in the normal syenite.
On the west coast of Nunarssuit, hetween Amitsuarssuk and Tasiussaq,
a relatively fine-grained paIe gray weakly laminated syenite mass 10
20 m thick with a sharp uneven upper contact dipping castwards cuts
and sends veins into the surrounding normal syenite which here is por
phyritic. Jnclusions of the latter within the leucosyenite (fig. 9) seem
from their form to have been plastic when enveloped.

East of Mercurius Havn a rock indistinguishable from that in the
upper part of the mass just mentioned forms a sheet 10-15 m thick with
sharp lower contact dipping east at ahout 25°. This sheet is traceablc
inland from Torssukatak for nearly a kilometre and bears lenticular
inclusions of hornfelsed metavolcanics up to 5 m thick (fig. 10) in its
lower parts; towards its top it contains faint mafic bands 2---10 cm thick
concordant with the general form of the body. Like the mass described
in the previous paragraph it lies structurally below thc main levelof
layering in the Nunarssuit Syenite. Both leucosyenite bodies are also
very similal' in thin-section under thc microscope, containing perthite
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Fig. 10. Eastward-dipping sheet of leucocratic syenite containing metavolcanic in
clusions. In the Nunarssuit Syenite on the southern shore of Torssukatak 500 ID

east of Mercurius Havn. (Photo G.G.D., T.C.R.P.).

85 O/Ol quartz 6-8 %, coloured minerals 7-9 % and accessory zircon and
pale blue-green amphibole. The felspar is exsolved vein perthite in
crudely rectangular crystals up to 3 mm long with highly denticulate
mutual contacts and often simply twinned to show a "herring-bone"
perthite pattern. From textural relations and its weak lamination felspar
seems to have been the first mineral to crystallize. Quartz forms small
equant grains either in the interstices of the rock Ol' set along the
boundaries between felspar crystals. The pyroxene is a paIe brown fre
quently zoned monoclinic variety with 2 V ( +) 56-66° in anhedral
crystals up to 1 mm wide displaying paIe green margins. Fayalite forms
subhedral equant grains up to 0.7 mm across, partly Ol' wholly pseudo
morphed by serpentine and ore. Primary ore is ilmeno-magnetite.

Medium- Ol' rather coarse-grained leucocratic syenite occurs within
the metavolcanic inclusion zone of south-west Nunarssuit and around
metavolcanic inclusions between Helene Havn and Eqatdliartarfik. It may
either partly Ol' wholly enclose the metavolcanic inclusions, sometimes
forming a fairly thin sheath around them, Ol' occur as sheets usually
no more than a metre thick cutting the normal syenite neal' the inclu
sions. Such sheets in south-west Nunarssuit dip east Ol' north-east at
20-30 degrees.
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Petrographically this paIe syenite, which always bears sharp con
tacts against the normal syenite, varies a littIe between a cream- or
white-coloured virtually pure felspar-rock and a paIe gray syenite con
taining up to 7 Ofo of coloured minerals and from O to 12 Ofo of quartz.
In one of the almost pure felspar-rocks the felspar is patch or vein
perthite together with some antiperthitic chequered alhite individuals.
In another it is non-perthitic. In the quartz-bearing specimens it is vein
perthite with some marginal deuteric twinned albite. All samples con
tain paIe green clinopyroxene, the only coloured mineral of consequence.
Zircon is a constant accessory and a littIe ore is often present. Small
aggregates of hiotite and blue amphihole occur in one slice and in another
felspar encloses tiny biotite shreds.

Quartz-syenites of south-east Nunarssuit.
Because they are probably the youngest variant of the Nunarssuit

Syenite intrusion the quartz-syenites of south-east Nunarssuit are the
last to he mentioned. Yet they are the most widespread of variants,
forming quite considerable areas south of Itivdliatsiaq and in the ex
treme south-eastern outcrops of the syenite west of Malenefjeld. They
appear to have intruded the normal syenite in which they form very
irregular often small bodies with sharp or gradational contacts and
without marginal modifications except those involved in passages to
normal syenite.

In hand-specimen they are light purplish-brown-coloured fine- or
medium-grained rocks evidently with more quartz and a higher content
of amphibole relative to pyroxene than the normal syenite. Their ap
pearance in thin-section under the microscope is as follows.

F el sp a r. Patch or vein perthite is common and albite occurs as
either subidiomorphic crystals (smaller than the perthites and some
times forming interstitial aggregates) or alater deuteric product.

Am p hib ol e predominates over pyroxene in most slices. There are
two varieties, one a normal hornblende pleochroic in shades of khaki
and olive- or hlueish-green, the other, a relatively sodic variety, showing
pleochroism paIe slate gray-paIe green-deep blue with green tint. The
first variety forms anhedral crystals. The second occurs either rimming
or intergrown with the first or as shreds and sheaves of acicular crystals
enclosed in felspar or quartz.

Quartz occurs as anhedral interstitial areas or more angular crys
tals distributed along the boundaries between felspars. It forms up to
12 per cent by volume of the rock and often contains minute cavities
or inclusions arranged in trains or concentrated in patches.
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Pyroxene is a bright green monoclinic variety, pleochroic from
yellowish-green to bright grass-green, sometimes surrounded by amphi
bole.

Accessories. Zircon is ubiquitous; when enclosed by pyroxene it
ean be anhedral. Small amounts of ore, astrophyllite, aenigmatite, car
bonate, biotite, and apatite in minute grains may occur. Quartz in one
slice contains microscopic radiating aggregates of a paIe brown moder
ately birefringent mineral identical in thin-section with elpidite in the
Ilimaussaq granite according to Dr. E. HAMILTON who kindly examined
the material.

(f) Late-stage Acid Rocks within the Nunarssuit Syenite.

The late-stage acid rocks associated with the Nunarssuit Syenite
fall conveniently into three groups : (i) alkali granites, (ii) spotted soda
granite 'dykes', (iii) pegmatites. The first two are similar in mineralogical
composition but differ considerably in their mode of occurrence. Although
the spotted dykes and pegmatites are often also very similar mineralo
gicaIly the pegmatites are usually simpIer than the granite dykes, and
their texture is altogether different from that of the dykes.

(i) Alkali Granites.

The Kitdlavåt Granite and the soda-granites north-east of Itivdliat
siaq are comparatively large bodies of alkali granite. A few smaller lenses
6-8 m thick, which are not shown in plate 3, alsa occur in the syenite,
e. g. 1 km south of Helene Havn, 3 km S.S.E. of Kangerdluluk and on
the north shore of Ilua.

The Kitdlavåt Granite.
This forms the summits of the highest mountains in Nunarssuit,

Kitdlavåt and the 728 metre high mountain to the north. It is laccolithic
in form, having a planar lower contact dipping gently east at 12-26°
and an upper contact which is much less regular, being steeper and some
times vertical, except in the northern extention of the granite where it
narrows to form a thin sheet south of Mercurius Havn.

The granite is medium- to moderately coarse-grained light greenish
gray when quite unaltered but normally gray. vVeak layering, due to
the concentration of mafic minerals in layers 2-3 cm thick and 10-30cm
apart , and slight felspar lamination are locally developed parallel and
near to the base of the laccolith east and north-east of the summit of
Kitdlavåt. On the east ridge of the mountain the granite contains clots
up to 40 cm across which are usually elongate and consist entirely of
stumpy amphibole crystals averaging 2 cm in size.
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The eontaet between the KitdIavat Granite and the Nunarssuit
Syenite is always sharp and distinet. The granite sends only a few thin
veins into the syenite and does not develop a marginal phase against
the latter. A few isolated lentieular inclusions of hornfelsed metavol
canics oeeur near the base of the granite.

Two granitie sheets belonging to the spotted dyke group cut the
KitdIavat Granite. Both trend N.N.E. and dip steeply west. The larger,
in whieh the spotted texture is only weakly displayed, is 4-6 m thiek
and ean be traeed for 2 km.

Only one small area of pegmatite was seen in the granite. This
eontains large erystals of intergrown aegirine and amphibole, and small
clusters of zireon.

The KitdIavat Granite is the least sodie of the alkali granites. Its
normal eonstituents are alkali felspar, quartz, amphibole and pyroxene:
aenigmatite is quite plentiful in one specimen. Ore, zireon, fluorite and
very small radiating aggregates of elpidite have been observed as aeces
sories, but none of these is widespread. Small serpentinous aggregates
in one slice are highly reminiscent of olivine pseudomorphs.

F els p ar, cryptoperthite or microcline vein-perthite, forms xeno
morphic or subidiomorphic crystals with roughly rectangular outlines
and occasional denticulate boundaries between adjacent grains. A littIe
deuteric albite sometimes oceurs.

Quartz occurs both interstitially and as small round inclusions in
perthite and-Iess frequently-amphibole. Intersecting trains of minute
pores often traverse the grains.

Amphibole was late in crystallizing. It forms anhedral grains up
to 5 mm across which are pleochroic X: light brown, Y: brown, Z: olive
or brownish-green and sometimes surrounded by a deep blue rim. In
addition interstitial aggregates of duck-egg blue amphibole occur in
some slices and in others microlites of sodic amphibole are enclosed by
felspar.

Pyroxene is found in specimens from the basal part of the KitdIa
vat Granite, especiaIly in the mafic layers. It is normally a primary
precipitate, oceurring in subidiomorphic crystals surrounded or even
replaced by hornblende, and has been extensively altered along cracks
to red-brown material. It is strongly eoloured, pleoehroic from yellowish
green to strong grass-green, and generally zoned. The paIe brown centres
of some grains have 2 V ( +) 59° but the green crystals have 2 V ( +)
70-78°. Occasionally a littIe late sodic pyroxene is present in slices
lacking pyroxene as a primary precipitate. One such sliee contains about
4 0J0 aenigmatite in deep red pleochroic crystals up to 4 mm across.
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Soda-granites of south-east Nunarssuit and elsewhere.
Two types of soda-granite in south-east Nunarssuit can be dis

tinguished by their appearance in both hand-specimen and under the
microscope. One type, a medium- or medium-coarse-grained gray aenig
matite granite, forms a steep-sided oval body about 1 km x 450 m in
the syenite north-east of Itivdliatsiaq, another smaller mass seen on the
shore nearby, and many thin veins around these localities. The small
lenses elsewhere in the syenite are of a similar but finer-grained granite.

The other type is a rather fine-grained granite studded with small
equant amphibole grains measuring 2-3 mm across: It contains a few
syenite inc1usions and also one aenigmatite-granite xenolith showing
that the aenigmatite-granite is the older. All these soda-granites have
sharp contacts against the surrounding Nunarssuit Syenite.

Under the microscope the aenigmatite-granite is rather similar to
the Kitdlavåt Granite, but is seemingly more sodic. Aenigmatite, often
the main dark mineral in the rock, is always present in subhedral grains
up to 3 mm long which have crystallized later than the felspar but
earlier than the other coloured minerals. The pyroxene, when present,
is aegirine of late development, and is frequently intergrown with soda
amphibole or associated with aenigmatite. No primary precipitate
hedenbergitic pyroxene is seen. The amphibole is a sodic variety, pleo
chroic from light lilac-gray to deep blueish-green. The accessories are
astrophyllite, zircon, fluorite, hiotite, ore and apatite, the first two
being the most widespread. The astrophyllite is usually associated with
the aenigmatite.

In the fine-grained granite of the younger sheet numerous sodic
plagioc1ase laths form a felt around larger perthite grains. Quartz occurs
as xenomorphic crystals up to 3 mm across and also as much smaller
equant grains in the matrix. The sodic amphibole crystals are roughly
square or subrectangular in outline, but their margins are indented and
they enclose many small inclusions of quartz and felspar. There are also
abundant small microlites of blue amphibole in the felspars. The margins
of the amphibole crystals are intergrown with alittie aegirine. In con
trast with the aenigmatite granite, this granite contains no aeeessories.

(ii) Spotted Granite 'Dykes'.

These granitic dykes are partieularly prominent in south-west and
south Nunarssuit, where they sometimes attain a thickness af 10 m and
ean he traced for as mueh as 2 km. EIsewhere they are sparsely dis
tributed.

The spotted granite dykes are generally steep. They have distinet
sharp contacts against the syenite except where pegmatite has developed
along the margin of the dyke.
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The granite forming the dykes is a rather fine-grained gray rock
characterized hy round black poikilitic amphibole crystals up to 1.5 cm
across giving a spotted appearance to the rock. Its microscopic petro
graphy is as follows.

F el sp ar. Microcline vein perthite forms rather well-shaped rectan
gular crystals up to 4 mm long, which sometimes show 'herring-hone'
twins. There is some deuteric albite as replacement patches around the
margins of perthites and as small lath-shaped crystals.

Quartz. Although anhedral crystals reach 3 mm across, most of
the quartz is in equant grains up to a mm in size. Rarelya coarse inter
growth with felspar is developed. Undulatory extinction is sometimes
shown.

Amphibole is sodic, being pleochroic from light greenish-brown
to deep indigo or nearly opaque in the maximum ahsorption position,
and is poikilitic, enclosing hoth felspar and quartz. In one slice the
enclosed perthite, although superficially idiomorphic, proves to have an
uneven boundary against the amphihole which extends into the felspar
as small peg-like protuberances. The felspar in this specimen contains
microlites of blue amphibole.

Aegirine is generally associated and intergrown with amphibole
or aenigmatite. When independent of these minerals it is interstitial.

Aenigmatite, although not always present in slices, may be quite
plentiful. It forms subhedral or anhedral crystals up to 2 mm long, and
is sometimes enclosed in amphibole.

A cce ssor i es. Of these only zircon is ubiquitous. Astrophyllite is
quite common and occurs in close association with aenigmatite when
the latter is present. Fluorite, ore and biotite have also been found.

(Hi) Pe~lllatites.

Pegmatite veins occur throughout the area of the Nunarssuit Sye
nite although they are scarce in the south-east part of the massif. Similar
veins are found cutting the Helene Granite and also cut the Julianehåb
Granite south of Kangerdluluk as far as 2 km from the margin of the
syenite. The pegmatite veins trend in all directions and vary from
vertical to horizontal in attitude. They reach a thickness of 4 m but
there are in addition large bodies of pegmatite, one east of Eqatdliar
tarfik and the other in the country rocks 3.5 km south-east af Kan
gerdluluk, which reach 400 m x 150 m in size.

The pegmatites are characteristically very coarse-grained assem
blages of felspar (sodic plagioclase and microcline perthite), quartz and
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amphibole. The last, a sodic variety pleochroic from light brownish-green
to deep greenish-blue, forms prismatie crystals with indented margins
up to 30 cm long and 8 cm thick: these are normally arranged roughly
at right angles to the barders af the vein. In addition same aegirine
(intergrawn with ar replacing soda amphibole), fluarite, zircon and,
in one vein, galena may be present. Sometimes the veins are slightly
zaned by the development af finer-grained and even aplitic centres
which may show subparallel mafic bands. Coarse-grained graphic intcr
growths of quartz and felspar ean he ohserved in the largepegmatite
bodies. Occasional veins consist only of felspar and amphibole.

The pegmatite veins are usually much more radioactive than the
surrounding rocks.

One pegmatite vein deserving special mention was found on the
shore of Eqatdliartarfik. In this aegirine forms fresh prisms and radiating
sheaves, and there is no trace of amphibole. The felspar is albite. The
minor constituents are monazite and fluorite, the first as abundant
yellow crystals up to a mm across yielding a pink metamiet produet.
A semi-quantitative spectrographic analysis of a chip from this vein
(kindly carried out by cand. polyt. IB SØRENSEN) showed a considerable
quantity of lanthanum as well as cerium, indicating that La has sub
stituted for Co to a considerable degree in tho monazite.

Very rarely fine-grained green veins, which do not fit into any of
the three categories above, are found cutting the Nunarssuit Syenite.
These do not exceed a metre in thickness and are highly siliceous, being
composed of quartz (about 50 %), felspar, aegirine, a littie hiotite, ore
and a mineral that may be elpidite.

(g) The Malenefjeld Granite.

(i) Field appearance.

Malenefjeld is a conspicuous and isolated mountain 493 m high
situated on a peninsula at the eastern end of Nunarssuit. Much of this
peninsula and the southern part af the island to the east are formed of
a soda-granite referred to as the Malenefjeld Granite. The exposed area
af this granite is greater than that of any other soda-granite in south
Greenland, and the form of its outcrop suggests that an even larger
amount is submerged under the sea. Unfortunately it was never possibie
to land on the islands south-east of Malenefjeld to verify this.

The Malenefj eld Granite is a rather homogeneous unit: only slight
textural variations are met with in traversing the massif. It is suffi
ciently well-exposed to allow one to sean the inaccessibie areas with
binoculars and assert with confidence that neither significant variations
nor structures due to the concentration of mafic minerals are developed.

169 4
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The rock is a medium-coarse even-grained light gray granite stained
slightly hy iron oxides on weathered surfaces. For about 1.5 km along
its contact north-west of Malenefjeld this granite passes into a narrow
horder-zone of quartz-syenite weathering to a darker brown than any
of the granite outcrops and with porphyritic felspars up to a centimetre
long. At Qagsslssaq, neal' the border of the granite, a small area of
syenite is enclosed by rather inhomogeneous alkali granite.

The Malenefjeld Granite is nowhere seen in contact with the other
memhers of the Nunarssuit complex; it is separated from the Nunarssuit
Syenite hy a narrow strip of basement granite. The reasons for regarding
it as a (late) member of this complex are discussed in alater section.

(ii) Microscopic petrography.

Felspar in the Malenefjeld Granite is an alkali felspar which shows
a certain degree of variation over the exposed extent of the intrusion
and is xenomorphic, except when in contact with sodic amphibole and
pyroxene of late development: the grains seldom exceed 5 mm in size.

In many slices the felspar is predominantly microcline vein perthite
with a subordinate amount of sodic plagioclase. The microcline compo
nent of the perthite usually shows normal grid twinning: denticulate
interfaces between perthite grains are common. Deuteric action has
resulted in marginal replacement cf perthite by albite; similal' albite
may extend into the interstices hetween the larger felspar grains.

Other specimens eontain patchy microcline perthite and abundant
albite which sometimes borders the perthite and enters into a coarse
chequered ar vermiform intergrowth with quartz. Towards the eastern
part of the intrusion exsolution textures may be laeking in the felspars.
Microcline showing an unusual irregular twin strueture is extensively
eaten into by Ol' intergrown with replacive albite. Granular patches of
albite and highly sutured crystal boundaries suggest a measure of re
working and reerystallization in some rocks from this part of the massif.

ane specimen from the western part of the intrusion is unique in
carrying fairly large (6 mm) crystals of zoned sodic plagioclase. The
inner zones have idiomorphie outlines and are usually not twinned. A
cryptoperthite border which can form graphic intergrowths with quartz
commonly surrounds these grains.

Quartz is prominent in the Malenefjeld Granite. Although always
anhedral it ean form equant grains up to 5 mm across as well as small
interstitial areas. Undulose extinction is common and deformation
(Boehm) lameIlae have been observed. Many of the larger individuals
contain minute cavities and/or inclusions. Intergrowths of quartz with
albite and perthite have aIready been mentioned above.
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Mafie eonstituents. Sodie forms of amphibole and pyroxene are
usually present in the granite. These are anhedral and were the last
minerals to erystallize in the rock. Frequently the two are closely as
sociated or intergrown, the pyroxene generally being peripheral to the
amphibole, a relationship common in other soda-granite bodies, e. g.
the Quiney granite described by WARREN (1913). Although they may
be ambiguous, the intergrowths suggest that pyroxene has replaced
amphibole.

The sodie amphibole is pleochroic from light lilae-gray shades to
deep blueish-green-though the eolours vary somewhat from specimen
to specimen and even within a single sliee. Very small ore granules
form inclusions in some amphiboles.

The soda-pyroxene in many slices may reasonably be ealled aegirine
on aeeount of its strong birefringence and pleoehroism from paIe yellow
ish-green to light emerald green. Sometimes the pleochroism is not
marked and the mineral is rather murky. Minute ore inclusions may
contribute to this.

Very small microlites of blue amphibole and, to alesser extent,
aegirine are enclosed by the felspar in many sliees.

In the west of the Malenefjeld intrusion and towards the syenite
fringe an the north-west border the granite contains a rather different
mafie mineral assemblage, more like that found in the Nunarssuit Sye
nite. The pyroxene, a primary precipitate, is a zoned hedenbergitic
variety surrounded by hornblende showing X: light brown, Y: khaki,
Z: olive green, whieh is generally rimmed by a bluer amphibole. In
addition light blueish-green hastingsitie amphibole forms aggregates
together with small amounts of mica resembling eryophyllite. Oecasional
aggregates of ore, iddingsite and blue amphibole are taken to be pseudo
morphs after olivine.

In one rock the contrast between the sodie and syenitic assemblages
of mafies is striking. The "syenite mafies", together with ore, a littIe
assoeiated biotite, and apatite, form glomeroporphyritie aggregates
seemingly quite foreign to the enelosing granite which contains xeno
morphie aegirine, blue amphibole and a littie astrophyllite. The status
of aenigmatite in this rock is not clear as it is associated with both
"syenitic" and sodie mafles.

Aeeessories. Zireon is the most widespread accessory. Apatite is
only found in rocks whieh have the "syenitie" mafie assemblage. A littIe
ore is present in most sliees, and scanty biotite may oecur. Of greater
interest is aenigmatite whieh, though far from ubiquitous, is fairly
common in some speeimens, and is often cnelosed by or intergrown with
aegirine, as it is also in the Quiney soda-granite (WAHREN, 1913, p. 222).

4*
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Fig.il. Zoned pegmatite cutting the Julianehåb Granite near the Malenefjeld
Granite. The dark bands are rich in fine aegirine. (Photo G.G.V., T.C.R.P.).

AstrophyIlitc is rare, but has been identified with eertainty. Some very
smaIl fibres are thought to be elpidite.

(iii) Pegm.atites.

Pegmatites are absent from the western part of the Malenefjeld
intrusion. Although some eonspieuous zoned pegmatites run nearly
horizontaIly along the lower part af the southern eli fIs of Malenefjeld,
pegmatite veins are most abundant along the northern margin of the
intrusion and in the country rocks up to 400 m from the contact. They
are particularly numerous an Qipingajåp TIlla, where beeausc of them it
is difficult to loeate the granite eontaet accurately: even to follow
dolerite dykes up to this eontaet is not easy, so intenselyare they rami
fied by pegmatites.
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Fig. 12. Symmetrically zoned pegmatite in the Malenefjeld Granite. 1: rather fine
grained bands pink in colour due to the large amount of fine zircon and bastnaesite.
2: fine-grained green band rich in aegirine. 3: fairly coarse band consisting mostly
of quartz, with some felspar and alittle zircon and bastnaesite. 4: light green fine
band with plentiful aegirine, felspar and quartz. 5: pegmatite band wiLh large soda
amphibole-aegirine in Lergrowths, shown in black. Drawn from a field sketch.

(T.C.R.P.).

The peripheral pegmatites and also those in the granite south of
Malenefjeld reach 4-5 m in thickness and are characteristically zoned
(fig. 11). The zones may Ol' may not be symmetrically arranged: an
example of a symmetrically zoned pegmatite is sketched in fig. 12. The
zones consist of:

1) Pegmatite, composed of felspar, quartz and amphibole (black)
intergrown with aegirine (green). Crystals of the last may be as much
as 30 cm long by 4 cm thick, and are usually set roughly at right angles
to the margin of the pegmatite. Although they are on the whole long
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blades, their margins arc very irrcgular and almost poikilitic. The
aegirine generally rims and seems to have replaced amphibole (fig. 13).
Skeletal tabulae of ilmenite up to 3 cm are occasionally developed and
also tend to be set normal to the borders of the vein.

2) Thinner bands (Ol' sometimes only lenses) with much quartz and
often conccntrations of fine-grained pinkish material. Where the latter
is most abundant the radioactivity of the rock is unusually high. Speci
mens suitable for sectioning could not bc obtaincd from the highly
radioactive spots, but semi-quantitative analyses on a few chips showeld
more than 1 0J0 Zr and 1 0J0 y to be present. The most likely minerals

Fig. 13. Sketch of one of the large crystals of soda-amphibole (black) intcrgrown
and replaced by aegirine (unshaded) in a pegmatite in the Malenefjeld Granite.

(T.C.RP.).

to carry these elements are zircon and xenotime. Some small grains
were separated and X-rayed, and proved to be zircon and bastnaesite.

3) Quartzo-felspathic bands lacking in coloured minerals. These are
cream-coloured and of variable grain-size.

4) Rather fine-grained green bands rich in aegirine. Under the
mieroseope the quartz eommonly shows undulose extinetion and many
minute eavities. The felspars are mieroeline and albite. The mieroeline
somctimes exhibits typical grid-twinning, but more often displays the
irregular "ehess-board" twinning seen in microeline from the lujavrite
of the Ilimaussaq intrusion (USSING 1912, p. 159). Albite, often forming
smalllaths with uneven outlines, is oecasionally the only felspar present.
Aegirine crystals are aeicular and penetrate all the other minerals when
small, but the larger grains have indented outlines and contain quartz
and felspar inclusions. Rarelya littie sodie amphibole is intergrown with
the aegirine. The other minerals whieh are optically identifiable are
zireon and fluorite.

At Qipingajåp mia veins af spotted aplagranite oeeur in addition
to the pegmatites. These are formed of microline, albite, quartz, sodie
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amphibole and aegirine, with accessory astrophyllite, zircon and fluorite.
The 'spotting' is due to poikilitic grains of sodic amphibole intergrown
with aegirine.

An isolated 3 m thick vein occurring about 1.5 km north of the
contact of the Malenefjeld Granite is most likely a derivative af that
granite. It contains quartz, microcline and alhite, all with the same
appearance as they have in the zoned pegmatitcs af the Malenefjeld
Granite, and is conspicuaus on account of its rusty colour which is due
to thc weathering of the ahundant pyrite and ilmenite in it. A littIe
pyrrhatite is also present, and hrookite and sphene occur as alteration
produets af ilmenite. Zircon is plentiful as clusters of small grains.



IV. THE EXTERNAL CONTACTS OF THE COMPLEX.

Only the northern and eastern houndaries of the Nunarssuit com
plex are visible. From north-west to south-east the Biotite-Granite,
Alangorssuaq Gabbro, Helene Granite, Nunarssuit Syenite and Malene
fjeld Granite in turn lie in contact with the pre-Gardar basement.

(a) External contact of the Biotite-Granite.

In the hill-slopes east and south-east of Rødtop the contact of the
Biotite-Granite with the basement is more or less vertical and trans
gressive. By means of frequent exposures it can be followed fairly
closely from sea-Ievel to a height of 300 metres. Owing to petrographic
convergence the contact is difficult to make out in detail when the
adjacent country-rocks are Julianehåb Granite but basic dykes of
Gardar or earlier age in the latter do not continue into the Biotite
Granite. Against the hornblende schists south-east of Rødtop the Bio
tite-Granite passes into a fine-grained contaminated granitic rock forming
a narrow marginal zone in which there are numerous dark angular blocks
of fairly fine-grained schist apparently derived from the adjacent pre
Gardar green-schist belt. Veinlets of the fine-grained granitic rock cross
these blocks in various directions and seem to be dilational for their
opposite walls match each other and if the granitic material were to be
removed from this xenolithic marginal zone the schist inclusions could
often easily be fitted together to form large units. The inclusions them
selves are homogenous and show no megascopically visible evidence of
permeation by granitic fluids. They contain green hornblende, brown
biotite, and alkali felspar, together with accessory ore grains surrounded
by sphene reaction rims. Their metamorphic grade does not differ
markedly from that of similar schists elsewhere in northern Alangor
ssuaq remote from the Biotite-Granite and other members of the Nunar
ssuit complex.

As aIready remarked in Section III the Biotite-Granite appears to
be the parent of numerous gently inclined aplite and pegmatite veins
cutting the pre-Gardar hasement for several hundred metres from its
contact with the complex south-east of Rødtop.
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At the east end of the island 900 m north-west of the summit of
Rødtop a small outcrop of green-schists, which seems to be an integral
part' of the Kobberminebugt schist belt and not a xenolithic mass, is
intensely veined by granitic matcrial derived from the Biotite-Granite
constituting the rest of the island. On the island immediately to the
north of this locality the Biotite-Granite again passes into a contact
zone against green schists which it veins and permeates extensively,
both the schists and the granite becoming highly modified.

(b) External contact of the AIangorssuaq Gabbro.

Near its western termination the contact between the Alangorssuaq
Gabbro and Julianehåb Granite ean be fairly accurately mapped in the
hill-slopes rising several hundred metres above the lake east of Angnikit
sorssuaq where it is demonstrably more or less vertical.

In the low ground of central Alangorssuaq its attitude is uncertain
but probably steep.

For the most part the actual contact is concealed but it is visible
at a small exposure about 1550 m south-west of the summit of Naujat
qaqåt. At this locality the Julianehåb Granite close to the contact is
deficient in quartz, rather fine-grained, and highly recrystallized. It
appears to have been locally remobilized by heat from the gabbro which
it attacks and permeates for a few centimetres from the contact. Thin
irregular veinlets of the granite ramify through and isolate wisps of thc
gabbro. At the contact the latter is fine-grained and highly altered.
When followed for a few metres away from the contact it gradually
becomes medium-grained.

(c) External contact of the Helene Granite.

(i) Alångorssuaq.

In Alangorssuaq the contact between the Helene Granite and its
country rocks-the Julianehåb Granite-varies rapidly in strike; its dip,
though also variable, is generally steep. It ean be conveniently examined
on the western shores of Naujat atåt near a small headland where clean
rock-surfaces clearly demonstrate a knife-sharp boundary between the
Helene and Julianehåb granites, running irregularly for several metres.
Medium- or fine-grained lenses of a basic hornblendie rock in the J uliane
håb Granite-probably relics of pre-Gardar dykes-end abruptly at the
contact and although the marginal Helene Granite generally bears
rectangular or rounded alkali felspar phenocrysts about 2 cm and occa
sionally up to 4 cm in length it is locally aphyric and medium-grained
for a few centimetres from its contact. Roughly 350 m west of here a
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knife-sharp contact between the Helene Granite and the Julianehåb
Granite is extensively exposed. The contact can be mapped inland and
is visible again 900 m west af the shore exposure as a clean-cutting
boundary. From here it can be traced (though concealed) to the col on
the south side af which it can be seen to be sharp and vertica1. At this
locality the Helene Granite at the contact is either of normal coarse
texture ar, in some places, a more even-grained variety with smaller
felspars. A phase of the granite forms a horizontal vein intruding the
Julianehåb Granite.

One or two hundred metres to the north-west, on the north side
of a small valley, the contact is seen dipping west at 45° and a vein
a metre thick derived from the Helene Granite intrudes the basement
granite. The contact can be mappedfrom here to the top of a hill whence its
trace des,cends steeply downhill to a large lake 2 km west of Naujat atat.

(ii) Nunarssuit.

The external contact of the Helene Granite is particularly well
exposed and most accessibIe in the area between Helene Havn and
Bangs Havn in Nunarssuit. For this reason and also because WEGMANN

(1938 pp. 98-105) to a large extent based his transforrnist interpretation
of the Nunarssuit massif on his observations in this area the second
author selected it for more detailed mapping on a scale of 1: 10,000.
It mayaIso be mentioned incidentally that this ground illustrates a
wide variety ef Nunarssuit rock-types and can be recommended to
anyone wishing to see the maximum amount of Nunarssuit geology in
the minimum amount of time.

From the map of the Helene Havn area given in Plate 2 the trans
gressive nature of the Helene Granite contact is plainly evident. More
over, in the field the contact between the Helene Granite and its country
rocks is well-exposed and always knife-sharp: there is no suggestion
whatsoever of any transitional contacts (contrast WEGMANN 1938, p.l0l).

Perhaps the hest exposures of the contact occur on the shore imme
diately east of Emma Havn where the porphyritic marginal phase of the
Helene Granite is well-developed and contains a few small sharply
bounded inclusions af basement granite near the contact which ahruptly
truncates a dolerite dyke ef north-easterly trend in the basernent.

A littIe to the east, amphibolite dykes in the Julianehåb Granite
are, together with their host granite, intruded hy small, irregular,
sharply-defined apophyses of the porphyritic marginal phase of the
Helene Granite. This marginal phase also forms a lobe cutting and
sending thin zig-zag veinlets into a 16 metres wide amphibolite dyke.

These facts suggest that this embayment of country rocks is under
lain at shallow depth hy the Helene Granite.
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Fig. 14. View south from Torssukåtak of the external contact of the Helene Granite
on the north-west side of the 251 m hill south-west of Bangs I-favn. Helene Granite
on the right, older rocks on the lefl. Below the sum mit of the hil! in the background
there is a distinct contrast between the light-coloured gravel screes of the Helene

Granite and the darker older rocks. (Photo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.).

AlittIe further east again the outer contact of the Helene Granite
reappears on the shore, dipping outwards from the intrusion at 65°.

South-west of Bangs Havn the Helene Granite outer contact is
very well displayed on the north-west and west side of a hi]] 251 metres
high where it is obvious even from a considerable distance, being marked
by the upper limit of yellow gravel screes (fig. 14). It is knife-sharp
and dips outwards from the complex at various angles down to 40°.
The marginal facies of the Helene Granite is absent here.

Close to the contact just south of the fault a large block of country
rock is completely enclosed by the granite which sends veins into the
block sometimes following a pronounced jointing of north-easterly trend.
This block may be a xenolith or the remnants of a roaf pendant. The
first interpretation is favoured by the fact that the outlines of the block
and the boundary of the country-reck opposite match almost exactly,
as if the block had been detached from the adjacent walls of the intru
SlOn.

Immediately east of the 251 m summit small short apophyses of
Helene Granite penetrate a dolerite of north-easterly trend.

Throughout its extent in Alangorssuaq and unarssuit the Helene
Granite has elTected littIe contact metamorphism of the basernent.
Slight recrystallization and the production of small amounts of new
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Fig. 15. View south from the top of ihe 251 m hill south-west of Bangs Havn,
showing the contrast between Nunarssuit Syenite terrain (large clome-shaped out
crops surrounded by gravel) on the right and Julianehåb Granite terrain (rougher
light-coloured rock surfaces) on the left. The distant hills are Nunarssuit Syenite.

(Photo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.).

biotite are the only contact phenomcna noted in the country-rocks near
the granite.

(d) External contact of the Nunarssuit Syenite.

The attitude cf the unarssuit Syenite outer contact is not clear
but appears to be vertical or dip outwards at a stecp angle. Its approx
imate position is easily seen from a distance because cf differential
weathering, the syenite forming large rounded brown-weathering out
crops surrounded by patches of brown gravel, the Julianehåb Granite
forming light-gray angular outcrops which do not weather to gravel
(see fig. 15). Its exact position however is not readily fixed for along
much of its length the marginal facies of the syenite passes into the
basement granite through a transition zone up to 40 metres wide. The
latter occasionally bears a brown hornblende not usually seen in either
the Julianehåb Granite or the Nunarssuit Syenite. Slight evidence of
introduction of soda from the syenite into country rock near the con
tact is afforded by sporadic small poikilitic or acicular sodic amphiboles
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but there is little sign of a marginal accumulation of volatiles like that
around the Kungnåt complex except 1-2 km south of Kangerdluluk
where pegmatites with quartz, sodic amphibole, and felspar are fairly
abundant in both the outer part of the syenite and the adj acent Juliane
håh Granite.

On the shores of the Malenefjeld isthmus the marginal facies of the
syenite is rather fine-grained and lies in sharp contact with the Juliane
håh Granite, ahruptly transecting migmatitic structures in the latter.

The Gardar dolerites are highly rccrystallized and sharply tran
sected by the syenite. In the field the hornfelsed dolerites are compact,
dark purplish-gray rocks, often weathering to a reddish-brown colour
and finer-grained than their parents. In extreme cases they are com
pletely recrystallized granular aggregates of plagioclase (An60 66) colour
less pyroxene and brown hornblende (X: verypale brown, Y = Z: reddish
brown) together with a littIc foxy-red biotite and ore. When less recry
stallized they retain their ophitic texture although reddish-brown biotite
is developed and augite (which is uralitized in the normal dolerite) is
replaccd by aggregates of colourless pyroxene.

(e) Outer contact of the Malenefjeld Granite.

WEG:vIANN'S (1938 p. 100) claim that the younger granite at Malene
fjeld passes very gradually into Julianehåb Granite has not been sub
stantiated. On the south coast of the Malcnefjeld isthmus (i. e. at Qag
ssissaq) the Malenefjeld Granite bcars a sharp contact against basement
migmatites and for about two metres from the contact becomes fine
grained. Veins of the fine-graincd phase cut the country-rocks. On the
north side of the isthmus the contact is again sharp and well exposed.
It dips at ahout 30° west and for about one metre from it the intrusion
becomes fine-grained. For a short distance to the north-east it runs
under the sea hut where it is next exposed on the shore west of Malene
fjeld it is still sharp though the marginal facies of the intrusion is absent.
Along the foot of the north-western slopes of the mountain the Malene
fjeld Granite possesses a thin crumbly syenitic margin and the contact
is difficult to discern though in one place it is manifestly sharp. A north
easterly dolerite dyke follows the contact closely in this neighbourhood
and has been thermally altered by the granite with the consequent
formation af new biotite.

North-east and east of Malenefjeld the contact is obscured by a
considerable development of peripheral pegmatites and aplites: the for
mer may be banded, the latter may be spotted hy poikilitic soda-amphi
hole. Veins of these pegmatites and aplites occur as far as 400 m from
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the main granite mass. They are particularly conspicuous to the east on
Qipingajåp nua where they extensively penetrate an east-west dolerite
dyke that has been metamorphosed with resultant growth of new bio
tite. In spite of these veins the sharp contact of the Malenefjeld Granite
can occasionally be observed, as on the coast on either side of the channel
between the Nunarssuit mainland and Qipingajåp nua, where it dips
steeply outwards.



Fig. 16. View from the southern slopes of Naujat qåqåt looking soulh-west. Juliane
håb Granite in lhe bottom lefl-hand corner: the Alångorssuaq Gabbro forms the
low ground in the lower haU of lhe picture: the Helene Granite of Alångorssuaq makes
up the ridge in the middle distance: its contact wilh the gabbro is clearly visible
slightly right of and below lhe centre of the photograph. Behind the banks of sea
mist occupying Torssukåtak the hills of 1\unarssuit rise up to lhe skyline. (Pholo

G.G.U., W.T.H.).

V. INTERNAL CONTACTS Ol" THE COMPLEX

(a) Relations between the Ahlngorssuaq Gabbro and the Helene
Granite.

Although the actual contact of the Helene Granite with the gabbro
in central Alangorssuaq is aften concealed it is easily mapped: the
granite is almost fully expased and the steep hills it gives rise to sharply
contrast with the low ground accupied by the more deeply eroded
gabbro (fig. 16).

Neal' the south-eastern end of the gabbro outcrop, a few hundred
metres roughly south-west af the south-western extremity af the large
lake at which the gabbro outcrop terminates, the contact is seen to be
knife-sharp and vertical. It lies almost normal to the planar structures
due to mineral parallelism in the gabbro nearby, though for a few centi
metres from the contact these structures are destroyed by recrystalliza
tion. The granite becomes coarse-grained, almost pegmatitic, close to
the contact and, like the adjacent gabbro, may contain large hornblende
crystals a few centimetres long.
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Ahout 200 m west of the last locality, hy a waterfall, the granite
locally forms a minor aplitic phase against the gahhro. The contact is
not seen hut ean b8 located within very close limits. It cuts steeply
across a primary banding in the gahhro due to parallel mafic layers
1-4 cm thick. Aplitic veins like those in the granite cut across the
banding in thegahhro.

Roughly 300 m north of the granite houndary and 150 m east of
the powerful N.N.E. transcurrent fauIt crossing central AUmgorssuaq a
vein of graphic granite like some late-stage veins in the Helene Granite
intrudes the gahhro and ean be followed for a hundred metres Ol' so
towards the granite, in which direction it passes into a vein of normal
Helene Granite and aplite several metres thick. The vein has sharp
irregular houndaries and transgresses the handing of the gahbro. There
seems no douht that it joins on to the main mass of the granite and that
but for discontinuous exposure it could be traced hack to its parent.

Approximately 500 m west of the fauIt just mentioned the gahhro
granite contact ean he seen to he vertical and sharp; exposures are good
and the granite sends avertical vein 15 cm wide into the gahbro.

West of this locality the gahhro is cut by a network of numerous
thin leucocratic veins of uncertain origin. Their relationships to the
Helene Granite are rarely seen but they are absent from the granite
in the vicinity and one of them, a small microgranite vein, is ahruptly
transected by the margin of the granite.

The mappahle houndary hetween the gabbro and Helene Granite
terminates westwards at a large lake where it is ill-defined, the gabbro
being extensively attacked by the granite to form a mixed-zone. In this
melange the granite envelopes innumerahle rounded xenoliths of hybri
dized gabbro and penetrates the gahhro as irregular veins which often
possess vague boundaries. It largely consists of reetangular alkali-felspars
1-2 cm long just like those in the normal granite, but sometimes loses
quartz hy reaction with gahbro. Pink aplitic veins traverse the hybrids.

(b) Relations between the Biotite-Granite and Alangorssuaq
Gabbro.

The relations hetween the gahbro and Biotite-Granite close to the
lake mentioned in the last paragraph are ohscured hy the activity of
the Helene Granite hut a number of veins intruding hasic rocks on the
west side of the hybrid zone seem derivatives of the Biotite-Granite.

Less amhiguous data are yielded hy the tongue which the gahhro
outcrop extends north-westwards from the western extremity of the
largest of the lakes in Alangorssuaq. The houndary between this salient
and the Biotite-Granite ean he mapped uphill from heights of ahout
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100 to 300 metres and can he shown to he more or less verticaI. When
exposed the contact is seen to be sharp. Against the houndary the Biotite
Granite may remain unmodified hut more commonly, however, it passes
inta a marginal aplitic phase. Blacks of gabbro are enclased by the
granite which eross-cuts any planar structures that may be present in
the gahhro and sends aplitic and pegmatitic veins into the latter.

(c) Relations between the Biotite-Granite and Helene Granite.

A few metres froni the northernmost tip of the lake on the south
eastern side of the Biotite-Granite an aplite vein 3 m long and 5 cm
wide intrudes modified Helene Granite in the hyhrid gahbro-granite zone
mentioned above. The western parts of the vein contain areas of pink
Biotite-Granite with large felspars that project into the aplite. A few
metres to the west, after a break in exposure, the margin of the Biatite
Granite intrusion is visible. There seems littIe doubt that this body is
the parent of the aplite vein.

The contact between the Biotite-Granite and Helene Granite south
of Angnikitsorssuaq is steep and transitional. Typical Biotite-Granite
ean be seen in the slabs-illustrated as "Nunarssuit Granite" in WEG
MANN'S (1938 p. 105) aceount-nearly a kilometre east of the landward
termination of the inlet Angnikitsorssup ata. Moving south-westwards
uphill from these slabs abundant exposures in Biotite-Granite show a
gradual decrease in the grain-size of quartz whilst biotite hecomes less
conspicuaus. About 150 m from the top of the hill this marginal phase
apparently passes into a rather even-grained marginal phase of the
Helene Graniteof similar grain-size which when followed uphill rapidly
becomes more eoarse-grained and grades into typieal Helene Granite
without biotite, bearing felspars 1-2 cm long and quartz areas 0.5-1 cm
wide.

A few hundred metres to the east the boundary hetween the two
granites ean he located within ahout ten metres but still seems transi
tional.

It is, however, not easy to decide whether the apparent passage
between the two granites in this neighbourhood is due solely to close
similarity of their marginal variants, or whether interaction has in faet
taken place between them.

On the western shores of Alangorssuaq hoth granites are again
seen to develop minar marginal variants hut are separated by a strip
of various granitic rocks wedging out to the east. The contacts of these
granitic rocks are sharp, appear to he steep, and trend parallel to the
general houndary between the Biotite-Granite and Helene Granite in the
vicinity. Age relations are difficult to unravel. For example, at the head

169 5
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of the inlet the marginal phase of the Biotite-Granite ean be seen at
low-tide in sharp irregular contact with a finer-grained darker porphyri
tic granitic rock which becomes darker still for a few millimetres from
the contact and shows a faint streaking near and parallel to the contact.
Both rocks contain occasional small inclusions of an even-grained leuco
cratic granite, and the Biotite-Granite contains inclusions of a rock like
the darker porphyritic 'granite'. Close to the northern edge of the
dolerite dyke the darker porphyritic 'granite' is in contact with a more
leucocratic porphyritic granite which forms veins trending roughly S.E.
in the darker 'granite', encloses xenoliths of the latter, and ean be
followed for a few metres along the shore to the south of the dolerite
dyke. Both these granitic rocks are cut hy an aplite which is, in turn,
cut by an even-grained granite, forming small steep lenses parallel to
the general direction of the Helene Granite-Biotite-Granite boundary
in west Ahingorssuaq and not unlike some specimens of the Biotite
Granite.

South of this again, along the southern shores of the inlet, there is
a medium-grained hiotite-hornblende-granite which may be a marginal
phase of the Helene Granite for it seems to pass into the latter. A similar
rock occurs in northern Quiartorfik where it contains a wedge of fine
grained porphyritic granite up to 50 m wide.

Since its relations are not clearly demonstrated and conditions at
the boundary of the Helene Granite in West Alangorssuaq are visibly
complex this biotite-hornblende-granite variety is included with the
various granitic rocks at the northern margin of the Helene Granite on
Plate 3.

(d) Relations between the Biotite-Granite and Kitsigsut Syenite.

In the Umananguaq skerries off north-west Alangorssuaq the
Biotite-Granite and Kitsigsut Syenite are separated by a broad area in
which abundant hlocks of the syenite are enclosed and veined by the
granite, hoth rocks hecoming modified. Good exposures showing these
effects occur on the island 900 m north-west of Rødtop and its neigh
bour immediately to the north. The vertical section afforded by the
skerries in which the granite is seen attacking the syenite amounts only
to a few metres and consequently the general attitude of the xenolithic
marginal zone cannot be determined.

(e) Relations between the Nunarssuit Syenite and Helene Granite.

The contact between the Helene Granite and Nunarssuit Syenite
is well exposed in Alangorssuaq. A littIe to the north-east of the island
at Stærkodder Havn it ean be seen very near the shore of Torssukatak
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where it is sharp, steep, and separates normal coarse Helene Granite
from syenite which is much finer-grained than that in the interior of
the intrusion to the east. From here it ean he followed westwards across
the peninsula. Ahout 100 m from Torssukatak it separates a relatively
fine-grained quartzose marginal phase of the syenite from a medium
grained variety of the Helene Granite. Since these two rocks are not
greatly dissimilar in the field the contact is not conspicuous but it ean
be seen to be vertica1.

CIose to the end and on the north-west shore of Stærkodder Havn,
at the mouth af a small stream, the syenite passes into a marginal por
phyritic phase with zoned oval or rectangular felspar phenocrysts 1-2 cm
long and some inclusions of coarse-grained Helene Granite.

About 100 m N.N.E. of the north-eastern extremity of Stærkodder
Havn the syenite is seen to develop a marginal relatively fine-grained
quartzose phase against the granite which is coarser-grained and typical
of the Helene Granite in Alangorssuaq. The contact dips east at 30
degrees in one place but clase by is vertica1. It ean be discerned from a
distance by the darker colour of the weathered syenite as compared with
the granite.

Roughly 200 m further N.N.E. the marginal porphyritic phase of
the syenite is again seen. A thin vein of it in the adjacent granite wedges
out and gradually loses its phenocrysts with increasing distance from
the parent syenite mass.

On a hill slope approximately 700 m N.N.E. from the north-eastern
extremity of Stærkodder Havn the syenite becomes progressively finer
grained towards the contact (which is well exposed) and for a metre from
its boundary shows a marginal phase. About half this rock consists of
oval or rectangular felspar phenacrysts a centimetre or so lang arranged
haphazardly in a fine-grained groundmass of felspar, some dark minerals,
and quartz. A few af the felspar phenocrysts lie partly within the adja
cent granite, crossing the contact which is irregular on a small scale and
rather vague. In the vicinity a xenolith of Helene Granite is enclosed by
the syenite.

From the last locality the contact is easily traced N.N.E. to the
oval lake where medium-grained quartzose syenite lies in sharp very
steep contact with the Helene Granite. In the bare hill-slopes east of
that lake the edge of the syenite is easily visible and about 1700 m
E.S.E. af the south extremity af the lake is seen to he vertical, cutting
normal coarse Helene Granite. From here eastwards for some distance
a variant of the Helene Granite shown on Plate 3 interposes hetween
the normal Helene Granite and Nunarssuit Syenite; about half-way
alang its length, at a small col, a sharp steep (70°) southwards-dipping
contact between this variant and the syenite is beautifully exposed. Here
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lentieular hornblendie pegmatites are common in the marginal parts of
their syenite parent and some also cut the eontiguous granite variant
whieh lies in sharp northwards dipping eontaet with normal Helene
Granite. Two or three hundred metres to the east the eontaet of the
even-grained granite with the syenite dips north at about 800

•

Continuing eastwards to Torssukatak the syenite eontaet, though
mappable, is aften diffieult to loeate preeisely with eertainty. At a few
pIaces normal Helene Granite is seen next to a quartzose relatively
fine-grained marginal phase af the syenite. But it sometimes seems
possibIe that minor granite variants that eould be eonfused with the
marginal syenite may be present. Certainly a medium-grained granite
with oeeasional felspar phenoerysts demonstrably oeeurs about a hundred
metres from Torssukatak, forming an outerop a few metres wide between
and in sharp eontaet with the normal granite and the syenite.

On the northern and southern shores of Torssukatak, at Knækket,
the eontact is more or less vertieal. Immediately west af Helene Havn
the marginal porphyritie phase of the syenite is well-developed and for
a metre or so from the eontact (whieh is marked by eoneentration of
mafie minerals in a zone 1-2 cm wide) the Helene Granite seems less
quartzose than usual but otherwise shows no marginal modifieation.

Traeed inland for about 1.5 km the eontact retains these features
but due south of Helene Havn more eomplex relations are eneountered.
Coarse-grained Helene Granite penetrates and encloses subangular bloeks
of rather fine-grained syenite (fig. 17) whieh sometimes eontain seattered
large felspars like those in the granite. Further east, however, the eon
taet beeomes simple again and dips steeply away from the syenite: the
granite in the proximity of the syenite here is porphyritie and resembles
the marginal faeies east af Emma Havn.

North-east and east of the small lake east af the 300 m summit
(Plate 2) hornblende-bearing pegmatites often cut and obseure the eon
taet between the Helene Granite and marginal porphyritie syenite but
where they are absent the eontact is sharp and distinet.

The eontaet beeomes eomplex again W.S.W. af the 251 m summit
where the Helene Granite veins and encloses rounded bloeks up to a
metre wide of porphyritie syenite and is sometimes defieient in quartz,
consisting only of felspar erystals up to 3 cm long, interstitial felspar
and mafie minerals. Some syenite inclusions bear seattered large felspars
like those in the granite.

East of Mereurius Havn the syenite encloses a bloek of Helene
Granite 40 m wide.

South of Mereurius Havn the granite-syenite relationships are for
the most part either obseured by the metavoleanie inclusion zone or
inaecessibIe beeause af the steepness of the ground, but on the shore of
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Fig. 17. Coarse-grained Helene Granite penetrating and enclosing subangular blocks
of ralher fine-grained syenite: south of Helene Havn. Drawn from a field sketch.

(T.C.R.P.).

the inlet just south of Mercurius Havn a sharp contact between por
phyritic syenite and Helene Granite is exposed. Neither rock veins the
other and the outcrops contribute nothing to an understanding af the
age relations. The same is true af the exposures af the contact in the
valley a kilometre further south and the irregular contact between the
fine-grained radioactive granite and the syenite. It was possibIe to climb
within 10 m of the contact between the normal Helene Granite and the
syenite in the col between the 690 m and 675 m summits north af
Kitdlavåt. This contact is sharp, dips east, but is otherwise uninstructive.

South from here as far as the "amphitheatre" south of Kitdlavåt
the contact is quite inaccessibIe owing to the steepness of the terrain
(see fig. 23) but south af Kitdlavåt and north-east of Kap Desolation a
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Fig. 18. Medium-grained syenile (slipled) penetraled and enclosed by quartz-poor
Helene Granite. Note the round form of the syenite inelusions. The insel shows a
thin vein of de-silieated Helene Granite in syenite, with large felspars whieh eannot
have been carried in if the vein were injeeted in its present form. Drawn from a

photograph assis ted by field sketches. (T.C.R.P.).

sharp eontaet between medium-grained Helene Granite and porphyritie
syenite ean be c10sely examined.

The medium-grained granite within the inelusion zone around the
inner part of the bay east of Kap Desolation is in sharp steep, eastwards
dipping eontaet with the eoarse-grained quartzose syenite eharaeteristie
of this area on the east side af the inelusion zone. Whilst the syenite
shows no marginal facies the adj acent granite beeomes fine-grained
against the eontaet and may well be alittle younger than both the
normal Helene Granite and the Nunarssuit Syenite.

East of Kap Desolation the Helene Granite eontaet west and south
west of the metavoleanic inc1usion zone dips at about 45° N.W. and
relationships are suggestive of hybridization. At one place medium
grained syenite is veined by a rock consisting only of large sub-rectangu
lal' felspars and some mafic minerals presenting the appearance of a de
silicated Helene Granite. The veins measure up to 60 cm thick and are
not angular but have the form indicated in fig. 18; some are so thin that
their large felspars eould not have been earried in by an intrusive vein.
A similar rock contains occasional rounded inelusions of medium-grained
syenite up to 3 m in width (fig. 19) which often bear scattered K-felspar
phenocrysts up to 3 cm long and occasionally merge into the surrounding
"de-silicated granite" through a transition zone up to 50 em wide.

East of this syenite, at the east end of a small peninsula, modera
tely coarse-grained syenite lies in sharp steep eontact with an even
grained granite of similar grain size. Neither the syenite nor the granite
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Fig. 19. Coarse de-silicated Helene Grani te veining and enclosing medium-grained
syenite. The latter contains scattered large felspars similar to those in lhe Helene
Granite. Approximately 2 km -.E. of Kap Desolation. (Pholo G.G.. , T.C.R.P.).

form marginal phases, though in the same general locality the granite
is fairly variable, containing some patches resembling the normal Helene
Granite, others like the marginal phase af the Helene Granite and still
others like the relatively fine-grained felspar-phyric syenite. The K-fels
par phenocrysts in the syenite areas are rounded Ol' subrectangular in
outline and the biggest are 5 cm. in length, larger than any found in the
Helene Granite Ol' Nunarssuit Syenite.



VI. XENOLITHIC INCLUSION ZONES

(a) Field occurrence.

Zones within the Nunarssuit Complex containing abundant xeno
liths mainly of basic metavolcanic rocks have a considerable bearing on
the problems of the form and mode of emplacement af the complex.
The most important of them coincides approximately with the contact
between the Helene Granite and Nunarssuit Syenite in the western part
of the complex and in places actually separates these two units. Its
northern termination can be readily examined on the northern shores
of Torssukatak. On the north-east side of the island at the entrance to
Stærkodder Havn normal coarse Helene Granite contains haphazardly
orientated medium- or fine-grained xenoliths of hasic metavolcanic rocks
and handed metasediments of psammitic to pelitic composition up to
several metres long with well-defined houndaries and angular or suh
angular outline. Field evidence of metasomatism is slight. Some meta
volcanic blocks bear thin hlack reaction rims, and wisps rich in relatively
coarse-grained biotite penetrate some inc1usions. Close to the xenoliths
the granite gradually becomes even-grained and finer-grained; it some
times sends wedges into banded metasedimentary xenoliths folIowing
the handing of the hlocks and prising them open hy forcible intrusion
(fig. 20).

The inclusion zone can be followed along the shores af Torssukatak
on the adjacent mainland for about one kilometre, crossing the houndary
between the syenite and granite. Although the syenite is unusually
coarse a few hundred metres east of the termination of the xenolithic
zone, hearing felspar crystals up to 4 cm long, it mainly consists of fel
spars 1-2 cm long within the zone. Most of the xenoliths in the zone are
metavolcanic rocks, often with stellate aggregates of felspar columns
1-2 cm long and epidotic vesic1es of similar length. They generally
measure a metre or less in width, and are angular, well-defined and hapha
zardly arranged. Many are cut by a network of syenite veinlets. Some
handed semipelitic metasediments occur and a block of quartzite 15 m
long is present ahout 500 m south-east of the syenite-granite contact at
Torssukatak.
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Outside the xenolithie zone the syenite contains a large quartzite
inclusion heside a stream 200 m N.E. of the northern extremity of
Stærkodder Havn, and another isolated quartzite xenolith occurs 900 m

.N.E. of that extremity in the syenite near the important N. .B.
tear fault crossing Alangorssuaq.

In unarssuit the zone is outstandingly developed and between
Mercurius Havn and Kap Desolation it ean be clearly seen to be always
inc1ined eastwards as is particularly evident in the northern wall of the
"amphitheatre" immediately north-west of Kitdlavåt where the dip of
the zone is 30-35 degrees. Many xenoliths are lenticular and the long
axes of these invariahly lie within the plane Gf the zone. The steep in-
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Fig. 20. Xenolith of banded semipelitic and psammitic schist several metres long
wedged open by mechanical intrusion of Helene Granite along the foliation of the

xenolith. Island on S.E. side of Stærkodder Havn. (W.T.H.).

accessibie nature of the cliffs in which the zone occurs presents no map
ping problem for exposure is eomplete and the xenoliths, being almost
wholly dark-coloured metavolcanics, are easily distinguished at a con
siderahle distance from their paler host. They are most ahundant in the
vicinity of Mercurius Havn and in the westward-facing clifTs immediately
to the south, where they measure up to 100 m in thickness (figs. 21 and
22), and are most sparse in the north-western precipices of Kitdlavåt
(figs. 23 and 24).

Isolated inclusions occur in the Nunarssuit Syenite and Helene and
Kitdlavåt Granites c10se to the xenolithic zone. Those in the Kitdlavåt
Granite occur near the hase of the intrusion and when lenticular are
arranged with their lengths parallel to the eastward-dipping lower
contaet of the hady.

Veining of inclusions by syenite and Helene Granite is fairly intense.
Occasional xenoliths within the granite are higWy disrupted and contam
inate the surrounding granite (fig. 25).
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Fig. 21. View of lhe norlh-western cliffs of the 728 ro mountain 2.5 km south of
J1ereurius IIavn. The summit is formed of KitdIavat Granile. The eontaet between
this and the darker overlying :\Iunarssuil Syenite may be seen running left from
lhc erest of thc ridge a litlIe lo the lefl of the summit. The lowel' contact of the
KitdIavat Granite nearly reaehcs the skyline at the right-hand side of the piclure.
Below lhis dark melavo1canie lenses ean be een in the syenite ju labove the top
of thc seree. At the top of the buttress on the lefl lhc lighl KitdIavat Granite is
again visible with darker syenile above and belol'.'. The metavolcanie inclusion and
the eontacts of the KitdIavat Granile are shown in fig. 22 whieh is a key lo tilis

pholograph. (Photo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.).

A few scattered metavolcanic inc1usions in the syenite on the coast
between Amitsuarssuk and the entrance to Tasiussaq are believed to
represent the southern continuation of the 1ercurius Havn - Kap De
solation zone.

On the Iserfiluk peninsula in south-wcst Nunarssuit two xenolithic
zones, of which the upper and mostimportant continues south-east to
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Fig. 22. Key to fig. 21. The metavo1canic lenses are indicated in solid black. The
contacts of the KitdIavat Granite are also drawn in. (T.C.R.P.).

Agdlerussat avangnardIit, contain mainly metavolcanic inclusions though
in the south metadolerite forming concordant bodies in metavolcanics,
faintly striped white or glassy quartzite, and finely-banded semipeIitic
metasediments are not uncommon. As mentioned in Section III (e) the
syenite surrounding many of these inclusions is a leucocratic variety
unlike that in the Mercurius Havn zone but some inc1usions lie whoIly
in normal unarssuit Syenite. The xenoliths measure up to 100 m or
more in length and many of them are lenticular; the long axes of these
are arranged in the plane of the zones which dip E.N.E. at about 30°
(figs. 26 and 27). Some xenoliths show measurable planar structures;
these also dip E. J.E. but at rather more variable angles. Another
striking feature er the zones is that they are wider and their xenoIiths
are more densely packed on the crests of ridges than at sea-Ievel (fig. 28).
Indeed the lower zone is confined to the upper part of the west end of
the Iserfiluk ridge and never reaches sea-Ievel.

Outside the zones described xenoliths are rare. In the hills about
1.5 km south of Helene Havn there are a few isolated lenses of streaky
metavolcanic rocks and deorientated striped glassy quartzite inclusions
sometimes enveloped by a leucocratic variety of syenite. A single fine
grained grey metavolcanic inclusion occurs in the syenite of Thorstein
Islænder, the largest island in the Ydre Kitsigsut skerries.
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Fig. 23. ClilTs on the northwestern side of the summit of Kitdiavat. In spite of
shadows on some parts of the rock face scattered inc1usions of dark metavolcanic
rocks may be distinguished. In thc extreme left of the picture there is a larger mass

of metavolcanic rock. (Photo G.G. ., T.C.R.P.).
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F:g. 24. Detail of fig. 23. The angular metavolcanic inc!usions ean easily be seen in
this pieture: they are of the order of 25 m long. (Photo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.).
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Fig. 25. :J1etavo1canic rock disrupted and brecciated by Helene Granite. 3 km south
ol Mercurius Havn. (Pholo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.).

(b) Petrography of the xenoliths.

(i) Metavolcanic xenoliths.

The metavoJcanic inclusions consist wholly of basic rocks. Contact
metamorphism is most intense at the margins and decreases towards
the centres of the bjggest blocks. Most of the slices examined have been
thermally altered to a high degree and their dark minerals are remark
ably fresh.

The porphyritic varieties contain abundant elongated felspar
crystals up to 2 cm long often arranged in parallelism or, as near Mer
curius Havn and in Alangorssuaq, in stellate aggregates. When barely
altered by thermal metamorphism they comprise saussuritized plagio
clase phenocrysts with faint lamcllar twinning in a fine-grained aggregate
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Fig. 26. The southern slopes of Iserfiluk, S.W. ~unarssuit. Large lenlicular meta
vo!canic xenoliths in a zone dipping eastwards in the Nunarssuit Syenite. Leuco
cratic syenite surrounds and veins some of the inc!usions. (Pho;o G.G. ., T.C.R.P.).

Fig. 27. As fig. 26, from anolher angle. The skelch was drawn as a key for a photo
graph which was destroyed. (T.C.R.P.).
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of paIe-green hornblende and chlorite, plagioclase, epidote and ore. At
a higher grade of contact alteration their matrix is recrystallized to
plagioclase, biotite (X: paIe straw Y = Z: reddish-brown) and khaki
green hornblende; an epidote mineral may occur as highly poikilo
blastic areas formed by coalescence of small grains; the felspar pheno
crysts are recrystallized to clear granular andesine or labradorite aggre
gates retaining the original outline of the phenocrysts: scapolite and a
clear isotropic mineral may be present. The matrix of the most highly
hornfelsed rocks consists of brown or reddish-brown often poikiloblastic
hornblende, foxy-red biotite (X: paIe-brown Y = Z: reddish-brown),
labradorite and some small grains of colourless pyroxene frequently
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Fig. 28. Diagrammatie east-west section of the peninsula south of IserfJluk. L de
notes zone of rninerallayering, D a dolerite dyke. The xenolithic inc1usion zone dips

east and wedges out downwards. (T.C.R.P.).

enclosed by hornblende. A littie ore may be present and quartz occurs
in one slice. The felspar phenocrysts are recrystallized to single plagio
clase individuals about An60 which can be twinned on albite, carlsbad
and pericline laws.

Like the porphyritic varieties, vesicular and amygdaloidal
metavolcanic rocks are widespread, especially in the Mercurius Havn
zone. The vesicles and amygdales are lenticular, up to 1 cm or so long,
and often show flow-alignment. They contain one or more of the folio w
ing minerals: labradoritc or andesine, epidote, paIe-green diopsidic-py
roxene up to 3 mm grain-size, colourless clinopyroxene; sphene, apatite
and ore ean be accessory constituents. The surrounding rock closely
resembles the groundmass of the porphyritic varieties.

Massive medium- or fine-grained rocks are common. Dark
gray, sometimes with purpie tints in hand-specimen, they occasionally
bear nodules and veinlets of epidote or pyroxene. Doleritic types
retain their ophitic texture though plagioclase (An60-66) is partly or
wholly recrystallized and brown hornblende usually replaces the original
pyroxene; the brown hornblende in its turn is partly replaced by fresh
granular pyroxene which in one specimen directly replaces original
pyroxene without the intervention of hornblende; ore, if present, is
usually associated with a littIe reddish-brown biotite.
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(ii) Metasedimentary xenoliths.

Some xenoliths are medium-grained, glassy, colourless or white
quartzites with rounded quartz grains. A number are finely-banded
medium- or fine-grained semipelitic schists with a planar foIiation.
Various other rocks with similar structure and texture near Stærkodder
Havn seem also to be metasediments hut have been metasomatically
modified by the enclosing granite. One, with planar folia 1 mm or so
thick, consists of granular twinned andesine without zoning, abundant
scapoIite, small aligned plates of reddish-brown hiotite, accessory apatite,
ore, and green spinel, the last almost ranking as an essential constituent.
Another consists of thin alternate folia rich in either cloudy plagioclase,
perthite, reddish-hrown biotite, or rounded quartz grains like those
composing nearby quartzite xenoliths. A few folia contain green clino
pyroxene, perthite, quartz and a paIe drab brown hornblende.

(c) Provenance of the Xenoliths.

In his diary USSING assigned the xenoliths near Stærkodder Havn
and Mercurius Havn to the Igaliko sandstone and associated lavas.
This is not surprising in view of their petrography and USSING'S com
paratively littIe knowledge of the pre-Gardar schists.

The present writers, however, believe that the xenoliths were
derived from the tract of green schists in Kohherminebugten where,
near at hand, there are quartzites, metasedimentary schists and ahun
dant regionally metamorphosed volcanic rocks, including pIagioclase
porphyrites (as remarked in Section II), which on contact metamorphism
would give rise to rocks just like the xenoliths. The present outcrops of
the Igaliko sandstone and lavas are relatively remote from Nunarssuit.
Moreover, the metavolcanic xenoliths often contain nodules of epidote
or pyroxene derived from epidote, and noduIes of epidote are charac
teristic of the Kobberminebugt metavolcanics. AIso it may be significant
that the green schist outcrop in northern Alangorssuaq trends generally
N.E. hut close to the Biotite-Granite swings north-south into line with
the trend of the xenolithic zones within the complex.
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VII. MINERAL LAYERING

(a) Alangorssuaq Gabbro.

Near the Julianehåb Granite the Alangorssuaq Gabbro is neither
banded nor laminated but both these struetures develop as the Helene
Granite eontaet is approaehed (see Plate 3). Roughly one kilometre
S.S.E. of the northern extremity of the gabbro outerop slight banding
eoneordant with lamination in the gabbro dips south-west at 45 degrees.
Moving southwards from here, the area marked by these two struetures
widens rapidly in an east-west direction until at the Helene Granite
contaet it covers all but the eastern and western ends of the gabbro
outerop. Coneomitantly the banding beeomes more pronouneed.

The mafie layers are usually hetween one and four centimetres thiek,
though some measure up to 30 cm in thiekness. Generally they are be
tween 5 and 30 cm apart. Some of the broader ones are almost wholly
composed of pyroxene. Occasional thin lenses of olivine-roek occur con
eordantly within the layering.

The lamination, whieh is often highly pronouneed, is due to the
plane parallelism of tabular felspars (often about 0.5 cm long) and
elongated dark minerals. Within the plane of parallelism, however, the
long axes of these minerals are quite haphazardly arranged.

Lamination and banding usually oeeur eoneordantly together,
though they ean oeeur separately. They dip at moderate angles (he
tween30 and 50 degrees) towards the Helene Granite and show an
orderly disposition when mapped. In the eastern haU of the intrusion
they strike N.W.. Close to the Helene Granite their strike follows the
trace of the gabbro-granite contaet, though the plane of the latter
steeply transects them in vertical sections. Thus they show a very crude
and imperfect arcuate arrangement, corresponding to the vaguely arcu
ate form of the whole gabbro outcrop, and seem directed towards a
deep focus within the interior of the complex to the south.

On a small seale also the handing is regular: well defined "eurrent
bedding", slumping, and trough handing appear to be absent. Within
a single exposure most layers, considered individually, are of constant
thiekness, though compared with one another their thieknesses are
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Fig. 29. Banding in gabbro, dipping S.E.; near the Helene Granite and about f.OO m
east of the major transcurrent fault crossing central Alangorssuaq. (Photo G.G.U.,

W.T.H.).

variable. The layering is generally planar on the seale of a single expo
sure (fig. 29) but close to the Helene Granite and just east of the power
ful N.N.E. dextral tear fault crossing central Alangorssuaq repeated
mafie layers 2 cm thick and 5 to 15 cm apart are down-warped into a
shallow synform less than a metre in amplitude. Sinee eaeh mafic or
leucocratic layer considered separately is of constant thickness this
structure resembles a simple flexure fold. A few hundred metres to the
east of the last loeality repeated layering dipping at 30 to 40 degrees
is gently corrugated. Here again the thickness af each individual layer
is constant, though compared with each other the layers are of variable
t.hickness.

(b) Helene Granite.

The north-western outcrops of the Helene Granite locally display
an unusual mineral layering that has aIready been briefly described,
together with analogous structures in the two Tigssaluk granites 25 km
north af Ivigtut, by HARRY and EMELEUS (1960) who ascribe these
features to accumulation of dark and accessory minerals during erystal
lization of granite magma. A more comprehensive field description of
the layering in the Helene Granite is now given; distinction can be

6*
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drawn between layering essentiaIly comprising normal Helene Granite
and mafic bands on the one hand, and on the other hand layering in
which, besides those two components, textural variants of the Helene
Granite are conspicuous members.

Matie layers in normal Helene Granite.

Mafic layers from roughly one to twenty centimetres in thickness
occur in the normal Helene Granite at many places near the western
shores of Alangorssuaq. Those up to about two centimetres in thickness
are simply concentrations of the dark minerals and accessories found
in the surrounding granite and the crystals composing them are roughly
the same size as those of corresponding species in the normal granite.

Many of the thicker layers, however, are medium-grained mafic
rocks of fairly even texture in which quartz and felspar never attain
the dimensions that they reach in the adjacent granite. In these layers
dark minerals are abundant, perthite is fairly common as rounded
crystals, and some quartz, also in rounded grains, is present; zircon,
sphene, apatite, fluorite and ore are frequent accessories, orthite is
scanty. The dark minerals are mainly deep green hornblende and a
green 2 V ( +) clinopyroxene in various proportions. Either of these two
minerals can occur separately but they are commonly associated and
the pyroxene is often partly replaced by green hornblende. Brown biotite
is sometimes present and fayalitic olivine can occur. In thin-section
under the microscope all the minerals composing the layers resemble
in their general optical properties the crystals of corresponding mineral
species in the normal granite.

Preferred form orientation of minerals is seldom apparent in the
layered rocks. Indeed, it is rare throughout the entire outcrop of the
Helene Granite. But sometimes elongated xenoliths occur in the layered
granite and these are arranged in parallelism with the layering. This is
seen close to the western shore of Alangorssuaq, opposite the promontory
on the east coast of Quiartorfik, where gray quartzo-felspathic cognate
xenoliths with an ovaloutline up to one metre long are abundant in the
granite and invariably arranged with their lengths parallel to contiguous
very steeply dipping mafic layers. Similar xenoliths are common in the
southern half of Quiartorfik where they also are aligned parallel to im
mediately adjacent mafic layers though a few metres from the layering
they can be orientated in any direction. At this locality, near a lake in
the interior of the island, directional structures concordant with associ
ated subhorizontal layering are seen in the felspars of the granite. On
the other hand, similar structures that occur locally about 600 m south
of the easternmost point on Quiartorfik lie at right angles to associated
mafic bands.
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Fig. 30. Layering in the Helene Granite a few metres from the shore of west Alangor
ssuaq. The notebook is 17 cm lang (Photo G.G.U., W.T.H.).

Fig. 31. Moderately inciined planar layering in Helene Granite, near the western
shores of Alangorssuaq opposite Quiartorfik. The notebook (right centre) is 17 cm

long. (Photo G.G.U., W.T.H.).

The mafic layers in the normal Helene Granite may be rhythmically
rapeated within a single exposure to give a succession af up tf) about
thirty suhparallel bands a fraction af a metre apart or, less cornmonly,
they may occur as isolated, frequently branching, individuals. In both
cases their cross-section can be either symmetrical--both edges being
equally vague or equally sharp-or asymmetrical, one edge being sharp
whilst the other grades upwards into normal granite over distances of
up to 20 cm.

The rhythmically repeated successions are usually more or less planar
but some are pronouncedly arcuate in vertical profile and resemble the
trough·banding described from Skærgaard by WAGEH and DEEH (1939).

Roughly planar repeated layering (e. g. fig. 30) is seen at a number
of places. These mafic layers can be traced continuously for distances
of up to 14 metres and generally terminate by gradual wedging out.
Most of them dip gently (figs. 31 and 32) but steep dips are common
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Fig. 32. Planar gently inclined banding in lhe Helene Gl'anite of west Alångorssuaq
neal' the inlet east of the soulhorn tip of QuiarlorHk. The notebook in lhe lowel'

parl of tho photograph is 17 cm long. (Photo G.G.U., W.'I'.H.).
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Fig. 33. Steep layering in the Helene Granite of west Alangorssuaq 700 m S.E. of
the northern extremity of Quiartorfik. The hat gives seale. Note parallelism of
bands and the manner in whieh they thin out and branel). (Photo G.G.U., W.T.H.).
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and some are nearly vertical (figs. 33 and 34). Although their direction
of dip varies considerably from place to place they seem more often
than not to be inclined towards the interior of Alangorssuaq but this
apparent general tendency is not pronounced. Many of them branch
repeatedly. The oJT-shoots are often thinner than the parent layer from
which they diverge gently at a low angle in a mannel' reminiscent of
current-structures in sedimentary rocks. They usually spring from only

Fig. 3t•. A gently incJined surfaee showing steep layering neal' the exposure illustrated
in fig. 33. (Photo G.G.u., W.T.H.).

one side of their parent 1ayer and, where it bifurcates, the latter ean
become locally thinner than usual. In same exposures, where several
layers in a sequence branch repeatedly, the branches all run in the same
general direction. Occasional structures recall the truncation af foreset
by bottomset beds in current-bedded sandstones (fig. 35) and, like such
sedimentary structures, are orientated with the truncating layers upper
most.

The planar rhythmic sequences may include a few mafie layers with
areuate profiles : these are generally eonvex downwards but ean be
arehed as in fig. 36.

As aiready stated in the general deseription of the layering, some
mafie layers are asymmetrical, having one sharp and one gradational
boundary. When such bands oceur more than onee in a rhythmic planar
sequenee the direction of grading is uniform and invariably upwards
exeept, af caurse, where the layering is very steeply inelined. Certain
examples of this gravity stratifieation are strikingly abvious. Others,
however, are only revealed by careful observation. For instance, one,
close to the sea on the north side af a small peninsula 1200 m west of the
summit 287 m high in S.W. Alangorssuaq, easily eseapes notiee at cIose
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quarters. But from a distance af 50 to 100 metres, and especially when
the rocks are wet, eight raughly planar parallel units about 70 cm thick
ean be vaguely diseerned in the normal Helene Granite. Lamination ar
flow struetures are absent from the exposure. The units, which strike
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Fig. 35. Gently inc!ined mafic layers in Helene Granite, south-west shores of Quiar
torfik. Jear the bottom of the drawing a smal! structure which recal!s the truncation
of foreset beds in current-bedded sandstones is seen. Drawn from a colour trans-

parency. (W.T.H.) .
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Fig. 36. Vertical exposure in Helene Granite showing subhorizontallayering by the
side of a smal!lake in the interior of southern Quiartorfik. Drawn from a field sketch.

(W.T.H.).

N.N.E. and dip steeply towards the interior of the eomplex, are defined
at their bases by a slight coneentration of dark minerals in the normal
Helene Granite. The eoncentrations gradually fade out in an upwards
direction.

Rhythmically repeated layering that reealls the traugh banding in
the Skærgaard gabbros described by WAGER and DEER (1939) is seen
near the south-west eoast of Quiartorfik where it ean be studied in three
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Fig. 37. Rhylhmic layering resembling traugh banding in the Helene Granile neal'
the south-"'e l coast aI Quiartarflk. The expasure illustraled has a yertical extent

af about 8 metres. (Phola G.G.U., W.T.H.).

dimensions (fig. 37). The maDe layers are eun'ed about a subhorizontal
axis at least twenty metres long. In profile normal to the axis they
terminate at a steep line whieh is fairly regular on the left-hand side of
the photograph just rcfcrred to but less rcgular on the right-hand side.
No eontaet ean be diseerned in the O'ranite along these two boundary
lines: the granite between the maDe laYeI's seems perfeetly eontinuous
with that surrounding the strueture.

As illustrated in fig. 37 the traces of the malie layers deseribe
smooth ares that, on the whole, are synform though undulations can be
developed. They show a marked tendeney to bifureate. Many of them
thin out laterally and some are deflected upwards towards theil' extrem
ities. Gravity stratifieation, always grading upwards, is a eommon
feature. In the centre of fig. 37 a small strueture reealling the truncation
of foreset beds in current-bedded sandstones ean be seen.

On Alangorssuaq, about 600 m south of the easternmost point on
Quiartorfik, there is a small trough-like multiply-banded strueture a
little more than a metre wide in eross-seetion (fig. 38) formed by eon
eentrations of dark minerals, including abundant elinopyroxene. In
longitudinal seetion it extends subhorizontally for at least several metres
and its traces, though showing minor irregularities, are more Ol' less
straight.
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Fig. 38. Small trough-like structures about a metre wide formed by concentrations
of dark minerals in the Helene Granite of west Alångorssuaq, approximately 600 m
south of the most eastern poinl on Quiartorfik. The structure is seen mainly in
vertical profUe but a strike secLion is visible in perspeclive on lhe right of the pholo-

graph. The pocket nolebook is 17 cm long. (Photo G.G.U., W.T. TI.) .
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Fig. 39. Horizontal surfaee showing vertical matie layers in the Helene Granite near
the western shores of Alångorssuaq opposite the southern part of Quiartorfik. Drawn

from a field sketch. (W.T.H.).
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Fig. 40. Mafie layer in the Helene Granite neal' the south-west shore of Quiartorfik.
The hammer handle (foreshortened) is about a metre long. (Photo G.G.., W.T.H.).

Isolated mafic layers are not so frequently found as rhythmic se
quenees. Many ofLhem bifurcate (fig. 40), sometimes in a very complex
pattern (fig. 41), and a contorted, disrupted appearance also is common.
Generally they wedge out rapidly: espeeially is this true of the contorted
examples, whieh are seldom more than a metre in length. The traces of
some is~lated layers describe graeeful ares like those illustrated by
HARRY and EIIfELE s (1960, fig. 10).
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Fig. 41. DistuJ'bed mafie layer in Helene Granite; shores of west Alå.ngorssuaq
roughly mid-way between lkerasatsiaq and Quiartorfik. Drawn from a field sketch.

(W.T.II.).

In the Helene Granite of unarssuit mafie layering is rare. The only
really noteworthy oeeurrence is immediately west of Helene Havn where
there is a thin succession of upwardly-graded mafic layers (see fig. 42).
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Fig. 42. Mafie layering in the Helene Granile on the shore of Torssukatak immedi
ately west of Helene Havn. 1 ote the grading in the malk bands. The hammer handle

is 50 cm long (Photo G.G. ., T.C.R.P.).

Owing to erosion, the thickness of the succession is not certain but it
cannot exceed a metre and the width of the zone is not more than 10 m.
The layers are slightly saucer-shaped, spaced approximately 10 cm apart
and dip south at a low angle. They consist of clinopyroxene, fayalite,
hornblende, perthite and quartz, with accessory ore, zircon, orthite and
fluorite. The mafics and accessories (excepting fluorite) occur in very
much higher proportions than in the normal granite and the clinopy
roxene and fayalite have the appearance of primary precipitates. Horn
blende, however, is of uncertain status. It is plentiful, forms relatively
large (5-7 mm) anhedral grains which enclose both fayalite and pyroxene
and tends to be dominant in the upper parts of the layers. To some
extent at least it is areplacement of pyroxene and its abundance is
probably simply due to such processes rather than the accumulation of
a primary precipitate. The perthite is interstitial to the mafics. Quartz
occurs both as independent grains and as vermicular intergrowths with
perthite.

In an isolated occurrence of layering 2.5 km west of Mercurius Havn,
steep mafic bands form arcuate structures which are illustrated in fig. 43.
At Emma Havn weak banding in a zone about a metre thick, extending
laterally for 3-4 m, comprises even-grained mafic wisps and crescentic
lenses in normal Helene Granite. The structures dip W.S.W. at moder-
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Fig. 43. Steep mafie banding as seen on a horizon Lal surface in the Helene Granile
2.5 km W.S.W. ofMercurius Havn, NunarssuiL. Drawn from a field skeLch. (T.C.RP.).

ately steep angles. earby a single synformal cl'escentic strucLure roughly
2 m wide and 15 cm thick in the centre, con ists of somewhat mafic
even-graincd granite in whieh the quartz ean form bypyramidal erystals.
Mafie mineraJs are especially coneentrated in the outermost few centi
metres around the margin of the ereseent.

Mafic layers associated with textural variants of the Helene Granite in
Alångorssuaq.

The layering so far deaH with concern " except in a few instances,
just the normal Helene Granite and mafie bands; at one Ol' two 10caJities
only, for instance the xenolithie exposures in Alångors uaq opposite
Quiartorfik, it may be aceompanied by orne thin coneordant micro
granite layers. There is, however, another type of layering involving
conspicuous bands of porphyritie granite and microgranite. A most
striking example occurs in a low cliff close to the shore at the south
western extremity of Alångorssuaq, neal' and opposite a narrow island
about 1.5 km long. This exposure demonstrates a subhorizontal multiply
layered sequence, many metres thick, composcd of various granitie
rocks and thin maflc bands (figs. 44 and 45). Although individual layers
wedge out more rapid ly, the unit as a whole can be traced for about
2.5 km around the lowcr slopes of a small hill with a summit 287 metres
high. South of this summit, c10se to the sea, thc cliff shows the folIowing
ascending sequcnec of subhorizontal layers. :\1edium-grained graniLe,
containing very irregular small bodies of coarse granite, grades upwards
over several metres into microgranite and wedges out westwards over
one hundred metres Ol' so. Succeeding this a layer of normal coarse
granite is overlain by a complex zone several metres thiek chiefly com
posed of numerous subhorizontaJ layers of medium-grained granite,
some of which bear scattered gray perthite phenocrysts 1-2 cm long.
The medium-grained rocks display a subhorizontal layering due to
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Fig. 44. Helene Granite. Part of a subhorizontal muILiply layered-sequenee in a
low cliff close to the shore at the south-western extremity ol AHlOgorssuaq and oppo
site a narrow island 1.5 km Iong separaled from the mainland by the sound
Ikerasatsiaq. Component granite layers ean be seen wedging out westwards. The
photograph shows subhorizontal microgranite layers (top and bottom), thin malie
layers and thieker granite bands. The slight distortion on the lefl of the pieture is

due to perspeetive. The notebook is 17 cm long. (Photo G.G.U., W.T.H.).

variation in grain size and dark mineral content. They are intercalated
with thin layers of normal coarse granite, wedging out westwards over
a few metres, into which they pass gradually downwards and also, some
times, upwards. All these granitic rocks contain perthite, deep green
hornblende, and green clinopyroxene. The average grain size of the
microgranites is about 0.3 mm, that of the medium-grained granites
varies between 0.3 mm and 1 mm.

Concordantly within this predominantly granitic complex zone there
are a number of maflc layers from 1 mm to 1 cm thick, and a few peg
matitic layers with quartz centres, marginal micrographic structure, and
some amazonite. The maflc bands can be vague, disturbed, and im
persistent, or roughJy pJanar and continuous for many metres. Two of
them, 1 mm apart and each 0.5 cm thick, extend for several metres
without noteworthy divergence or variation in thickness.

The mafic layers contain abundant deep green hornblende and
bright green clinopyroxene, both mineraJs tending to lie \\lith their c
axes parallel to the layering but haphazardly orientated in the plane
of layering. Other constituents are quartz, perthite crystals up to 1 cm
long of the exsolution type commonly found in the Helene Granite, and
acces ory zircon, ore, sphene, orthite, biotite and apatite.
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Fig. 45. Close-up of layering in the Helene Granite at the same loeality as fig. 44,
showing from below upwards: normal granite, mierogranite, mafie, normal granite,
matie, mierogranite, and mafie layers. The matie layer near the centre of the photo
graph encloses felspar phenoerysts aligned parallel to the layering, and on the right
of the photograph the depression of the mane bands beneath two of these phenoeryst
is faintly visible. The hammer handle is about 0.5 m long. (Photo G.G.U., W.T.H.).

The basal portion of one layer ehiefly eonsists of green elinopyroxene
erystals up to 1 mm long whilst in its upper part deep green hornblende
is almost the sole dark mineral present.

Some mafie layers lie in eontaet with reetangular perthite pheno
erysts 1-2 cm long in superineumbent granite. These phenoerysts, whieh
enclose small seanty green elinopyroxene and hornblende erystals, ean
either penetrate the underlying mafie layer without disturbing its base,
Ol' depress it as in fig. 46. In the seeond case the mafie layer may beeome
slightly thinner beneath the phenoerysts and thieker between them in
a mannel' inviting comparison with the effeet of dropping a pebble onto
soft subaqueous sediments.

A small exposure at another interesting loeality a few metres from
the western shore of Alangorssuaq E.N.E. of the southern end of Quiar
torfik shows a mafie layer several centimetres thiek overlain by normal
granite ineluding a thin aplitie band. The mafie layer rests with sharp
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Fig. lo6. Close-up of layering in the Helene Granite at the same loeality as fig. lolo,

showing from the bottom upwards, on the left-hand side of the photograph: normal
granite passing upwards into mierogranite, a thin sharply defined mafie layer, micro
granite, a thin mafie layer overlain by a vague zone with large felspars followed by
a thicker mafie layer and normal granite. Note how the thin matle layer a few mm
thiek in the middle of the lefl-hand part of the photograph is depressed beneath
superineumbent felspar phenoerysts several cm long. Similar though less pronouneed
elieets are seen under the small felspars at the base of the uppermost normal granite

layer near the left-hand margin of the pholograph. (Photo G.G.U., W.T.H.).

Fig. lo 7. Mafie layer associated wilh both normal and mierogranitie Helene Granite
roughly 600 m south of the eastern point on Quiartorfik. The normal granite is
seen at the top and bottom of the photograph. Hat for seale. (Photo G.G.U., W.T.H.).

169 7
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contact on a microgranite layer underlain by normal granite (fig. 47).
!ts upper boundary ean be sharp-in whieh case rectangular felspars in
the overlying granite may project into the mafic layer-or gradational
over several centimetres. A sample of mafie rock from the base of sueh
an upward gradation eontains abundant fairly fresh fayalitic olivine
with the features of a primary preeipitate, a good deal of pale green
elinopyroxene, perthite, quartz, and aeeessory zireon, ore, orthite,
apatite.

A similar association of mierogranite, normal granite and a mafie
layer oeeurs near the last loeality.

(c) Kitsigsut Syenite.

On Tulugartalik and, to a lesser extent, on some of the other islands
of the Indre Kitsigsut, the Kitsigsut Syenite is eommonly banded by
eoneentration of pyroxene in numerous thin subparallel layers generally
inelined towards the south at about 30-40 degrees though steep northerly
dips have been observed in the northern part of the skerries.

The matie layers on Tulugartalik oeeur in the dark variety of the
syenite (see Seetion III) as more or less planar rhythmie sequences and are
usually no more than 40 cm apart though they ean be more widely
spaced. Here, as in other parts of the skerries, mineral parallelism is
generally absent, but the subidiomorphie felspars of the syenite near
the anchorage loeally show a slight tendeney to alignment in an east
west direction.

Individual mafie layers ean be followed, sometimes with interrup
tions, for many metres. Some bifureate gently (fig. 48). Not uneommonly
a mafie layer is seen truncating an underlying and more steeply dipping

1m.
Fig. ~8. Banded Kitsigsut Syenite near the anchorage, shores of Tulugartalik, Indre

Kitsigsut. (W.T.H.).
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Fig. [.9. Banded Kitsigsut Syenite, showing gravity stratification. Near the inlet,
interior of Tulugartalik, Indre Kitsigsut. (Photo G.G.U., W.T.Il.).

set of parallel layers (fig. 48). Gravity stratifieation is a fairly common
feature (fig. 49).

Highly contorted impersistent vague mafie bands ean be seen at
eertain places in both the pale and dark varieties of the syenite, presum
ably owing their form to movements prior to final eonsolidation of the
intrusion. They are not uneommon in the northern islands of the sker
ries and seem to be more a feature of the paIe gray syenite than of the
dark gray variety.

It may be noted that a large mass of basic and ultrabasic rock
described as a xenolithie bloek in Seetion III (c) whieh oeeurs on an
island nearly 1/2km north of the anchorage at Tulugartalik is strongly
banded by eoneentrations of various minerals, including augite, in numer
ous thin parallel gentIY inelined layers.

In the Ydre Kitsigsut weak layering ean be seen on the west side
of Thorstein Islænder. The thin mafie bands are spaeed 10-20 cm apart
and are either inelined steeply eastwards or vertieal.

(d) Biotite-Granite.

Mineral layering in the Biotite-Granite oeeurs at only one small
loeality in west Alangorssuaq at the tip of the littIe promontory south
of Angnikitsorsso.p ata. This exposure, whieh lies on the shore near
the high-tide mark, displays numerous subparallel mafie layers about

?*
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Fig. 50. Mafie layers in Biotite-Granite .(see lexL). The layers in the fallen bloek
(lower right) have been displaeed along a "reversed fault" prior to final eonsolidation.

The hammer handle is about 0.5 m long. (Photo G.G.U., W.T.H.).

3-10 cm thick dispo ed in a shallow synform structure that can be traced
for several metres. The layers (fig. 50) contain the following minerals.

Biotite is abundant in haphazardly orientated plates several mm
long, bearing numerous small well-shaped apatite and zircon inclusions,
the last being surrounded by thin pleochroic haloes. Other inclusions
are orthite, pyrite and ilmeno-magnetite.

Green hornblende is abundant in subidiomorphic crystals aver
aging 2 mm in length.

Oligoclase is common as unzoned twinned crystals with poor out
line several mm long, enclosing a few small antiperthitic patches.

Quartz in areas seldom more than 0.5 cm wide is plentiful. It lacks
strain extinction but displays the deformation lameIlae characteristic of
quartz in the normal granite. Two generations appeal' to be present.

Fluorite, purpIe in hand-specimen but colourless in slice, is a very
common accessory, forming interstitial areas up to 1 mm or so wide,
and filling cracks in felspar and sphene.

Pink sphene occurs as occasional xenomorphic crystals 0.5-1 mm
long either moulded onto biotite or associated with quartz and felspar.
Sphene also forms thin reaction rims surrounding some ore grains.
Orthite and apatite may occur; euhedral prisms of the latter can be
enclosed by the former.
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No preferred orientation of mineral form is apparent in the banded
Biotite-Granite exposure, and the mafic layers have obviously crystal
lized at about the same time as the associated granite.

(e) Nunarssuit Syenite.

General Distribution.

Although the most striking and interesting feature of the Nunar
ssuit Syenite is the repeated layering aIready mentioned in Sec. III it
is only locally developed. The best examples occur in S.W. Nunarssuit,
where it is more Ol' less confined to three zones (see fig. 28) the most
important one being the lowest. At the same structurallevel as the last,
layering also occurs east of Mercurius Havn and to a slight extent at
two localities in the Kitdlavåt mountains. The anly ather locality where
repeated layering is seen lies 2 km south af Peru Havn but the structural
level af this occurrence cannot be related to that of any of the layered
zones in S.VV. Nunarssuit.

Apart from these instanees and the weak banding in the leuco
syenites noted in See. III which requires no further description, the
syenite is devoid of repeated layering though it can contain isolated
mafie streaks.

The layered zones of S.W. Nunarssuit strike between N.W.-S.E.
and N.N.W.-S.S.E., whereas the layering east of Mercurius Havn and
south of Peru Havn trends approximately N.N.E. Thus the overall
plan of the layering in the syenite as a whole is arcuate about a centre
slightly east of Eqatdliartarfik in central Nunarssuit. Towards this
focus the layers dip roughly eastwards at angles between 15 and 45 but
normally 30-35 degrees. It is noteworthy that the minimal dip-about
15°-is that of the layering south of Peru Havn and in the uppermost
zone of S.W. Nunarssuit, the two occurrences nearest the centre just
mentioned.

The lowest zone of S.W. Nunarssuit.

The lowest layered zone in S.W. Nunarssuit has a lateral extent of
4.5 km and a thickness of up to about 75 m. Although it forms a re
cognisable unit in the field individuallayers and rhythmic units are not
continuous throughout the zone but die our laterally within distances
up to 100 metres Ol' so, their place being taken after a short break by
another rhythmic unit at approximately but not necessarily precisely the
same level. The zone exhibits a wide variety of layered structures COID

parable with the depositional features of sedimentary rocks. In de
scribing them below the nomenclature of sedimentation is employed
without reservation.
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Fig. 51. Well-developed plane-parallel rhythmic mafic laycring in the Nunarssuit
Syenite on the north side of Tasiussaq, Nunarssuit. The hammer handle is 50 cm

long. (Photo G.G.G., T.C.R.P.).

The struetures are due to eoneentration af mafie minerals in plane
parallel layers weathering to a dark rusty-brown eolour due to the high
iran eontent af the minerals and thus being most eonspieuous an slightly
weathered surfaces. 1'he mafle layers vary in strike between N.W.-S.E.
and N.-S. When best developed they are 1.0-30 cm apart and 4--8 cm
thiek (figs. 51 and 54). Often but by no means always they are graded,
a feature that is almost invariably af normal type-the graded layer has
a well-defined base and passes gradually upwards into less mafle rock
(figs. 52 and 53). 1'he layers are usually separated by normal syenite
but in same rhythmie successions about a metre thiek they are parted
by relatively mafle syenite so that a cursory glance from a distance
eonveys the impression af ane single thiek mafle band instead af a
repeated sequenee.
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Fig. 52. Plane-parallel mane layering in the Nunarssuit Syenite just north of the
entrance to Tasiussaq. Note the gravity stratifieation. The hammer handle is 50 cm

long. (Photo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.).

The stumpy form of the felspar and equant habit of the mafic
minerals precludes the development of mineral parallelism in the layered
successions except in rare cases \>vhere felspar has a weak preferred orien
tation parallel to the layering.

Discordances-truncation of a layer, Ol' more often a set of layers,
by the lowest member of a superineumbent series of rhythmieally re
peated layers-characterize this zone as eompared with the other two
zones in S.\V. Nunarssuit, and sometimes give rise to structures exaetly
like eurrent-bedding in sediments (see figs. 54, 55 and 56).

In eonjunetion with outwash channels highly pronounced diseord
ances oeeur (see figs. 57 and 58). The channels cut abruptly across the
normal planar layers on either side of them and thus dilTer from the
trough banding described from Skærgaard and Kungnåt, for this phe
nomenon has not been reeorded from either of those two intrusions.
Thus the ehannels ean be ascribed to erosion of a loose eumulate floor
with greater certainty than the Skærgaard and Kungnåt troughs.

In addition there is some rather imperfectly developed trough
banding closely resembling that in Kungnåt described by UPTO ' (1960,
p.26 and fig. 15). The syenite close to a few of the trough structures
eontains lenticular mafie mineral coneentrations up to a metre thick
whieh appeal' to be the remains of troughs filled in by mafie minerals.
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Fig. 53. Polished surfaee of a hand-speeimen (no. 31083) showing well-developed
grading in a mafie layel' in the Nunarssuit Syenile. (Photo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.).
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Fig. 54. Plane-parallel rhythmic banding in the Nunarssuit Syenite on the north side
of the entrance to Tasiussaq. ote the discordance in the lower part of the photograph.

(Photo G.G. ., T.C.R.P.).
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Fig. 55. Angular di cordancc resulLing from tlte tl'llncation of matie bands by a thin
layer which mark the base of the uperincllmbent serie of layers. ):unarssuit
Syenite; on the north side of the entrance to Tasillssaq. (Photo G.G.lI., T.C.R.P.).
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Fig. 56. Discordances in banded Nunarssuit Syenite on the south side of the entrance
to Tasiussaq. (Photo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.).

Fig. 57. Erosion channel cut in regularly banded Nunarssuit Syenite: south of the
entrance to Tasiussaq. The channel is seen in the lower left-hand corner of the
photograph. The even banding dips from right to left and can best be seen just
above the figure. The broad dark vertical bands across the rock face are the result

of water seeping down the face. (Photo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.).



Fig. 58. Close-up of the same channel as lhat seen in fig. 5/, looking approximalely
down the axis of lhe channe!. In the right of lhe photograph some undislurbed
even bands may be seen terminaling and cut ofT by lhe trough strueture. The block
of mafie syenite seen a li llle below and to the right of the cen tre of tho picture is

about 50 cm long. (Photo G.G.u., T.C.R.P.).
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Fig. 59. Mafie layering in the unarssuit Syenite north of the entrance to Tasiussaq.
The lhieker layers in the lower part of the drawing have been disturbed with the
resultant development of a load cast-like strueture. Drawn from a colour trans-

parency. (T.C.R.P.).



Fig. 60. Coneordant breecia zone in banded Nunars uit Syenite: north of the entrance
to Tasiussaq. The hammer handle is 50 cm long. A bloek in the breecia about 60 cm
above and a little to the left of the head of the hammer ean be seen to contain a
riehly mafie band, showing lhat the mane fragmenls are derived from banded syenite.

(Photo G.G.U., T.C.R.P.) .
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Fig. 61. Slump breecia in the Nunarssuit Syenite south of the entrance to Tasiussaq.
The fragments in the breeeia are of banded and gravity stratified syenite whieh was

broken up during strong disturbances. Drawn from a field sketch. (T.C.R.P.).
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Fig. 62. Breccia zone strongly discordant to thc minerallayering: in lhe Nunarssuil
Nyenile norlh of the cntl'ance to Ta iussaq. (Pholo G.G.F, T.C.R.P.).

Both the diseordances and the outwash channels are taken as
evidence of disturbance duc to increased eurrent action during formation
of the banding. Even more speetacular evidence of disturbance is af
forded by the lump struetures and breecias usually seen neal' outwash
channels and best displayed on either side of Tasiussaq. Fig. 59 shows
disturbed layering which has formed load casts strikingly like structures
in the Stillwater eomplex (HESS 1960, plate 7 lower figure). .

Intense disturbance gave rise to breceias of the type shown in figs. 60,
61 and 62 containing elongate fragments of highly mafie syenite up to
50 cm long. Some of these seem to be fragments of disrupted mafie
layers for they show banding Ol' grading. Others (e. g. the large block in
the outwash channel shown in fig. 58) must have been detached from the
thiek mafie lenses sometime a sociated with trough banding for they
are homogeneous and too thiek to have been derived from the usual
sort of layering in the syenite.

The breeeias may lie concordantly above Ol' below undisturbed
banding (see fig .60 and 61). an the other hand they sometimes trun-
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Fig. 63. Exceptionally coarse syenite which forms a crude band in the Nunarssuit
Syenite south of the entrance to Tasiussaq. (Photo G.G.u., T.C.R.P.).

cate such banding (fig. 62). In one layered sequence on the north side
of the entrance to Tasiussaq the dip of each successive layer increases
from about 35 to 45 degrees passing up the succession which terminates
abruptly in a superincumbent breccia truncating the banding in places.

Concordantly within rather weakly layered syenite south of the
entrance to Tasiussaq there are a few curious bands about 80 cm thick
and of limited lateral extent which consist of exceptionally coarse syenite
(fig. 63) containing hornblende interstitial to subrectangular poikilitic
felspars up to 7 cm long enclosing prismatic pyroxene crystals.

The rniddle zone of S.W. Nunarssuit.

The middle zone of S.W. Nunarssuit lies a littIe below the xenolithic
inc1usion zone near Agdlerussat avangnardlit and can be seen near the
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shore both north-west and south-west of that mountain. At both places
the layered succession is only about 5 m thick though isolated bands
occur concordantly above and below it. The succession is defined by
highly mafic layers 6-20 cm apart and less than 4 cm thick, eomprising
dark minerals that are notably finer-grained than those in the normal
syenite. It is often aecompanied by a eoneordant lamination of roughly
tabular felspars best seen in the upper only slightly ma,fie parts of the
bands and in the intervening syenite. Grading is a common feature and
is always normal. No diseordanees have been observed.

The uppermost zone in S.W. Nunarssuit.

The uppermost zone of layering is only a few metres thick and is
restricted to a single loeality just south of the small island in the fjord
south of Tasiussaq. The layering in it elosely resembles that in the middle
zone although the mafie bands tend to be thinner and more closely
spaced. Sometimes the layering is arched upwards in a gentle fold but
the individual bands retain their thiekness and parallelism throughout
sueh struetures.

Layering east of Mercurius Havn and south of Peru Havn.

East of Mereurius Havn and south of Peru Havn the layering con
sists of regular parallel moderately mafie bands up to 5 cm thick and
20 cm or more apart in otherwise normal syenite. Neither grading nor
discordanees have been seen.

Mineral composition.

Under the mieroseope the dark layers in the Nunarssuit Syenite are
seen to eonsist ehiefly of eumulus fayalite and clinopyroxene crystals
which, in the more mafie bands and lenses, are smaller and more idio
morphic than the fayalite and pyroxene erystals in the normal syenite.
Ore minerals are more abundant than in the normal syenite but are
sometimes interstitial. Like the fayalite, they appear to have undergone
some adeumulus growth.

Hornblende, in eontrast, is rather scarce. Potash felspar fills inter
stices between the mafie minerals, forming optic units up to 8 mm long
and eontaining as many as ten mafie mineral grains in those layers
where the mafie minerals are not too densely packed. In passing upwards
from a mafie layer into normal syenite, the felspar gradually assumes
subidiomorphie form.
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(f) KitdIavat Granite.

A kilometre due east of the summit of Kitdlavåt the Kitdlavåt
Granite is weakly but distinetly layered, owing to slight concentrations
of pyroxene in plane-parallel bands 2-3 cm thick and 10-30 cm apart,
striking 175 and dipping east at 35-45°. No grading is developed.

Near the base of the Kitdlavåt Granite an imperfectly developed
felspar lamination is sometimes discernable, dipping eastwards parallel
to the floor of the laccolith and sometimes accompanied by impersistent
concordant dark bands.

169 8



VIII. CONCLUSIONS

From the data presented so far the following general conc1usions
ean be drawn about the development of the Nunarssuit complex.

(a) Magmatic origin of the complex.

The preceding sections of this paper show that the Nunarssuit
complex presents the characteristic features of an igneous pluton and
would be regarded as such by virtually all geologists. With this inter
pretation the present writers whole-heartedly agree but since WEGMANN
(1938, p. 116) has ascribed the granites of the complex to metamorphism
of country rocks and appears inclined towards a transformist view of
the syenites it is necessary to state the main reasons for rejecting his
ideas. Naturally the data aIready given cannot be adduced in ful!.
Attention is drawn only to the general features enumerated below.
None of these is necessarily conelusive in itself: but considered together
they are impressive evidence that each member of the Nunarssuit CO,ffi

plex was emplaced as a hot highly mobile intrusion that made room for
itself largely by mechanical action, though there was some marginal
metasomatism at certain places.

Evidence of lTIobility.

1. The external and internal contacts of the complex are generally
knife-sharp. A notable exception is the transition zone between the
Nunarssuit Syenite and the Julianehåb Granite basement in Nunar
ssuit which some transformists might take as suggesting a replace
ment in situ origin for the whole syenite mass. Indeed, if WEGMANN
had noted this zone it would be easier to understand how he reached
his transformist interpretation of the complex. But the zone-like
the modified schists near the Biotite-Granite in the Umananguaq
skerries and the hybridized gabbro area between the Helene Granite
and Biotite-Granite-is best explained as aresult of metasomatism
at the periphery of igneous mass in view of the evidence for the
magmatic origin of the main mass of the syenite. Moreover, intrusive
syenite with indefinite boundaries are known from other Gardar
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complexes. UPTON (1960 p. 23) mentions a 10-15 m wide transition
zone between the Western Layered Syenite of Kungnåt and the sur
rounding gneisses and PULVERTAFT (1961 p. 40) has found a similar
passage along the border of the Puklen intrusion a few kilometres
from the Nunarssuit complex. In both cases there is no good reason
to doubt the intrusive nature of the syenites concerned.

2. The boundary between the complex (including the Biotite-Granite
and Helene Granite) and the basement is highly discordant. Particu
larly striking is the manner in which it abruptly truncates the numer
ous Gardar dykes in the basement. Structures in the basement do
not-even vaguely-continue into the complex.

3. The two bodies whose outcrops constitute by far the largest part of
the visible complex, the Nunarssuit Syenite and the Helene Granite,
are remarkably homogeneous considering their size. They are, in
fact, much more uniform than many bodies to which a magmatic
origin is attributed.

4. The members of the complex often develop relatively fine-grained
and frequently porphyritic marginal phases which difIer from the
interiors of their parents only or chiefly in texture. The marginal
phase often present at the Helene Granite boundary cuts the country
rocks with knife-sharp contact, sends apophyses with sharp bound
aries into the country rocks, and does not vary in composition
according to whether it lies against a basic mass or Julianehåb
Granite. The fine-grained marginal modification of the Biotite
Granite north-east of Angnikitsorssuaq forms demonstrably dilational
veins in schists of the peripheral xenolithic zone that occurs there.

5. Other evidence of forcible intrusion is illustrated in fig. 20 which
shows a metasedimentary xenolith wedged open by an apophysis
from the enclosing Helene Granite. Furthermore, near Helene Havn
the Helene Granite forms veins in country rock and appears to have
mechanically detached and engulfed a block of its country rocks by
stoping.

6. Xenoliths are restricted to certain relatively small areas of the com
plex in which they are usually abundant. They possess sharp bound
aries and can be angular. In the Helene Granite and Nunarssuit
Syenite near Stærkodder Havn they are highly deorientated and have
obviously been transported some distance, for they include a wide
variety of difIerent rock types quite haphazardly distributed within
the xenolithic zone.

8*
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Evidence of steep thermal gradients.

At the one place where the Alångorssuaq Gahhro has heen seen in
contact with the hasement the latter has very locally heen remohilized
and highly recrystallized. Unlike the Nunarssuit Syenite which has
thoroughly recrystallized Gardar dolerites in the hasement close to its
margin, the Helene Granite and Biotite-Granite have produced littIe
thermal metamorphism in their hasement country rocks. This may he
hecause the hasement had aIready heen regionally metamorphosed under
amphibolite facies conditions or because the mineral assemblages con
cerned, for instance those in the Julianehåh Granite, are stable over a
wide range of temperatures. Within the complex, however, xenoliths of
the inclusion zones have suffered intense contact metamorphism hy the
enclosing Helene Granite as well as the Nunarssuit Syenite, and many
have heen recrystallized to assemhlages indicative of pyroxene hornfels
facies conditions. The considerahle decrease in grade of thermal meta
morphism passing from the margins to the centres of the larger xenoliths
demonstrates a steep thermal gradient hard to envisage if the enclosing
rocks had formed hy metasomatic replacement in situ of older rocks.
Steep thermal gradients are much less feasihle in replacement hodies
than in igneous plutons intruded, like the Nunarssuit complex, into cold
rocks, for the replacement process must he much slower than the crystal
lization of such plutons.

Evidence of liquidity.

From the preceding paragraphs it can he taken as estahlished that
the Nunarssuit complex was emplaced as a series of hot mobile intru
sions. It remains to consider whether these were initially either fluid
magmas, using that term in the customary way regardless of the ultimate
origin of the melts, or pasty mohilized and homogenized migmas.

The lamination and mineral layering discussed below in sub-section
(c) cannot have formed in highly plastic mohile migma. Flow structures,
lineation and sehlieren ean eoneeivably develop in sueh an environment
but not the regular rhythmie layered sequences, the delieate patterns
remiseent of sedimentary struetures, and the thin persistent mafie layers
described in Section VII from the Helene Granite and Nunarssuit
Syenite whieh can only have arisen during sedimentation in a liquid
environment. These must therefore he the result of either crystallization
from fluid magma or metasomatic replacement in situ of sedimentary
rocks. The seeond possihility, as we have seen, ean he eliminated, and
additional reasons for doing so will he given later in sub-section (c).

Ability of the magmatic hypothesis to explain all features of the complex.

The measure of the validity of a hypothesis is its ahility to aceount
for a set of phenomena without inconsistencies or leaving unexplained
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facts. In this the magmatie hypothesis is more sueeessful than the
transformist interpretation when eonsidering the Nunarssuit eomplex.
A numher of features have just heen used as evidenee for the magmatie
origin of the eomplex. It seems worth pointing out that the other features
of the eomplex, though not adduced as sueh evidenee, ean he satisfae
torily interpreted in magmatist terms. To illustrate this several phenom
ena will be seleeted at random.

For instance, an approximate sequcnce of erystallization of minerals
ean sometimes he made out from textural evidenee in the members of
the eomplex and the hroad picture thus ohtained is eonsonant with
magmatie crystallization. Thus hornhlende and quartz are clearly later
than pyroxene in the Nunarssuit Syenite; in the Helene Granite horn
blende and biotite are later than elinopyroxene, and quartz oeeurs in
two generations, the first forming subidiomorphie phenocrysts.

Zones of reddening up to many metres wide, sometimes connected
with joints but more often highly irregular in pattern, ramify through
the Helene Granite at a number of places. They are occasionally associ
ated with thin quartz veinlets and appear to be due to a haematitiza
tion of the normal granite which might well be deuteric.

The discordant Helene Granite vein with sharp boundaries that
cuts the Alangorssuaq Gabbro east of the major N.N.E. transcurrent
fault near the Helene Granite margin and passes into graphic granite
with increase in distance from the Helene Granite (Sec. V (a)) seems an
obvious magmatic apophysis.

The concentration of pegmatite and aplite veins in the basement
near the margin of the Biotite-Granite north-east of Angnikitsorssuaq
is best explained by the aetivity of residual fluids derived from the
adjacent granite.

The leueosyenite around metavolcanic inc1usions in S.W. Nunarssuit
and south of Helene Havn mentioned in See. III, which is confined to
the neighhourhood of the xenoliths and bears sharp contacts against the
normal syenite, ean be interpreted as follows. With cooling and conse
quent contraction of the syenite massif the metavolcanic wedges tended
to collapse in some places through lack of physical support. Openings
and fractures consequently formed around the metavolcanics and became
filled and enlarged by the late residualliquid left after the crystallization
of the bulk of the syenite. The petrographic facts are not inconsistent
with this idea. In addition to its lower content of dark minerals, the
leucosyenite contrasts with the normal syenite in lacking fayalite and
possessing zircon instead of apatite as a constant accessory. Furthermore
the pyroxene is a green variety resembling the outermost zones of some
pyroxenes in the main syenite.

The leucocratic sheet east of Mercurius Havn which reappears north
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of the entrance to Tasiussaq can best be regarded as an injection into
incompletely solidified syenite, for its upper boundary is rather vague
east of Mercurius Havn, and at the entrance to Tasiussaq the leucosyenite
veins in the porphyritic syenite and the inc1usions of the latter in the
leucosyenite exhibit forms suggesting that the porphyritic syenite was
quite plastic when the leucosyenite was emplaced.

Onthe other hand the lenticular pockets of leucosyenite south of
Peru Havn and north-east of Agdlerussat avangnardlit are tentatively
interpreted as representing local patches of residual melt which differ
entiated slightly during crystallization. This would account for their
sharp upper contact against, and downwards passage into, the normal
syenite.

(b) Age relations between members of the complex.

Clearly, the Alangorssuaq Gabbro is older than either the Biotite
Granite or Helene Granite. The Kitsigsut Syenite also is older than the
Biotite-Granite though its relations with other members of the complex
are not known.

There is some reason to believe that the Biotite-Granite is younger
than the Helene Granite but for the most part the mutual field relations
of these two granites are equivoca1.

The Nunarssuit Syenite is undoubtedly younger than the Helene
Granite in Alangorssuaq but in many parts of Nunarssuit these relation
ships are reversed and the Helene Granite invades the syenite on a
scale that would seem to preclude the possibility of the granite having
simply been remobilized by the syenite in a back-veining effect. These
puzzling age relationships might be explained in different ways.

1. The Helene Granite in Alangorssuaq was consolidated when the
NunarssuitSyenite arrived but in Nunarssuit remained locally mobile
long enough to envelope hlocks of syenite when the latter was at the
same time still sufficiently plastic to detach large K felspars from the
granite.

2. The normal Helene Granite is a multiple intrusion.
3. The normal Nunarssuit Syenite is a single intrusion that reached

its present position later in Alangorssuaq than in Nunarssuit.
4. The normal Nunarssuit Syenite is a multiple intrusion.

The writers favour the first of these alternatives, for the third alter
native seems hardly feasible and there is no supporting evidence for the
second and fourth. As previously remarked, the normal Helene Granite
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and Nunarssuit Syenite are remarkably homogeneous and no internal
contacts have heen found within them. Exposures are admittedly inter
rupted hy Torssukatak but it would be highly coincidental if the crucial
evidence was concealed by this waterway and, moreover, internal con
tacts would not he expected to cut aerass the structure of the complex
in the manner that Torssukatak does.

However, it is difficult to explain precisely why the Helene Granite
should exhihit the differential mobility that has been advocated. Per
haps the granite caoled more slowly in Nunarssuit than in Alangorssuaq
because it was nearer the centre af the complex. Perhaps, in addition,
the overlying xenolithic inclusion zone provided a blanket locally in
hibiting loss of heat. Further explanatians could bo advanced but they
would be purely speculative for no evidence can be adduced to support
them.

The Malenefjeld Granite is nowhere seen in cantact with the other
members of the complex; so its age relations cannot be established with
certainty. However, it is probably younger than the Nunarssuit Syenite,
for petrographically it rather resembles the late soda-granite bodies
within the Nunarssuit Syenite and it contains an augite syenite inclusion
at Qagssissaq. On its north-west side the Malenefjeld Granite has a thin
skin of augite syenite which is not a late injection but an earlier phase
into which the granite grades.

(c) Origin of the mineral layering.

Textural relations show that the mafic layers in the Alangorssuaq
Gabbro, Helene Granite, Biotite-Granite, Kitdlavåt Granite, Kitsigsut
Syenite and Nunarssuit Syenite crystallized at roughly the same time as
the rocks adjacent to them were formed. Moreover, an abundance of clean
rock-surfaces demonstrates that the layering is an integral part of each
of these intrusions; there are no intrusive contacts between layered and
non-layered units. For instance, the layers of normal granite hetween
rhythmically repeated mafic layers in the Helene Granite are inseparable
from the surrounding non-layered granite, into which they can he traced
without a break.

Evidently, the origin of the layering must, in essence, be that of the
member af the complex in which it occurs. The magmatic origin of the
complex has already been argued for in Section VIII (a): it follows then
that the layering must also be magmatic.

Evidence supporting this conclusion is provided by the layering
itself. From the descriptions in Section VII it can be seen that most of
the detailed structures shown by the layering could only arise in a fluid
medium. Frequent comparisons can be drawn hetween them and struc-
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tures such as current- and graded-bedding found in sedimentary rocks.
Disregarding for the moment the arguments for the magmatic origin of
the complex given in Section VIII (a) only two explanations seem pos
sible. Either the layering is a relict feature faithfully preserved when the
complex arose by metasomatic replacement of sedimentary rocks in situ,
or it formed in liquid magma. The difficulties raised by the first explana
tion seem insuperable.

In the first place the large-scale pattern of the layering bears no
relation to structures outside the complex but shows a general con
nexion with the pluton as a whole since the layers tend to be inclined
towards the interior af that body. Thus in the Alangorssuaq Gabbro
they (and associated lamination) are inclined towards a deep focus
within the Helene Granite or Nunarssuit Syenite; in the Kitsigsut
Syenite they usually dip southwards; in the Helene Granite there is a
vague tendency for them to be inclined towards the interior of Alangor
ssuaq, and in the Nunarssuit Syenite their plan describes an arc about
a centre east af Eqatdliartarfik in central Nunarssuit.

In the second place, it may well be asked, how could areplacement
process preserve delicate sedimentary structures so successfully when in
general it must have involved drastic chemical changes and a thorough
homogenization of large volumes of the crust? This problem becomes
particularly acute in considering those mafic layers which are so clearly
defined that, under the replacement hypothesis, they would seem to
have been emphasized by metamorphic differentiation, a process con
trary to homogenization.

In the third place, rocks which show the sort of sedimentary struc·
tures seen in the Nunarssuit Syenite and which on transformation could
yield the layered syenite are not known in the area. The Igaliko sand
stone is confined to a down-faulted tract 100 km east of Nunarssuit,
and even if it had once covered the Nunarssuit area it would have been
at a very much higher level than the layered zones in the syenite. Well
preserved sedimentary structures on the scale of those in the syenite
have not been observed in the metasedimentary rocks around Kobber
minebugt and would in any case have been modified or destroyed by
the orogenic processes that affected the region before the Nunarssuit
complex was intruded.

On the other hand, the structures described are closely comparable
with those in many igneous plutons throughout the world and their
genesis can be considered more fruitfully in magmatist rather than trans
formist terms.

It can be assumed that the intrusions reached their present struc
tural level in the basement as more or less liquid bodies and that the
roof of the complex may not have been far above the present erosion-
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level (see Seetion VIII (d)). The minorallayering in general forrned after
emplaeement but before eonsolidation of the magma eoncerned, for on
the whole it is undisturbed. Disruption and contortion of certain layers
ean ho ascribed to movements immediately prior to final consolidation
of the surrounding rock. So also might the attitude of some very steeply
inc1ined bands.

Probably a number of magmatic processes have eontributed to the
formation af the layering. The rhythmie sequenees praeeed in roughly
arithmetieal progression, whereas aeeording to POLDERVAART and TAU
BENECK (1960) rhythmie banding produeed by a single proeess should
yield a geometrical or exponential progression as in metamorphie or
bieules.

Nevertheless, eertain broad eonc1usions ean be drawn, although a
detailed diseussion of the possibilities must await a full petrological
study. The layers ean be taken to represent various levels of the eumulate
floor of a magma chamber as the latter consolidated from below up
wards. Gravitational settling of comparatively heavy olivine and pyrox
ene eumulus crystals was effeetive in forming mafie bands, as gravity
stratifieation frequently tcstifies. The eooperation af magmatic currents
in the syenite and granite intrusions is witnessed by the froqueney er
structures comparable with primary features of sediments deposited in
flowing media. UPTON (1961) has stressed the significance af magmatic
flow in the formation of layering in certain South Greenland plutons.

However, the relative importance of eurrent-structures within the
complex varies from intrusion to intrusion. In the Kitsigsut Syenite
they are comparatively poorly developed. In the Helene Granite they
are strikingly represented by the structures resembling trough-banding
of Skærgaard type; but they are not a feature of the complex sub
horizontal layered sequence in S.W. Alångorssuaq. The mafic layers in
that sequence, though thin, are planar and highly persistent and ean
be depressed beneath contiguous large perthito crystals as if the latter
had settled under relatively quieseent conditions (fig. 46). Here, how
ever, variation in volatile eontont of the magma or some control other
than those just mentioned must also have been operative.

In the Nunarssuit Syenite there is abundant evidence of eurrent
action; unusually strong loealized eurrents caused trough banding and
outwash channeIs. Another feature of the syenite is slumping-due to
sudden disturbances possibly indueed by earthquakes-whieh like the
outwash ehannels demand the existenee of a notable thickness of erystal
mush on the floor of the magma ehamber. Somo ostimate ean be given
of the depth of this layer. The zones of slumping are 1-2 m thiek, and
to permit the formation of an outwash ehannel like that illustrated in
fig. 58 there must have been at least 2 m of uneonsolidated material.

169 9
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These figures are comparable with those given by HESS (1960 p. 130) for
the Norite Zone of the Stillwater complex (3-10 feet, normally about
5 feet) and by UPTON (1960 p. 118) for the augite syenite of Kungnåt
(about one metre).

From the Nunarssuit Syenite some impression can also be gained
of the maximum angle of rest of the cumulate floor. Reference was made
in Section VII (e) to the layered succession north of the entrance to
Tasiussaq where the dip of each successive layer increases going up the
sequence to a maximum of about 45 degrees just before the succession
terminates abruptly in an overlying slump zone. This points to avalue
of about 45 degrees for the maximum angle of rest. Values of 40 and
50 degrees for the maximum angle of rest under normal conditions are
given by UPTON (1960 p. 116) for different members of the augite syenite
complex of Kungnåt. It seems justifiable to assume that the Nunarssuit
complex has not been tilted since it was emplaced.

(d) Structure and mechanism of emplacement of the complex.

The complex as a whole seems to be a discordant stock-like mass
since its contact with the basement is discordant and for the most part
roughly vertical or inclined steeply outwards. It would appear to be
exposed at a fairly high structural level, considering the interpretation
of the xenolithic inclusion zones advanced in Section VIII (e). In this
respect it is worth noting that minerallayering in many ways resembling
the Helene Granite layering occurs in one of the Tigssaluk granites north
of Ivigtut at a height believed to be within about 200 metres of the
original rocf of the intrusion (HARRY and EMELEUS 1960 p. 174). More
over, the Kitdlavåt Granite appears to have been intruded below a
fairly thin roof because of its laccolithic form.

Major stoping can account far more satisfactorily than any other
mechanism for the emplacement of the complex. Only the Alangorssuaq
Gabbro provides any indication that ring fractures may have been in
fluential. Piecemeal stoping can also be dismissed as an important factor.
Xenoliths of one member of the complex in another member are only
abundant in the comparatively small area where the Biotite-Granite
and Helene Granite attack the Alangorssuaq Gabbro. Country rock
xenoliths are very rare apart from the restricted inclusion zones and,
although there has been some brecciation and assimilation of xenoliths
south of Mercurius Havn, the zones provide very littIe evidence of
piecemeal stoping.

The coastal situation and consequent concealment of the seawards
extent of the Nunarssuit complex greatly handicaps any attempt to
give structural reasons for the location of the complex; nevertheless two
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features seem significant-the north-east dyke swarm and the Qagssimiut
fauIt.

Prior to the emplacement of thc complex, Nunarssuit and the
district to the north-east was invaded by a dense swarm of north
easterly, almost wholly dolerite dykes which rcpresent a crustal stretch
ing of about 2.25 km in the 14 km wide belt between Bangs Havn and
the layercd dyke in S.E. Nunarssuit (see PI. 3). Dykes are much less
numerous to the north-east and south-east of this belt which therefore
appears to have been a zone of relative crustal weakness during Gardar
times and thus may be partly responsibIe for the position of the Nunar
ssuit complex.

Another factor may have been the Qagssimiut fauIt. Of the many
fauIts which traverse South Greenland the most important are the
major east-west ones. Thc distribution of the Igaliko sandstone and
associated lavas is in fact largely determined by them. Most of
them moved during Gardar times; some were initiated before then
(see HENRIKSEN 1960). A powerful east-west fault (not operative
after the intrusion of the north-east Gardar dyke swarm) runs from
Qagssimiut westwards along Ikerasagssuaq, as mentioned in the intro
duction, and up to the Nunarssuit complex. Its relationship to the
complex is closely comparable with that of a similar roughly east-west
fault to the Ilimaussaq complex (see Plate I). In addition both the
Igaliko batholith and the much smaller Grønnedal intrusion are similarly
related to such fauIts. It would appear, then, that the major east-west
fauIts exerted some influence over the location of the plutons, including
the Nunarssuit complex.

Further to these general remarks some specific features of different
members of the Nunarssuit complex should be briefly noted.

The Alangorssuaq Gabbro may have been emplaced along an ar
cuate fracture, considering the trend of its contact with the Julianehåb
Granite which is approximately arcuate except near its western ex
tremity where the Green Schist outcrop swings south to approach the
complex. As the schists are less rigid than the Julianehåb Granite, the
basement near the western end of the gabbro may have been compara
tively weak and thus have favoured an outward extension of the complex.
If the basement had been homogeneous in Alangorssuaq the northern
margin of the gabbro might have been more truly arcuate. Supposing
an arcuate fracture along the northern boundary of the gabbro and
subsidence of the inner southern block about a hinge further to the
south, the gabbro could have been emplaced without recourse to stoping.

A small point is raised by the local deflection of the gabbro-base
ment contact immediately west of the important N.N.E. tear fauIt
crossing central Alangorssuaq. This fault was operative before the em

9*
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placement of the complex (indeed, the greater part of the movement
on most Gardar faults in South Greenland took place before the major
complexes were intruded) for it displaces the vertical Julianehåb Granite
-Green Schist contact much more than the very steep gabbro-Juliane
håb Granite contact. Thus the slight protrusion of the gabbro outcrop
northwards along the fauIt might partly be due to the latter having
served as a plane of weakness exploited by the gabbro during its intru
slOn.

The Biotite-Granite is a stock-like body. A marginal phase locally
brecciates the Green Schist country rocks and the granite attacks the
gabbro in Alangorssuaq but xenoliths are generally absent from the
intrusion.

The Helene Granite boundary against the Alangorssuaq Gabbro
might have been controlled by the primary structures in the latter, for
it follows the strike af the layering in the adjacent gabbro.

Against the basement the Helene Granite contact is uneven and in
no way suggestive of ring fracture-on the contrary, direct evidence of
major stoping is available east of Emma Havn where the granite has
detached a large block of country rock which now lies only a short
distance from its original position in the walls of the intrusion (see
Plate 2).

The contact between the Nunarssuit Syenite and the basement is
likewise irregular and lacks the scalloped traces suggestive of ring frac
ture. In S.E. Nunarssuit it certainly defines a crude quarter-circle on
the map but in detail that feature is too uneven to be advanced as
evidence of a ring fracture. A marked embayment in the contact just
west af Kangerdluluk is, in fact, suggestive of major stoping for it
resembles the embayment east af Emma Havn where, as noted in the
last paragraph, staping is demonstrable.

It would seem more than merely coincidental that the boundary
between the Nunarssuit Syenite and Helene Granite in the west roughly
follows the major xenolithic zone despite deviations in two places-east
of Kap Desolation and 2 km south of Mercurius Havn.

Somehow the zone appears to have locally guided the emplacement
of these intrusions, a point that will be returned to in Section VIII (e).
This effect may well have been reinforced by the dextral tear fauIt
running N.N.E. from Stærkodder Havn which was in existence before
the intrusion of the complex, as aIready remarked, and also may well
explain the abrupt change in trend of the Helene Granite-Nunarssuit
Syenite boundary at the ovallake in Alangorssuaq. From the west side
of the lake the boundary ruDS S.S.W. to Stærkodder Havn parallel and
clase to the fault (see Plate 3) which has sheared the syenite, as at
Stærkodder Havn, though without producing the intense mylonitization
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it has efIected in the Helene Granite north af the lake. The fauIt there
fore must have operated chiefly before the arrival of the syenite and it
appears to have been used by the syenite during intrusion.

Because of its laecolithic form, the Kitdlavåt Granite seems to have
heen intruded under a fairly thin cover whilst the surrounding Nunar
ssuit Syenite was still capable of yielding plastically, for otherwise it
could hardly have arched its roof.

The irregular margin and complete freedom from xenoliths of the
Malenefjeld Granite favour major stoping as the most likely mechanism
for the emplacement of that intrusion, but the cvidence is too slight for
positive conc1usions to be drawn.

(e) The significance of the xenolithic inc1usion zones.

The provenance of the inclusions in the xenolithic zones has aIready
been discussed in Section VI; now that the magmatic origin of the
complex has been established their significance ean be considered.

The xenoliths of the inclusion zones could not have been emplaced
by the mechanism that UPTON (1960) has proposed for the gneiss raft
in the Kungnåt Western Layered Syenite-descent ofaxenolithic hlock
through magma of gradually increasing density until it becomes suspendcd
in magma of the same density as itself. Being basaltic in composition
they would be denser than syenite magma and in any case that hypothesis
cannot account for the oceurrcncc of zones at difIerent levels one above
the other in Nunarssuit. Two ideas ean be entertained. The xenoliths
in the Nunarssuit inclusion zones might either (1) have sunk down
through the magma until they came to rest on the cumulate floor of
the magma chamber or (2) be partially disrupted remnants of roof
pendant wedges more or less in their original position.

The first hypothesis could explain the concordance hetwecn the zones
and adjacent layering in the Nunarssuit Syenite, for collapsed roof
blocks which descended through the magma chamber and settled on
its floor would tend to be aligned in parallelism with the latter. Two
episodes of roof collapse separated by upward growth of the chamber
floor would aceount for the two difIerent levels of the inclusion ZOnes in
S.W. Nunarssuit.

On the other hand, the second hypothesis is favoured by the fact
that the inclusion zones in S.W. Nunarssuit widen with increasing alti
tude (see fig. 28) as if they are merely the extremities of roof pendant
wedges now largely removed by erosion. In the Mercurius Havn zone,
moreover, the xenoliths are often so tightly packed that they convey
the impression of having heen disrupted more or less in situ, though
scattered xenoliths do occur and at the northern termination of the
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zone in Alangorssuaq the blocks are admittedly so deranged and ill
assorted that they must have moved some distance within the magma.

The position of the main xenolithic zone at the boundary between
the Helene Granite and Nunarssuit Syenite also seems significant. In
Alangorssuaq numerous xenoliths occur in both the Helene Granite and
Nunarssuit Syenite yet the Helene Granite here had consolidated before
the intrusion of the syenite. It would seem from this that the xenolithic
zone represents the disrupted remnants of a screen or roof pendant
wedge along which the Helene Granite and Nunarssuit Syenite were
intruded. Such a strip of country rocks within the complex would tend
to form a barrier to an ascending intrusion.

It is therefore strongly suspected that the xenolithic inclusion zones
are relics of country screens or roof pendant wedges disrupted to various
degrees by the intruding magmas but, for the most part, not far from
their original position. The lack of assimilation shown by most xenoliths
is perhaps some corroboration of this, for if the xenoliths had descended
to great depths in the magma chamber they might be expected to have
undergone considerable metasomatic attack by the surrounding magma.



IX. SOME COMPARISONS WITH OTHER AREAS

A full petrological and geochemical study of the Nunarssuit complex
must naturally first be carried out before detailed comparisons can be
made, but it seems useful to dose this general and largely field account
by drawing attention to certain similarities and dissimilarities between
the complex and other intrusive areas.

(a) Comparisons between the Nunarssuit complex and other
plutons in the South Greenland pre-Cambrian Gardar

Alkaline Province.

The age of the Nunarssuit complex as compared with that of other
Gardar intrusions was discussed in Section II of this paper where it
was pointed out that the complex is one of the late-Gardar plutons,
being more or less contemporaneous with the Ilimaussaq, Kungnåt,
Puklen and Tugtutoq complexes.

With regard to size the Gardar intrusive complexes can be c1assified
in two groups, one comprising the small bodies of Grønnedal, Kungnåt,
Puklen and central Tugtutoq whose longest axes measure 4-6 km, the
other comprising the major plutons at least 16 km wide. The Nunarssuit
complex belongs to the latter group together with the Ilimaussaq and
Igaliko "batholiths".

In Section VIII (d) it was suggested that the major east-west faults
may to some extent have determined the locations of the Nunarssuit
complex and other South Greenland Gardar plutons. It might further
be suggested that tectonism may have exerted some infiuence over the
chemical trend as well as the location of the plutons for chemically the
Gardar intrusions fall into two groups, the undersaturated and the
saturated, the firs t occurring in extensively faulted areas, the second
being found in less faulted environments, as tabulated below.
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Narssaq-Igaliko and Grønnedal-Ika
areas

Undersaturated complexes
Extensive faulting and crushing
(graben of Igaliko sst.)
Numerous trachyte dykes

Nunarssuit and Kungnat environs

Saturated complexes
Few faults and littie crushing

Trachytes rare

Layering, which is so commonly found in the Nunarssuit complex,
is also a feature of the Gardar Province as a whole. As UPTON (1961
p. 10) remarks, the intrusive magmas of this province must have been
highly mobile to permit not only extensive gravitative crystal differen
tiation but also the current activity that played such an important part
in the development of many layered sequences. The mobility of the
magmas may be connected with the fact that geochemically the Gardar
intrusions comprise a fluorine province; BUERGER (1948) has discussed
the function of fluorine in reducing the viscosity of magmas.

Like the Kungnat complex the Nunarssuit complex does not ex
hibit a completely regular sequence of intrusions in order of decreasing
basicity. This ideal sequence, often found elsewhere in the world, is inter
rupted by the Helene Granite, whilst in Kungnat the gabbro is younger
than syenite though older than the late-stage granites of the western
centre. Unlike the Kungnat complex, however, the Nunarssuit pluton,
at least as far as the investigations up to present have revealed, appar
ently lacks cryptic variation. Nevertheless it must be borne in mind
that this may be only because of the relatively restricted vertical extent
of exposure and the present incomplete petrological picture of the Nunar
ssuit complex.

Petrographically, the Nunarssuit complex has many features in
common with the other Gardar complexes.

The unaltered Alangorssuaq Gabbro forming the northern part of
the gabbro outcrop seems to occupy a systematic position somewhere
between the Kungnat ring dyke and the TugtutOq gabbros, from in
formation kindly supplied by B. UPTON. It is also, incidentally, remark
ably like the large Gardar dolerite dyke that runs W.S.W. up to Naujat
qaqat in Alangorssuaq.

Pyroxene-fayalite-syenites in many ways similar to the Nunarssuit
and Kitsigsut syenites are widespread in South Greenland. They form
the greater part of the Kungnat complex, the outer part of the Puklen
intrusion, thick dykes and lenticular bodies to the north-east of Nunar
ssuit, the central part of one of the large composite dykes in Tugtut6q
(UPTON, 1963), large irregular bodies in the Narssaq area (where much
of the so-called nordmarkite of USSING (1912) is in fact pyroxene
fayalite-syenite), and the outer parts of the Ilimaussaq and Igaliko in-
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trusions (USSING 1912). In the Nunarssuit complex, as is evident from
Plate 1, this type of syenite occupies an area very much greater than
that of all its other Gardar occurrences considered collectively.

Excluding its development around Itivdliatsiaq and Amitsuarssuk
the Nunarssuit Syenite seems very similar to same of the Western
Layered Syenite of the Kungnåt intrusion and especially to rocks from
about the lowest levelof the lower unlaminated group. The Kitsigsut
Syenite, however, is more reminiscent of the syenite from the eastern
centre at Kungnåt. The analysis af the dark variety of the Kitsigsut
Syenite (39458) presented in Table l may be compared with that of
27696 a from the eastern layered series of the Kungnåt complex (UPTON
1960 p.90).

The similarities between the syenites of the Puklen intrusion and
the Nunarssuit complex have aiready heen painted out hy PULVERTAFT
(1961 p. 49).

Soda-granites resembling the Malenefjeld Granite and the late-stage
granites within the Nunarssuit Syenite are well-known in the Gardar
Province. They occur especially in the Narssaq area where, judging from
USSING'S (1912) description, the llimaussaq soda-granite in particular
presents petrographic features almost identical with those of the soda
granites af south-east Nunarssuit. Other examples occur in the central
complex af Tugtut6q, the western centre of the Kungnåt complex, and
the Puklen intrusion, the soda-granite in the last being very like that of
Malenefjeld and forming part of a differentiation series starting from
pyroxene-fayalite-syenite (PULVERTAFT 1961 p.48).

Nothing comparable with the Helene Granite and the Biotite
Granite is known from the other Gardar centres. The genesis of these
granites accordingly raises problems that at present are unique within
the province.

(b) Affinities with the New England, Nigerian and Oslo regions.

Alkaline provinces containing alkali-gahhro, augite-syenite, pyrox
ene-fayalite-granite, biotite-granite, and soda-granite occur in many
geological periods and many parts af the world, some well-known exam
ples heing the New England, Nigerian and Oslo provinces. The affinities
of the Nunarssuit complex to these three intrusive areas will be briefly
examined.

Whilst the large Helene Granite and Biotite-Granite intrusions dis
tinguish the Nunarssuit complex from the other known Gardar centres
they recaU to mind the New England and Nigerian provinces in which
biotite-granite is the most ahundant rock-type, and pyroxene-fayalite
granite is camrnon. The Cape Ann granite, Mass. (WARREN and McKINS
TRY 1924), is comparable in composition if not in texture with the
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Helene Granite. Furthermore, the BIue Hills rieheckite-granite appears,
from the literature, to he very similar to the Malenefjeld Granite. The
Nigerian rieheckite-granites also hroadly resemhle the soda-granites of
Nunarssuit although they commonly contain accessory pyrochlore and
cryolite and lack aenigmatite, whilst in the Nunarssuit soda-granites
aenigmatite is characteristic and pyrochlore and cryolite have not heen
ohserved. It should, however, he rememhered that the pre-eminent cryolite
deposits of Ivigtut occur in a small Gardar granite at Ivigtut some 40 km
north of Nunarssuit.

Abundance of accessory fiuorite in granite links the Nunarssuit
complex-and other Gardar centres-to the Nigerian and New England
provinces.

The Nunarssuit complex is ahout the same size as the largest intru
sions in the Nigerian and New England provinces hut ring fracture,
which is a pronounced feature of those provinces, is at the most a minor
factor in its emplacement. In this the Nunarssuit complex resemhles
most other known Gardar intrusions.

In Nigeria and New England augite syenite is developed hut hy
no means attains the relative quantitative importance that it reaches
in the Nunarssuit complex which in this respect is more closely related
to the Oslo region. The last is in fact the only intrusive region where
augite syenite occupies an area larger than that which it forms in Nunar
ssuit. Other parallels can he drawn. The Kitsigsut and Nunarssuit
syenites are often larvikites meeting BARTH'S requirement (1944 p. 77)
that such rocks must hear plagioclase. The larvikite-nordmarkite-ekerite
sequence of the Oslo area matches the Nunarssuit Syenite-soda-granite
(Malenefjeld Granite) sequence in which the nordmarkite and nord
markite-ekerite of the Oslo region are represented hy the sparsely devel
oped quartz-syenite of S.E. Nunarssuit, though this is not present on
the same scale as its Oslo equivalents. Whilst the trend towards felspa
thoidal rocks (lardalite) seen in the Oslo region does not take place in
the Nunarssuit complex, nepheline syenite is ahundant elsewhere in the
Gardar Province.

The Helene Granite has no analogue in the Oslo region and though
it may he tempting despite field distinctions to compare the Biotite
Granite of Alangorssuaq with the Drammen granite of the Oslo province,
the Biotite-Granite forms an integral part of the Nunarssuit complex
whereas the Drammen granite occupies a rather independent position
geologicaIly and chemical1y among the Oslo plutonites.

(c) The Helene Granite and the Scandinavian rapakivis.
Is the Helene Granite a rapakivi? WEGMANN'S (1938) comparison

hetween the marginal Helene Granite and the Finnish rapakivis cannot
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be lightly disregarded for it was made when he was aIready familiar
with the latter in the fieId. Nevertheless the Helene Granite is clearly
not a rapakivi in the sense generally accepted by English-speaking
geologists, for mantled K felspar ovoids are practically absent from the
intrusion. READ (1957 p. 135), for cxample, says that the rapakivi
granite proper is characterized by abundant large K felspar ovoids
often mantled by a rim of small oligoclase crystals "and it is this striking
phenomenon which is usually in mind when the rapakivi granites are
considered" . The same general opinion seems to be held in Russia also,
from the description furnished by ZAVARITSKY (1956 p. 275).

Scandinavian geologists, however, use the term "rapakivi" in a
sense that, paradoxically, is both broader and narrower than that just
presented, broader in that some Finnish rapakivis only locally display
typical ovoids, narrower inasmuch as the term is given an age-signifi
cance, a restriction deprecated by READ (loc. cit.).

It may then be asked: to what extent does the Helene Granite
resemble the Scandinavian rapakivis?

FROSTERUS (1902) states that, characteristically, rapakivi is a red
granite that disintegrates easily and is porphyritic, containing rounded
orthoclase crystals often surrounded by plagioclase rims. However, it is
not this texture that he seems to regard as an essential feature of the
rapakivis but rathcr their post-tectonic age: they are younger than the
orogenic movements which affected all the other Finnish granites.

SEDERHOLM (1928) when dealing with the origin of the rapakivi
texture, writes: "the typical rapakivi granite, which is characterized by
the occurrence of well-rounded crystals of orthoclase, surrounded by a
sheIl of oligoclase" ... "now ... rapakivi is only used for granites be
longing to a definite group of late pre-Cambrian rocks" ... "The word
rapakivi has, however, been used in different meanings, both as a petro
logical and a geological term. As the rocks of the different areas of
genetically connected rocks possess very similar petrological characters,
they have often been caIled rapakivi-granites, even when they lack the
characteristics of the typical rapakivi". Thus, whilst adding that "it
seems preferable to maintain the use of the word rapakivi as a designa
tion of this peculiar texture ... the rounding of orthoclases and their
coating with oligoclase" he clearly recognizes that the term has been
used in other ways.

VON ECKERMANN (1936) begins his account of the rapakivi granite
of the Loos-Hamra region with the folIowing sentence. "The jotnian
granites of the region, referred to by the author as the Rapakivi group,
differ in many respects from the normal type of the Finnish Rapakivis,
their characteristic texture, viz., the rounding of the orthoclases and
their surrounding by oligoclase being mostly absent." He then proceeds
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to describe the granite, mentioning many features also seen in the
Helene Granite, e. g. two generations of K felspar, some red phenocrysts
of the earlier generation bearing granophyric marginal zones, two genera
tions of quartz, constant accessory fluorite. He concludes : "All evidences,
consequently,-tectonic, chemical, mineralogical and textural-go to
show the true Rapakivi character of these rocks".

SAHAMA (1945) writes: "When rapakivi is distinguished from the
granites in the geological text- and hand-books, puhlished in different
countries, the rapakivi variety ... 'wiborgite' ... is generally given as
type example. This variety is conspicuously characterized by oval potash
feldspar phenocrysts surrounded hy oligoclase mantIes. It is true that
such a 'wihorgitic' texture is a trait very characteristic just of rapakivis
and of them only, hut every investigator who has occupied himself
with them knows quite well that it cannot he regarded as heing any
real definition of the texture of rapakivis in general. The whole term
'rapakivi granite' is to he held as being as much a geological term as a
purely petrographical one, and it is to he considered as being the com
mon name for all the rock types of the granite area in question." He suh
divides the rapakivi granite varieties into four types, only one of which
wiborgite-has oligoclase-mantled K felspar ovoids. Later he adds
"Possihly the only circumstance common to most of the granite types
of the rapakivi areas, and showing so wide a distrihution in the rapakivi
areas that it ean he held as heing characteristic of the 'rapakivis' is the
appearance of quartz in two separate generations."

SAVOLAHTI (1956 p. 83) in a recent account of the rapakivi granite
of the Ahvenisto Massif in Finland descrihes rapakivis as "medium- and
coarse-grained, partly porphyritic granites disintegrating to 'moro'" and
then goes on to review different writers' opinions regarding the common
and characteristic features of rapakivi rocks, remarking that "The
potash feldspar grains are most often more or less roundish (ovoids) and
in many cases enclosed in a shell of plagioclase. In not nearly all the
rapakivi types do potash feldspars enclosed in plagioclase occur." He
then gives the other rapakivi characteristics, viz., red-hrown colour due
to staining hy iron oxides, disintegration to 'moro', unoriented structure,
scarcity of aplites and pegmatites, two generations of quartz and fel
spar, and the presence of fluorite and also zircon as accessories.

These authoritative statements all show that for Scandinavian
principally Finnish-geologists a rapakivi granite need hy no means
display the mantled K felspar ovoids which are taken by British and
American writers as essential features of such granites. Therefore, the
absence of rapakivi ovoids does not preclude a comparison hetween the
Helene Granite and the Scandinavian rapakivis. Disregarding for the
moment age criteria, a close parallel ean in faet be drawn petrographically
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between the Helene Granite and certain Finnish rapakivis. The latter
characteristically display the folIowing features.-

Disintegration to "moro" under surfaee conditions-hence the term
"rapakivi" which simply means "disintegrating rock" not "rotten rock"
as is sometimes remarked.

Occurrence of quartz in two generations: phenocrysts which are
typically bipyramidal, and anhedral grains in the groundmass.

Frequency of accessory fluorite and zircon.
Sharp contacts with country rocks.
Lack of foliation or lineation.
Scarcity of pegmatites and aplites.
Red colouration due to dispersed haematite.

All these are features af the Helene Granite, though red colouration
is restricted to certain zones only, and the quartz phenocrysts never
attain the degree af idiomorphism that they reach in the Finnish rapaki
vis, while orthoclase, and not microcline, is commanly the dominant
K felspar in the Finnish rapakivis.

In particular, the Helene Granite closely resembles in texture the
biotite rapakivi of the Ahvenisto Massif which was visited by the sccond
author under the guidance af Drs. SAVOLAHTI and LEHIJARVI whose
kindness is gratefully acknowledged. But in mineral composition the
Helene Granite accords more with the hornhlende rapakivi of Ahvenisto,
especially where the latter contains pyroxene and fayalite. It mayaIso
be notcd that HAcKMAN (1934) records small quantities of pyroxene and
fayalite in the Viborg massif where the fayalite may, moreover, some
times be concentrated in isolated steep laycrs, though the extent to which
these resemble some of the banding in the Helene Granite is unknown.

Turning now to the age-connotation of the term "rapakivi" as it
is used in Scandinavia, the Scandinavian rapakivi and the Helene
Granite are more or less undeformed pre-Cambrian plutons intruded
into regions which had previously been tectonized but have remained
stable since before Camhrian times. Their regional geological settings to
this extent are broadly analogous. Certain details may also he comparahle.
The occurrence in the South Greenland Gardar province of anorthosites
and the Helene Granite recalls the association of rapakivi and anorthosite
found at several places in the Baltic Shield, for example, Nordingra in
Sweden (VON ECKERMANN 1938) and places near the Finnish-Russian
border (VELIKOSLAVINSKY 1953). The rapakivis of the Ahvenisto Massif
are surrounded by an arcuate outcrop of gabbro anorthosite and whilst
SAVOLAHTI (1956 pp. 80-81) considers the latter to be much older than,
and quite unrelated to the rapakivis, many Finnish geologists would
disagree with him in this.
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The relation hetween the Helene Granite and the Igaliko sandstone
would, however, appear to differ slightly from that between the Jotnian
sandstone and Finnish rapakivis. The last, although direct evidence has
not been observed, are generally taken as being older than the J otnian,
whereas the Helene Granite most probably is slightly younger than the
Igaliko sandstone. Notwithstanding this probable distinction, the occur
renee of sandstones in similar geological settings in both regions is worth
noting.

GeologicaIly as well as petrographically, therefore, the Helene Granite
ean, in many ways, be compared with the Scandinavian rapakivis. The
magmatic origin of the Helene Granite thus has bearing on the origin
of the Scandinavian rapakivis although it has no direct significance for
the prohlem of rapakivi texture.

Lastly, in view of these remarks, should the Helene Granite be
called a rapakivi? The writers would answer this purely terminological
question in the negative, for outside Scandinavia "rapakivi" means a
granite with mantled K felspar ovoids. To extend the term to cover
the Helene Granite would most likely mislead the majority of readers
and unnecessarily augment the aIready considerahle confusion in petro
logical nomenclature. Moreover, despite the parallels that have been
drawn, general distinctions that may well have genetic implications do
exist between the regional geological settings of the Helene Granite and
Scandinavian rapakivis. The latter are often demonstrably sheet-like
(e. g. laccolithic) bodies and are connectecl with the roughly east-west
Hoglandian-Jotnian flexure crossing southern Finland, an association to
which POLKANOV (1956) ascribes major significance in discussing the
origin of the igneous rocks concerned. This magma-tectonic association
is separate and distinct from the platform alkaline provinces of Kola and
the Oslo region with which the South Greenland Gardar Provinee has
so much in common.
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